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Abstract
Nanostructured calcium silicate (NCS) is an X-ray amorphous silicate material consisting
of randomly arranged platelets several tens of nanometres in size, forming agglomerates a
few micrometres in size. This affords the material a high, readily accessible surface area
of up to 600 m2 g−1 with chemically active surface-bound calcium and silanol groups
being integral parts of the silicate structure. As such, it makes an ideal material for the
sorption of many potential pollutant materials. However, NCS is highly thixotropic. This
reduces its applicability for use as a sorbent material on a large scale, the thixotropic
nature of NCS precluding its efficient separation from suspension.
NCS, in contact with water, will ion-exchange surface-bound calcium with hydrogen
ions, releasing calcium into solution, and leading to an increase in the pH value of the
solution. The process may be exploited by using the material as a sorbent for cationic
metal species forming insoluble hydroxides. This thesis demonstrates the use of NCS as
a sorbent material for Cu2+, with the material exhibiting a sorption capacity for this ion
of up to 10 mmol g−1. When the sorption capacity of the material is reached, all the
calcium initially present in the NCS material (31–38 wt % CaO) is leached into solution.
The copper is initially sorbed as an X-ray amorphous phase (most likely Cu(OH)2) but
in the presence of excess copper, the more thermodynamically stable crystalline phase
Cu2X(OH)3, X being chloride or nitrate, is formed. It was shown that the presence of
calcium is necessary for this sorption to occur. When calcium was leached from the
material prior to sorption studies, the sorption capacity of the material was significantly
decreased.
To aid the separation process of NCS from solution, bulk magnetite powder (Fe3O4), or
superparamagnetic magnetite or maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) were incorporated into the NCS
structure during its synthesis. The addition of these additives to the NCS material reduced
characteristics such as specific surface area or sorption capacity insofar as extra mass had
been added to the system. The structure of the NCS was not degraded. The NCS material
containing bulk magnetite powder was shown to be applicable to the sorption of phosphate
in a continuous fluidised bed system, utilising the magnetic properties of the material to
ii
aid separation. Phosphate was chosen, as the sorption characteristics of NCS with respect
to this ion were previously known.
Attempts to use magnetic techniques to separate the superparamagnetic composites
subsequent to copper sorption were unsuccessful. Although the composite materials
exhibited similar sorption capacity for copper to the unmodified one, the acidic conditions
of the copper solution degraded the composite, precluding the use of magnetic separation.
Finally, composite materials of NCS and a conducting polymer, polyaniline, were
prepared which provided potential redox-activity to a high surface area substrate. The
sorption characteristics of this material were demonstrated with its use as a sorbent
for the perrhenate ion. This rhenium ion was chosen due to its chemical similarity to
pertechnetate, a component of many radioactive wastewaters. It was demonstrated that the
sorption process proceeded via an electrochemical mechanism in which the polyaniline
caused the perrhenate ion to be reduced to a rhenium oxide species.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Water Pollution and the Environment
In 2006 in New Zealand, it has been estimated that resource consents permit the withdrawl
of water from limnological sources at a rate of up to 676 m3 s−1 for anthropogenic
purposes other than hydroelectric power generation.1 The actual rate at which this water
is used is often much less than this, and varies according to temporal climatic conditions.
A large portion of this water becomes contaminated through use, and has the potential
to cause significant environmental damage if discharged without adequate treatment.
Typical contamination includes:
• Biological contaminants, especially pathogens often found in fecal matter from
agricultural wastes or sewage.
• Organic waste such as sugars, proteins, lipids, aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides
etc. from a variety of agricultural and food processing sources.
• Nutrients such as phosphate and nitrate from agricultural waste.
• Other inorganic species with adverse effects on human health such as copper, lead,
cadmium and fluoride from industrial processes.
Other metal ions, particularly radionucleotides such as caesium, strontium and technetium
are not a significant source of waste-water contamination in New Zealand. However,
countries utilising nuclear power generation must deal with significant volumes of such
waste. While the aforementioned contaminants can have significant adverse effects on
the environment, many are potentially valuable and deserve recycling. An efficient, cost
effective recovery system would allow the materials to be recycled thus reducing both
pollution and depletion of mineral resources.
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From the New Zealand perspective, agricultural wastewaters are a major concern.
Agricultural run-off typically contains high concentrations of nitrogen species (such as
ammonium) and phosphate. Smith,2 in a 20 month study from 1984-1985 of water run-
off in a pastoral area near Hamilton, New Zealand, found total phosphorus concentrations
averaging 1 mg dm−3 (as P) and total nitrogen concentrations averaging 6 mg dm−3 (as
N). The rate of biological activity in aquatic systems is often limited by the concentration
of these nutrients, especially phosphate.3 When excess phosphate enters the aquatic
environment through such run-off, the rate of biological activity drastically increases,
particularly for organisms such as algae.4 This can lead to eutrophication of the waterway:
bacterial decomposition of the algae significantly reduces the dissolved oxygen content
in the water, leading to death of higher organisms such as fish. If these nutrients can
be recovered before they enter riparian zones and associated waterways, they may be
reapplied to agricultural areas as fertiliser.
1.1.1 Water Quality
In New Zealand, the Resource Management Act 1991 provides the basis for legislation
designed to regulate pollution and to mitigate its environmental impact.5 In conjunction
with this act, government departments and local government bodies construct regulations
specifying maximum acceptable values (MAVs) for various constituents of wastewater
such that effluent from any treatment process applied to the wastewater poses negligible
risk to either the environment or to human health. Ideally, after adequate mixing of the
effluent and the water to which it is discharged, there should be no noticeable change in
the local environmental conditions. Example of such regulations are the Drinking-water
Standards for New Zealand6 and the Wellington City Council Trade Waste Bylaw 2004,7
excerpts of which are shown below.
1.1.1.1 Potable Water
The Ministry of Health promulgates regulations specifying the criteria that water supplies
must meet before those supplies may be considered potable. These regulations specify,
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among other things, the maximum allowable concentration of analytes whose character-
istics are potentially detrimental to human health. The MAVs of some of the regulated
inorganic species are shown in Table 1.1. This list is not exhaustive; other analytes,
including organic species, bacteria and protozoa are also regulated. While potable water
is by no means chemically pure, these standards provide a suitable guide for water quality.
Table 1.1 Excerpt from Drinking-water Standards for New Zealand.6
Analyte MAV/
a
mg dm−3
GV/b
mg dm−3 Notes
Arsenic 0.01 –
Cadmium 0.004 –
Chromium 0.05 – Includes all valent
forms
Copper 2 1
Set to prevent stain-
ing
Fluoride 1.5 0.7 – 1.0 Guideline set for oral
health reasons
Lead 0.01 –
Mercury 0.002 –
Nickel 0.02 –
Nitrate 50 – Measured as NO3
Nitritec 0.2 – Measured as NO2
Phosphate – – Not regulated
Hardness
(Ca and
Mg)
– 100 – 300 Measured as CaCO3
Dissolved solids – 1000
pH – 7.0 – 8.5
aMaximum Acceptable Values are specified such that a person consuming 2 litres per
day over a lifetime of 70 years will experience no statistically significant risk of
adverse health effects as a result.
bGuideline Values are set for aesthetic purposes.
cThe value for nitrate is set as a short-term limit. No long-term limit is given for nitrate;
however, the value listed for nitrite is a long-term exposure limit.
1.1.1.2 Trade Wastes
In Wellington, the composition of wastewater resulting from industrial processes must
meet certain criteria before it may be discharged into the municipal sewer. Table 1.2
gives criteria for some of the inorganic constituents that may be found in such wastes.
In general, any discharges must not jeopardise the correct functioning of the municipal
wastewater treatment system. The other consideration undertaken in setting these limits
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is, whether the analyte can be successfully removed from the treated effluent that
is discharged. The municipal wastewater treatment facility in Wellington consists of
five processes: screening, primary sedimentation, microbiological oxidation, secondary
sedimentation, and UV disinfection. The treated effluent is subsequently discharged into
the sea.8 Based on these processes, the trade waste limits in Table 1.2 can be understood
in the following way:
• Limits for most of the metal species, such as arsenic or copper are at moderate
levels, as they are precipitated (for example as copper hydroxides or iron arsenates)
in the sedimentation processes.
• The limit for mercury is set at a low level,† because if mercury is inadequately
removed, it will bio-accumulate in the aquatic environment.
• Limits for nutrients, such as nitrogen- and phosphorus-containing species are set
at high levels, similar to those encountered in municipal sewage. The micro-
organisms involved in the biological oxidation process consume these species.
Table 1.2 Excerpt from Wellington City Trade Waste Bylaw.7
Analyte MAV/ mg dm−3
Arsenic 5
Cadmium 0.5
Copper 10
Fluoride 30
Lead 10
Mercury 0.005
Nickel 10
Nitrogena 500
pH 6.0 – 10.0
Phosphorus 150
aThis limit is for nitrogenous species that are converted to ammonia by the Kjeldahl
distillation procedure.10 This includes ammonia, ammonium, amines and amides, but
not nitrate, nitrite or other nitrogen species nonreactive towards concentrated H2SO4.
The value is reported as mg N dm−3.
This thesis investigates the sorption of ionic contaminants from aqueous solution. As
such, it is advisable to discuss sorption models.
†Under optimum conditions, instrumental detection limits can be significantly lower than the MAV. For
example, Chou and Naleway, have reported a detection limit for the analysis of mercury by cold vapour
atomic absorption spectroscopy at 0.013 µg dm−3.9
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1.2 Sorption Models
1.2.1 Sorption Isotherms
A sorption isotherm represents, in its simplest form, the state of the system at equilibrium.
When a discussion of sorption isotherms is undertaken, it is convenient to define θ , the
fraction of surface coverage, as the ratio of sorption sites occupied by a sorbent, n, to the
total number of sites present in the system, n∞:
θ =
n
n∞
(1.1)
1.2.1.1 The Langmuir Isotherm
Of the isotherms commonly used to describe sorption systems, the Langmuir isotherm
is one of the few that may be derived from fundamental principals. The isotherm
was originally developed to describe the sorption of gases onto the surface of either
glass, mica or platinum.11 In his derivation of the functional form of the isotherm,
Langmuir approached the problem from a consideration of the relative rates of sorption
and desorption. A similar approach is given below.
The equilibrium between a sorbate, M, bound to a sorbent site, A, can be defined as
follows:
A(s)+M(aq)
k1
k−1
A−M(s) (1.2)
From this, it is possible to construct the rate law with respect to the number of occupied
sites, nA−M:
dnA−M
dt
= k1.nA.[M]− k−1.nA−M (1.3)
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then θ can be defined in terms of the actual species present:
θ =
nA−M
nA+nA−M
(1.4)
or, in terms of occupied sites:
nA−M =
nA.θ
1−θ (1.5)
When the system reaches equilibrium, the net rate of reaction becomes zero. It becomes
possible to combine (1.5) and (1.3), eliminating both nA and nA−M:
k1.[M]Eq
k−1
=
θ
1−θ (1.6)
Given that the ratio of forward to reverse rates is equivalent to the overall equilibrium
constant of the reaction, K = k1k−1 , Equation (1.6) is functionally identical to the Langmuir
isotherm:
θ =
K[M]Eq
1+K[M]Eq
(1.7)
As the coefficient for this isotherm is approximately equal to the equilibrium constant,†
it is possible to derive other thermodynamic values once the system has been shown to
conform to the Langmuir isotherm.
One of the drawbacks to this approach is that it assumes that all sorption sites within
the system are uniform — that is to say that sorption does not occur preferentially at
an sorption site (or group of sites) within the system. Another assumption made in
the derivation of this isotherm is that interactions do not occur between different sorbed
molecules. Such interactions may occur, for example, in cases where the presence of one
sorbed molecule promotes (or retards) the rate at which sorption occurs at adjacent sites.
†It is recognised that the equilibrium constant for (and, by analogy, reaction rates of) a system are not derived
directly from the concentration of the species involved, but from their activities. If, in the example shown
above, K, the equilibrium constant, is defined as K = aA−MaAaM then K =
γAγM
γA−MK where ax, the activity of
component x, is defined as ax = γx[x]. In systems for which species are present at sub-molar concentrations,
the values of K and K are often similar.
As this study concerns the sorption of species at concentrations of a few millimolar from aqueous
solution, it is appropriate to approximate K with K in the present work.
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Interaction between sorbed species can also lead to the formation of multiple sorption
layers (as opposed to the formation of monolayers of sorbed species). The presence of
these interactions leads to different rates of sorption at different sites within the system.
While the system can still be described by the Langmuir isotherm, its treatment becomes
more complex. An example of this follows. In cases where different types of sorption
sites are known to exist within the system, A1 to An, the rate at which sorption occurs will
differ depending on the type of site. If the fraction of site i is represented by βi, then the
Langmuir isotherm becomes:
θ =
n
∑
i=1
βiKi[M]Eq
1+Ki[M]Eq
n
∑
i=1
βi = 1 (1.8)
The introduction of multiple variables makes the fitting of such a model to a set of
experimental data more difficult. As such, this is rarely done.
Another example for which the Langmuir model is insufficient is the presence of multiple
layers of sorbate forming on the surface of the sorbent. For example, should the reaction
presented in Equation (1.2) be:
A(s)+M(aq)
k1
k−1
A−M(s) +M(aq) k2
k−2
A−M−M(s) . . . (1.9)
The rate law presented in (1.3) must be extended to account for the formation of additional
sorbate layers. Once this is done, expressing the surface coverage in terms of the
equilibrium concentration of M becomes more complex, and other isotherm models
(given below) become more appropriate.
1.2.1.2 The Freundlich and Tempkin Isotherms
The Freundlich and Tempkin isotherms were developed in an attempt to account for the
non-conformity to the Langmuir isotherm by systems exhibiting multi-layer sorption, or
preferential sorption sites. The adaptation of the Langmuir isotherm results in isotherm
parameters exhibiting complex relationships to, for example, the system equilibrium
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constant, K. As such, while these isotherm models may, through empirical techniques,
be shown to adequately describe a system, applying the information acquired from one
system, to another is a difficult task. The Freundlich isotherm is given by12
θ = a([M]Eq)
1
C2 (1.10)
While the Tempkin isotherm is given by13
θ =C1 ln(C2[M]Eq) (1.11)
In the equations (1.10) and (1.11) above, a, C1 and C2 are parameters dependent on the
individual system, whereas [M]Eq is the concentration of the sorbate present in solution at
equilibrium.
1.2.1.3 The Frumkin Isotherm
The Frumpkin isotherm is derived from the Langmuir isotherm by introducing a term to
describe inhomogeneity of the sorbent surface. If the Langmuir isotherm, Equation (1.7),
is expressed as follows:12,14
K[M]Eq =
n
n∞−n (1.12)
Then the Frumkin isotherm is arrived at through the addition of an inhomogeneity term,
A:
K[M]Eq =
n
n∞−n exp
(
−A n
n∞
)
(1.13)
Or, in terms of θ :
θ =
K[M]Eq
K[M]Eq+ exp(−Aθ) (1.14)
Unfortunately, in the case of the Frumkin isotherm, θ cannot be expressed as a function of
[M]Eq as it can be in the other isotherms discussed previously, making a direct comparison
of isotherms (by non-graphical means) difficult.
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1.2.1.4 The BET Isotherm
The BET isotherm† was derived from the Langmuir isotherm by allowing for the
formation of multiple sorption layers on a surface (as is shown in the equilibrium
presented in Equation (1.9)).15 This commonly occurs with the sorption of gasses at
temperatures slightly above their boiling point. The isotherm model, as applicable to
the sorption of gasses is:
V
Vmon
=
cz
(1− z) [1− (1− c)z] (1.15)
z =
p
p∗
(1.16)
c≈ e(−∆GRT ) (1.17)
where V is the volume of gas sorbed, Vmon is the volume occupied by a sorbed monolayer,
p is the pressure in the system, p∗ is the saturation pressure of the gas at the temperature
of interest and c is a constant. The isotherm may be adapted to solution-based sorption by
redefining z as the ratio of [M] to the solubility of M, [M]∗:
n
nmon
=
cz
(1− z) [1− (1− c)z] (1.18)
z =
[M]
[M]∗
(1.19)
1.2.2 Direct Fitting Models
Most of the above isotherm models have linear implementations, approximating the
function f (x) = mx+ c, allowing the models to be applied to experimental data in a
fairly straight-forward fashion. For example, the linear implementation of the Langmuir
isotherm, Equation (1.7), is:
1
θ
=
1
K
1
[M]Eq
+1 (1.20)
†Named after Brunauer, Emmett and Teller
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while the linear form of the Freundlich isotherm, Equation (1.10), is:
logθ =
1
C2
log [M]Eq+ loga (1.21)
Thus if a system conforms to the Langmuir isotherm, a plot of 1θ against
1
[M]Eq
will exhibit
a linear relationship. Likewise, for the Freundlich isotherm, a linear relationship will be
observed in a plot of logθ against log [M]Eq. While useful for checking if an individual
model conforms to experimental data, difficulty is encountered if this system is used
to decide which isotherm best models a specific data set, as comparing data normally,
inversely or logarithmically has different effects on uncertainties associated with the data
points. For example, in Table 1.3, the two data values each have a 5% uncertainty.
Normally, the absolute magnitude of this uncertainty increases with an increase in the
data value; for the inverse, the absolute magnitude of this uncertainty decreases with
an increase of the data value; for the logarithmic scale, the absolute magnitude of the
uncertainty is independent of the original data value. This has consequences, if attempts
are made to compare ‘goodness of fit’ criteria like R2 values between different models, as
any deviation from the ideal fit would be accorded different significance, depending on
the space under which the model was fitted.
Table 1.3 Effects of inverse or logarithmic transformations on uncertainties.
Datum Spread
(x ± y) Normal(2y) Inverse
(
1
x−y − 1x+y
)
Logarithm
(
log x+yx−y
)
10.0 ± 0.5 1.0 0.010 0.043
100 ± 5 10. 0.0010 0.043
For this reason, when different isotherm models are fitted to the same data set in this
study, parameters such as R2 or χ2 values are calculated directly from the data values,
not their inverse or logarithmic versions. Therefore, in this thesis, curve fitting software
employing the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm16 was used for the purposes of modelling
the data. As such, linear interpretations of the isotherm models were not evaluated.
Choy et al.17 have observed the same discrepancy between R2 values when comparing
isotherm models for sorption of dyes onto activated carbon.
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1.2.3 Diffusion-Controlled Sorption
In sorbate-sorbent systems, the distribution of species within the system is not homoge-
neous. Typically the sorbent is a solid material and the sorbate is some species dissolved
in solution. This means that the sorption process occurs at the phase boundary between
the sorbent and the solution.† As such, there exists a gradient in the concentration of the
sorbate as one moves from the bulk solution to the sorbent surface. If the sorbent particles
have a large volume with respect to their surface area, a second diffusion process, wherein
the sorbed species migrate from the surface of the particle into its centre, may also occur.
Therefore, it is prudent to include a discussion of diffusion, when one considers such
systems.
The fundamental concepts of diffusion are covered in the two laws named for Fick.13
Fick’s first law states that under steady-state conditions, the flux of a particular compo-
nent, JC, is proportional to the concentration gradient of that component:
JC =−D∂ [C]∂x (1.22)
If the system is under dynamic conditions, as opposed to the steady state, then the rate of
change in the concentration of a particular component may be described as:
∂ [C]
∂ t
= D
∂ 2[C]
∂x2
(1.23)
Equations (1.22) and (1.23) are known as Fick’s first and second laws.
Boyd, Adamson and Myers18 presented solutions for the kinetics of sorption where
the rate limiting step was one of the aforementioned types of diffusion. Their work is
discussed in more detail below.
†For the purposes of this discussion this would typically be the phase boundary occurring between a solid
and an aqueous ionic solution. The same concepts apply to other biphasic systems such as solid–gas or
gas–liquid.
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1.2.3.1 Diffusion Through a Liquid Film
Should the kinetics of sorption be rate limited by diffusion of the sorbate species through
the solution at the particle interface, the rate law takes the following form:
dQ
dt
= R
(
QEq−Q
)
(1.24)
which, when integrated with respect to time, becomes:
Q = QEq
(
1− e(−Rt)
)
(1.25)
where Q and QEq are the amount of substance sorbed by the sorbent at time t, and at
equilibrium, t = ∞, and R is defined as follows:
R =
3D
r.∆rκ
(1.26)
where D is the diffusion coefficient, r is the radius of the sorbent particle, ∆r is the
thickness of the diffusion layer and κ is the the distribution coefficient (defined as the
ratio of the equilibrium sorbate concentration in the solid to the concentration in the
solution). This relationship assumes that D, ∆r and κ are constant throughout the
approach towards equilibrium. This only holds true in cases where the sorbate is at infinite
dilution. However the model can be approximated in cases where the sorbate is present
at low concentrations. This often necessitates the use of radioactive tracer techniques to
accurately determine the low concentrations of the sorbate.
This form of the rate law is identical to that exhibited by simple first order kinetics.
1.2.3.2 Diffusion Through the Sorbent Particle
In situations where the rate limiting step is the process of diffusion of the sorbate from
the surface of the sorbent into its centre, the form of the equation is slightly different. The
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integrated form of the rate law is:
Q
QEq
=
∞
∑
n=1
1
n2
exp
−Dn2pi2t
r2
(1.27)
For cases where the system is significantly distant from equilibrium
(
Q
QEq
< 0.05
)
, the
above equation simplifies to:
Q
QEq
=
6√
pi3
√
Bt (1.28)
Q
QEq
≈ 1.08
√
Bt (1.29)
where
B =
Dpi2
r2
(1.30)
As indicated above, the relationship in Equation (1.28) only holds true in systems for
which the attainment of equilibrium is slow. Only in those cases can this method
be employed. Otherwise, a special experimental set-up is required to facilitate the
measurement of sorbate concentrations after short periods of sorbent-sorbate contact.
This may, for example, be possible in systems, where the sorbate and the sorbent-sorbate
complex exhibit significantly different spectral characteristics, enabling spectrophotomet-
ric techniques to be employed for analysis.
Even though Equation (1.27) holds true throughout the approach to equilibrium, using this
equation to model an experimental data set is often too complex unless the assumptions
for (1.28) can be applied.
1.2.4 Kinetics of Sorption
In the previous section, it was noted that most sorption systems are controlled by diffusion.
Except in cases of infinite dilution, and in systems far removed from equilibrium, the
diffusion limited steps may not be apparent in the overall rate law, and the system may
exhibit behaviour more akin to typical solution based kinetics. That is to say that sorption
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systems often exhibit simple first- or second-order kinetics.
In a review of many studies of the sorption of divalent metal species, for example Cd(II),
Cu(II) and Pb(II), Ho and McKay19 reported that most of the experimental data exhibited
a high degree of conformation to pseudo second-order kinetic models. The use of a second
order model can be justified as follows. If the rate limiting step in the sorption process is
not diffusion, but rather the binary reaction between the sorbent and sorbate, the reaction
and its associated rate law are the same as for the derivation of the Langmuir isotherm,
given in Equations (1.2) and (1.3). Assuming that the system is distant from equilibrium,
so that the rate of the reverse reaction is negligible, and expressing all quantities in terms
of amount of substance, Equation (1.3) becomes:
dnA−M
dt
= k1nMnA (1.31)
By mass balance,
nA = n0A−n0M+nM (1.32)
where n0X is the initial amount of substance X, then the rate can be expressed solely in
terms of nM:
dnA−M
dt
= k1nM
(
n0A−n0M+nM
)
(1.33)
= k1
[
nM
(
n0A−n0M
)
+nM2
]
(1.34)
In cases where the initial amounts of A or M are similar
(
n0A ≈ n0M
)
, the rate law simplifies
to the classic form for a second order process:
dnA−M
dt
= k1nM2 (1.35)
If this is not the case, and n0A  n0M, the system will often exhibit pseudo-first order
kinetics, as nA ≈ n0A throughout the approach to equilibrium. Thus Equation (1.31)
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becomes:
dnA−M
dt
= k′1nM (1.36)
where k′1 = k1n
0
A and is a constant. The same consideration applies in cases where n
0
M
n0A.
It is also possible to express these rate laws as the rate or approach to equilibrium, namely:
dnA−M
dt
= kEq
(
nMEqnM
)
(1.37)
for the first order process, and
dnA−M
dt
= kEq
(
nMEqnM
)2 (1.38)
for the second order process. In this case, kEq represents the rate of approach towards
equilibrium (k1− k−1), while nMEq represents the amount of M in solution at equilibrium.
1.3 Nanostructured Calcium Silicate
Nanostructured Calcium Silicate (NCS) is a proprietary material reported recently by
Johnston, McFarlane and Borrmann20,21 and discussed in more detail by McFarlane.22
The material consists of nanometre-size platelets stacked semi-randomly, forming aggre-
gate particles of a few micrometres in size. The microstructure of the material is similar
to the macrostructure of gypsum desert rose, as can be seen in Figure 1.1. Despite this
microstructure, no significant long-range order exists within the material; it is largely X-
ray amorphous. However some broad peaks are present in the X-ray powder diffraction
pattern of NCS.22 Such peaks, common to many calcium silicate hydrates, are indicative
of two-dimensional ordering within the material.23 The material’s microstructure imparts
a large, highly accessible surface area, typically on the order of 400–600 m2 g−1, and an
oil sorption capacity in excess of 600.† The material also has a high brightness. NCS
†Oil sorption, an approximate measure of pore volume, is reported as mass oil sorbed by the material on a
wt % basis, thus an oil sorption of 600 would be reported if one gram of material sorbed six grams of oil.24
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typically has a high ISO brightness in excess of 88%† and a whiteness greater than 97.‡
These characteristics have seen the material employed as a filler material in papers, as
an aid for reducing print-through and ink-spreading, as well as contributing to the optical
properties of the paper.21
Figure 1.1 Scanning electron micrograph of nanostructured calcium silicate showing its
porous microstructure.
1.3.1 Structure
From a chemical point of view, it is believed that the structure of the NCS consists of
chains of connected SiO4–4 tetrahedra, with these backbones bridged by Ca
2+ ions. The
material, being amorphous, does not have a defined chemical formula. From a typical
elemental composition of the material, given in Table 1.4, its formula may be approxi-
mated by Ca0.8SiO2.8 ·2 H2O. Solid state 1H- and 29Si-MAS-NMR, X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy, X-ray Fluorescence and ion-beam spectroscopic studies of the material
have demonstrated the presence of surface-bound hydroxyl groups and physisorbed water
in the material, leading to the more appropriate formula CawSiOx(OH)y ·zH2O, where:
†Reported as reflectance at 457 nm.25
‡As measured on the L∗ axis (white = 100, black = 0) of the CIELAB L∗, a∗, b∗ colour space.26
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• w = 0.05–1†
• x = 2.05–3
• y = 0–0.5
• z = 1.4–2.5
Table 1.4 Typical elemental composition of NCS as determined by XRF.27
Analyte Percent by mass
SiO2 45.52
CaO 38.05
LOIa 14.45
Otherb 1.58
Total 99.60
aLoss on ignition at 1000 ◦C.
bMinor contribution from Al2O3, Fe2O3, MgO, Na2O, K2O, TiO2, P2O5
The structure is represented schematically in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Suggested formula and schematic of nanostructured calcium silicate,
showing the chain-like nature of the material. Only selected atoms in the SiO4–4
tetrahedra are shown.
†Calcium may be leached from the material via acid treatment, while still maintaining the desert-rose
structure.
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At high temperatures (in excess of 720◦C), the NCS is converted to wollastonite
(CaSiO3),
† as evidenced by X-ray powder diffraction studies.28 This leads to the
assumption that the structure of NCS shares some similarities with the chain-like structure
found in wollastonite. Evidence for the chain-like structure is also seen in 29Si-NMR
studies.22,28
NCS is synthesised via a precipitation reaction from aqueous calcium ions and silica
precursors. As such, the chain-like nature of the silicate backbone within NCS poses
some problems during the drying step. As the material is dried, the large surface area
of the material leads to a large liquid-air interface, resulting in a high surface tension.
NCS does not form a rigid skeletal framework structure like those possessed by minerals
such as halloysite, pillared clays or zeolites. Thus, the large surface tension acts to draw
the material’s platelets together, decreasing its surface area and pore volume. Drying the
material also leads to a change in the coordination environment of the Ca2+ ions, most
likely substituting coordinated water for SiO or SiOH groups. This means that drying
NCS can irreversibly lead to a loss of its microstructure. Three different approaches have
been developed by McFarlane22 to overcome this problem:
• The first approach is to reduce the surface tension of the solvent. Water, due to its
extensive hydrogen bonding, has a very large surface tension. If, in a filtration step
immediately prior to drying, the water in the system is displaced by a solvent having
a lower surface tension, the collapse of the structure is mitigated. Solvents typically
employed for this purpose are ethanol or 2-ethoxyethanol. The surface tension of
these solvents is given in Table 1.5. If the dry material is subsequently wetted with
water however, the phenomenon of structure collapse upon drying reasserts itself.
When 2-ethoxyethanol washing is used, a small portion of the solvent remains coor-
dinated to Ca2+ on the NCS surface. This can slightly reduce the chemical reactivity
of the NCS surface when compared to the unmodified material. Coordination of
the 2-ethoxyethanol also means that collapse of the NCS structure is retarded to a
greater degree than when ethanol washing is used, despite the lower surface tension
†Silica is also formed, thus maintaining the Ca:Si ratio within the system
(Ca0.8SiO2.8 ·2 H2O
∆
0 ·8 CaSiO3+0 ·2 SiO2+2 H2O↑ ).
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of the latter. The 2-ethoxyethanol remains coordinated even after prolonged drying
of the material at 110◦C. When such materials are heated in air to 600◦C, the 2-
ethoxyethanol treated material exhibits a mass loss approximately 10% greater than
that of the untreated material.
Table 1.5 Surface tension of various solvents in contact with air at 25◦C as reported by
Lide.29
Solvent Surface tension/ 10−3 N m−1
Water 71.99
Ethanol 21.97
2-Ethoxyethanol 28.35
• The second approach commonly employed is to reinforce the material. This is
done by condensing a layer of silica between adjacent platelets of the material. If
an aqueous silicate solution is introduced to a slurry of NCS, the H(4-n)SiO
n–
4 ions
will preferentially sorb in the acute angle formed at the interface of two platelets
as this minimises the surface tension of the system. Sorption of H(4-n)SiO
n–
4 on
the platelet surfaces also occurs. Subsequent acidification of the system causes the
silicate ions to condense to a silica layer. This mechanically reinforces the system,
retarding structure collapse upon drying. The reinforced NCS can be wetted and
dried several times without causing a significant reduction of its surface area.
Reinforcement of the NCS results in a slightly reduced specific surface area, as extra
mass has been added to the system. From a chemical standpoint, the procedure also
reduces the mole ratio of calcium within the system.
• The third method involves acid treatment of the as-made NCS slurry. The Ca2+ in
the NCS structure ion exchanges with H+, leading to the formation of additional
silanol groups. Adjacent silanol groups may then condense, reducing the polarity,
and hence surface tension, of the NCS material. This method leads to a loss of
chemical functionality in the NCS material. Like the reinforcement method, the
material may be wetted and dried several times with little observed change in the
surface properties.
However, this method is wasteful of reagents, as most of the calcium is leached
from the NCS. This leads to a significant decrease in the final mass of product. A
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typical Ca:Si ratio in the pH adjusted material is 0.05:1, compared to 0.8:1 prior
to pH adjustment.22 As such, this technique is rarely used as the primary method
for retarding structural collapse, but rather when it is also desirable to produce a
material with a low calcium content.
1.3.2 Physical Properties
Recovery of the NCS material by filtration is difficult, due to its high, readily accessible
surface area and small particulate size. Even under sustained vacuum filtration, the
filter-cake will retain a large quantity of water. A typical NCS filter-cake will contain
only 5–15 wt % solids† (in other words, 85–95 wt % of the material is water). The
material is thixotropic, meaning that a stirred, aqueous suspension of NCS will form a
solid mass upon standing. The apparently solid material can be returned to a thin slurry
upon additional stirring however. This thixotropic nature is probably caused by hydrogen
bonding between adjacent NCS particulates. During filtration, the small particle size and
thixotropic nature of the material lead to the formation of a small, dense layer of NCS
material at the bottom of the filtration device; excess solution in the upper parts of the
filtration device is removed very slowly.
While an inefficient filtration process is not very problematic on a laboratory scale, such
a time-consuming step is highly undesirable on an industrial scale — the extra time
required for filtration makes the NCS recovery process unsuitable. For this reason, part
of this study involves incorporation of magnetic centres within the NCS structure to aid
separation of the material from solution. This is covered in more detail in Chapter 4.
1.3.3 Chemistry
The presence of labile calcium ions at or near the surface of the material provides the basis
for much of the solution based chemistry of NCS. When NCS is permitted to equilibrate
with water, the pH of the system increases until a value of approximately 10.5 is reached.
†When compared to the dry mass, after drying at 110 ◦C.
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This occurs due to exchange of surface-bound Ca2+ with H+ (from H2O H
++OH– ),
although exchange of Ca2+ with other ions, for example Sr2+, is also known.30
The release of Ca2+ by NCS when in contact with water occurs on a rather short time
scale; achieving equilibrium after a few hours instead of time scales ranging from days to
months for some of the more stable crystalline calcium silicates such as wollastonite.31 If
NCS is reacted with acid, Ca2+ will be leached from the material, as has been mentioned
above. If the addition of acid is undertaken slowly, nearly all calcium will be leached from
the material when the equilibrated system reaches pH 6. At this point the material still
retains much of its initial morphology. If excess acid is added to the system, formation of
a gel-like silica phase bearing little resemblance to the initial material, results.
The surface accessible Ca2+ in the system means that potential complexes can be formed,
if suitable ligand molecules are used. Borrmann et al.32 have previously demonstrated
that NCS powder will sorb molecular iodine, through the formation of a Ca−I complex.
The iodine is retained in the system, even after sustained heating at 110◦C. The nature of
the Ca−I bonding has been studied by XPS, the results of which suggest that the iodine is
present in the zero-valent state. However, a formal representation of the Ca−I interactions
could not be elucidated.
NCS also has the potential to sorb anionic species having a high affinity for Ca2+, of
which phosphate is one example. Southam33–35 has performed extensive studies of the
unmodified NCS for use as a sorbent for phosphate. The results of these studies are
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5, in which phosphate is used as a model sorbate to
characterise the sorption properties of some Fe3O4-NCS composite materials.
1.3.4 Conducting Polymer Derivatives
In addition to its ability to sorb small ionic (phosphate) or molecular (iodine) species, the
large surface area of NCS makes it potentially desirable as a substrate for materials having
interesting electrochemical properties, such as conducting polymers. The conducting
polymers, such as polyaniline or polypyrrole, are a class of organic polymers typified
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by extensive pi-conjugation along the polymer backbone. This property makes them
amenable to possess high conductivities upon the addition of suitable dopant materials.
Their conductive nature was first reported by MacDiarmid et al.36,37 although several
conducting polymers have been known for many years. For example, the electrochemical
synthesis of polyaniline was first reported in 1862.38 While the materials themselves
possess interesting electrical properties, they often have poor mechanical characteristics
such as processability. For this reason, they are often incorporated into composite
materials.
1.4 Scope of the Thesis
The structure of NCS provides a material having a high surface area and pore volume.
These properties, along with the presence of chemically active calcium within the NCS
structure make the material desirable as a potential sorbent material.
Although the use of NCS for the sorption of phosphate has previously been charac-
terised,34 little is known about the use of this material as a sorbent for cationic species.
Due to the basic nature of the NCS,22 it was assumed that the material should prove
suitable as a sorbent for species exhibiting insoluble hydroxides.
This thesis characterises the sorption properties of NCS with respect to Cu2+. The copper
ion was chosen as a model compound due to its similarities to many other, potentially
toxic, cationic species and its propensity to form insoluble hydroxide precipitates. The
kinetics of the sorption process are elucidated, and the nature of the sorbed product
determined by a variety of instrumental techniques. The thixotropic nature of NCS
precludes its use as an adsorbent material on an industrial scale due to problems
associated with its recovery from solution following sorption. To overcome this problem,
incorporation of magnetic minerals magnetite or maghemite into the silicate structure is
undertaken. The sorption characteristics of the magnetic composite materials with respect
to the copper and phosphate are determined, and the magnetic nature of the composite
material is utilised to aid in its separation from solution following sorption.
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The high surface area and pore volume of the material are also utilised by employing
NCS as a substrate for the conducting polymer polyaniline. The redox-active nature of
the resulting composite material is also investigated in sorption studies of the oxyanion
perrhenate, ReO–4 .
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Chapter 2
Experimental
2.1 General
The majority of the experimental work reported in this thesis was performed at Victoria
University. Work concerning phosphate sorption was conducted during a research stay
at the Water and Geotechnology Division of the Institute for Technical Chemistry at
the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK), Karlsruhe, Germany. As such, reagents and
equipment used for work associated with phosphate sorption differ from those used for
the remainder of this work.
Reagents used for phosphate sorption experiments were obtained from Merck as analyt-
ical reagent grade and used as received. Specifically, this includes all chemicals listed
in the phosphate section. Reagents used to synthesise NCS materials for phosphate
sorption tests were obtained from Merck (as AR grade), with the exception of magnetite
powder, which was purchased from Bayer. Buffer solutions used as calibrants for
pH determination were obtained from VWR Prolabo, France. Reagent water for the
preparation of solutions and for dilutions was purified with a MilliQ system (Millipore),
such that it had a resistivity greater than 18 MΩ cm−1.
For NCS materials employed in other investigations, such as for copper and rhenium
sorption studies, calcium hydroxide was obtained from LobaChemie (AR grade), sodium
silicate was obtained from Orica Chemicals (N grade) and hydrochloric acid was obtained
from JaSol. Water for all preparations was distilled prior to use. Magnetite powder, for use
in preparing composite materials, was obtained from Bayer. For the preparation of PANI
composite materials, ammonium peroxydisulfate was sourced from Avocado chemicals.
Aniline was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and distilled prior to use. It was stored in an
amber bottle at 4◦C and was redistilled, if it became discoloured. Other than aniline, all
chemicals were used as received.
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For sorption tests (other than for phosphate sorption), and for elemental analysis,
analytical grade reagents were used for all work. Chemicals for this work were obtained
from a variety of sources:
• Copper chloride from Ajax,
• Nitric acid from APS,
• Calcium carbonate from BDH,
• Rhenium spectroscopy standards from Fluka,
• Hydrochloric acid and sulfuric acid from LabScan,
• pH buffer solutions from Pure Science,
• Copper nitrate and iron sulfate from Riedel-de-Hae¨n,
• Potassium perrhenate and strontium chloride from Sigma-Aldrich.
2.1.1 Chemical Analytical Techniques
2.1.1.1 Phosphate Analysis
Quantitative determination of phosphate was undertaken with a molybdenum blue
method. The method used was an in-house modification (by FZK) of other published
methods, and employed bismuth as a stabilising agent.10,39 The following reagents were
used:
• SMOR (Molybdic Acid Reagent): Ammonium molybdate, (NH4)6Mo7O24 ·4 H2O
(9.15 g), was dissolved in approximately 700 cm3 of H2O. In a separate beaker,
Bi(NO3)3 ·5 H2O (1.5 g) was dissolved in 191 cm3 of concentrated HNO3 (65%,
14 mol dm−3) and then slowly added to the molybdate solution. The resulting
solution was allowed to cool and its volume adjusted to 1000 cm3.
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• RED (Reducing Agent): 1-Amino-2-naphthol-4-sulfonic acid, ANS, (0.750 g),
Na2SO3 (41.92 g), and Na2S2O5 (69.85 g), were measured out. All of the ANS
and approximately one half of the Na2S2O5 were ground to a fine powder in a
mortar. The remaining solids were dissolved in approximately 800 cm3 H2O, then
the ground powder mixture was added to the solution. Once dissolved, the resulting
solution was adjusted to a final volume of 1000 cm3.
• Both reagents were stored at 4◦C in glass bottles (the RED reagent in an amber
bottle). They were discarded if they became coloured. Before use, the reagents
(and any standards or samples) were allowed to warm to room temperature.
To analyse for phosphate, a series of standards containing 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,
1.0 mg P dm−3 were prepared daily from a stock solution (prepared weekly) containing
10 mg P dm−3 (prepared from Na2HPO4). Aliquots of any samples to be analysed were
placed into 25 cm3 volumetric flasks such that the final phosphate concentration was
in the range covered by the standards. Water was added to bring the total volume to
approximately 15 cm3. Following this, 2.5 cm3 SMOR was added, the solution mixed
gently, and 0.5 cm3 RED added. All flasks were made to volume with water and the
molybdenum blue colour was allowed to develop for 15 minutes. The absorbance of
standards and samples was measured in disposable cuvettes (1 cm width) at a wavelength
of 690 nm using a WTW Mikroprozessor Photometer MPM 1500 (Wissenschaftlich-
Technische Werksta¨tten GmbH, Weilheim). A calibration chart was prepared and used
to determine the phosphate concentration of the samples. The absorbance was found to
obey Beer’s Law, having a linear response, with an R2 value typically greater than 0.995.
Typically, the amount of dissolved reactive phosphorus (DRP) was determined, in which
case the samples were filtered with 0.45 µm cellulose membranes (Millipore) before
analysis. In some cases total reactive phosphorus (TRP) was quantified, in which case
the samples were not filtered before analysis. Occasionally, the concentration of total
phosphorus (TP) or total dissolved phosphorus (TDP) was determined. In this case, the
unfiltered (TP) or filtered (TDP) sample was digested with concentrated HNO3 in a Teflon
lined bomb at 100◦C overnight. Typically 0.25 cm3 HNO3 and either 5 cm3 or 0.2 g
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sample were digested in a 30 cm3 bomb before being diluted to 100 cm3. At least one
standard was similarly treated when TDP or TP were determined.
2.1.1.2 Spectrophotometric Determination of Iodine
Iodine was quantified by spectrophotometric determination of the iodine-starch complex.
Due to the poor stability of I–3 in solution, standards were prepared in situ from KIO3
according to Equation (2.1):
IO−3 +6H
++5I− 3I2+3H2O (2.1)
I2+ I
− I−3 (2.2)
A stock solution of KIO3 was prepared by dissolving 1.1242 g of the salt with water in a
100 cm3 flask, providing a 52.53 mmol dm−3 solution. Solutions of NaI (1 mol dm−3),
H2SO4 (1 mol dm
−3) and starch (1 g dm−3) were also prepared. The starch solution
was replaced it it became turbid. When fully reacted according to (2.1), 1 cm3 of the IO–3
standard provided an equivalent mass of 0.4000 g elemental iodine. Serial dilutions of this
standard were made to provide a working standard with an equivalent I2 concentration of
20 mg dm−3.
Standard solutions with equivalent I2 concentrations of 10, 7.5, 5.0, 2.5 and 0 mg dm
−3
were prepared by transferring aliquots of the working standard to 25 cm3 volumetric
flasks. Aliquots of the samples to be analysed were likewise taken. To the flasks was
added 1 cm3 each of the NaI and H2SO4 solutions and the flasks made nearly to volume
with water. Prior to the final volume adjustment, 0.1 cm3 of the starch solution was added
to each flask. The absorbance of the iodine-starch complex was measured (using 1 cm
wide quartz cuvettes) at a wavelength of 352 nm on a Cary Scan 100 spectrophotometer.
The analytical wavelength was chosen by recording the visible spectrum of the iodine-
starch complex, so as to determine to the wavelength of maximum absorption, prior to
quantitative analysis.
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2.1.1.3 Quantification of Metal Species
Quantification of metal species was undertaken on a GBC906AA flame atomic absorption
spectrometer. Prior to analysis, all samples were filtered through 0.45 µm cellulose
membranes in order to remove any suspended solids. Calibration was performed with a
minimum of 4 standard solutions. Each standard and sample was analysed in triplicate by
the instrument, which also automatically prepared calibration curves. Where necessary,
samples were diluted such that the analyte concentration was in the range covered by
the standards. During the analysis, the calibration was checked every 10 samples by re-
analysing a calibration standard, a blank solution and a sample. Analysis conditions used
were those recommended by the instrument manufacturer,40 which were consistent with
other sources.10 The instrument operating parameters, for specific elements, are given in
Table 2.1.
2.1.1.4 Instrumental Uncertainties
Where quantification of metal species was undertaken by AA, the instrument analysed
each sample in triplicate and calculated the percentage relative standard deviation of the
result:
%RSD =
σy
y¯
×100 (2.3)
This value was used to calculate the standard deviation for the measured concentration.
For analytes quantified by UV/visible spectroscopy, namely phosphate and iodine, the
standard error in the linear regression fit for the calibration data was applied to all samples.
For determination of pH, an uncertainty of ± 0.05 of a pH unit was used, being the
instrumental accuracy specified by the manufacturers (see Section 2.1.2.7).
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2.1.2 Other Instrumental Techniques
2.1.2.1 X-ray Analysis
Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were collected using a Phillips PW 3710 MPD-
controlled diffractometer. Typically, scans were recorded through an angular range of
6–70◦ 2θ at a scan speed of 0.020◦ 2θ s−1 using the Cu Kα spectral line. In cases where
the XRD pattern was assigned to specific crystalline phases, reference patterns were taken
from the ICDD Powder Diffraction File Version 4+41 and were of either Star or Indexed
quality.
2.1.2.2 Particle Size Analysis
Particle size distributions were determined using a Malvern Mastersizer Hydro 2000
MU. Preferentially, the particle size distribution of NCS samples were determined from
samples in the form of a slurry or filter cake. Ultrasonication was performed for 30
seconds to ensure complete dispersion of the sample prior to data collection. Raw data
were processed by the instrument software such that a number-weighted size distribution
was calculated, based on the average of three measurements.
2.1.2.3 Electron Microscopy
Electron microscopy was performed on a JEOL JSM 6500F field emission scanning
electron microscope. Prior to analysis, samples were adhered to carbon tape on aluminium
stubs and sputter-coated with a 4 nm thick Pt layer. The same instrument was used to
record both electron micrographs and energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS). In cases
where the Pt M spectral lines overlapped with the analyte of interest (typically Re), a
carbon sputter-coater was used in place of the Pt one.
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2.1.2.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis was undertaken on a Shimadzu TGA-50 instrument. Typi-
cally, samples were heated at a rate of 10◦C min−1, in a stream of dry air at a flow rate
of 50 cm3 min−1. Platinum sample pans were used for analysis. Samples were held at
a temperature of 105◦C until a constant mass was achieved. This typically took 15 to
30 minutes. Once a constant initial mass had been established, heating was resumed. In
cases where NCS samples were being analysed, the samples were heated to a temperature
of 950◦C. Once the maximum temperature was reached, it was maintained for 5 minutes,
to ensure that a constant mass was achieved.
2.1.2.5 Surface Area Analysis
Single point BET surface area determinations were undertaken with the use of a
Mircomeritics FlowSorb II 2300 instrument, using a gas mixture of 29.1 vol % N2 in He.
Due to the propensity of NCS for sorbing water, samples were degassed for 1 hour under
the N2 stream at 105
◦C prior to analysis. The instrument measured the volume of nitrogen
adsorbed or desorbed based on differential gas flow rates across the sample. Instrument
calibration was undertaken by injection of 1 cm3 N2 gas into the machine, providing
a differential flow rate equivalent to a desorption value of 2.84 m2 at 298 K. Specific
surface area was calculated with a modified form of the BET equation recommended by
the manufacturer,42 using the measured nitrogen desorption value.†
Specific Surface Area =
C
m
× 298 K
Ta
× Pa
760 mm Hg
×
1− xN2PaPa+15 mm Hg
0.706
(2.4)
Where:
C = integrator counts (surface area) from nitrogen desorption/ m2
m = sample mass/ g
Ta = ambient temperature/ K
Pa = ambient pressure/ mm Hg
†The instrument calculated this value based on the volume of nitrogen desorbed by the sample on warming
it from 77 K to room temperature.
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xN2 = vol % N2, 29.1%
2.1.2.6 Cyclic Voltammetry
Cyclic voltagramms were recorded on an AMEL 7050 potentiostat. Working- and
counter-electrodes were made from glassy carbon, and a silver/silver chloride electrode
(Ag(s)|AgCl(s)|Cl– (aq)) was used as the reference electrode. Saturated KClO4 solution
was used as the electrolyte, chosen in preference to KCl as the former allowed for a greater
electrode potential range. Measurements were made at room temperature (approximately
25◦C) — the temperature was not otherwise controlled. Scans were recorded for 10 cycles
between−1.5 V and +1.2 V relative to the reference electrode. The first five cycles at any
given scan speed were permitted for the system to stabilise. Hence, the data from these
cycles were ignored — only data from the final five scans were used. Multiple scans were
recorded, at scan rates of 100 mV s−1, 50 mV s−1, and 20 mV s−1.
2.1.2.7 pH
For solutions associated with phosphate sorption work, pH determinations were made
with a WTW pH340i meter equipped with a SenTix 41 combined pH-temperature
electrode. A three-point calibration was performed with pH 4.00, 7.00 and 10.00 buffers.
Typically, the response from the meter was found to be within 5% of the Nernst potential
(59.1 mV pH−1). The auto-read function of the meter was employed, meaning that a
reading was not taken until the output signal from the pH electrode was stable to ± 0.01
pH units for 30 seconds.
For other work, pH was determined using a HANNA Instruments 5521 meter or a EuTech
Instruments CyberScan pH 11 meter. For the EuTech meter, a three point calibration was
performed using pH 4.01, 7.00 and 10.01 buffers. Two point calibration was used with the
HANNA meter, using the pH 7.00 buffer and either the 4.01 or 10.01 buffer. These meters
lacked an auto-read function. However, like the WTW meter, pH readings were not taken
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until the signal from the pH electrode was stable to ± 0.01 pH units for 30 seconds.
2.1.2.8 UV/ Visible Spectroscopy
UV/visible absorption spectroscopy was performed on a Cary Scan 100 instrument
(Varian) operating in double beam mode. Samples were transferred into quartz cuvettes
(Roth) of 1 cm width and spectra were recorded between 200–800 nm, at a scan speed of
200 nm min−1. The spectral bandwidth of the instrument was set to 2 nm.
2.1.2.9 Reflectance Spectroscopy
Two instruments were used to record reflectance spectra — a HunterLabs ColorQuest
C5160 or a Cary Scan 100, with a reflective sphere accessory fitted. The Cary instrument,
while having a superior spectral resolution (2 nm, versus 10 nm on the HunterLabs
instrument), could not be accurately calibrated to provide absolute reflectance. For
qualitative analysis however, the Cary instrument was deemed more appropriate. Samples
to be measured were initially ground to a fine powder in an agate mortar then pressed into
a homemade sample holder, similar in style to sample holders commonly employed for
powder XRD measurement.
2.1.2.10 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
XPS measurements were undertaken on a Kratos Axis Ultra XPS instrument located at
Auckland University. The Al Kα X-ray source was provided by an filament operating
at 10 mA and 15 kV. Prior to analysis, samples were mounted on carbon tape, which
was used as the internal standard, with the C 1s peak adjusted to a binding energy of
285 eV. Data analysis was performed with the fityk program,43 which was used to model
the experimental data with Gaussian-Lorentzian peaks having 20% Lorentzian character.
The function is given in Equation (2.5) where h is the peak height, c its centre and w its
half width at half median height. A Shirley background44 was subtracted from the data
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prior to peak fitting:
f (x) = h
[
0.8exp
(
− ln(2)
(
x− c
w
)2)
+
0.2
1+
(x−c
w
)2
]
(2.5)
2.1.2.11 Magnetometry
Magnetisation of γ-Fe2O3-NCS composite materials was measured on a Alternating
Gradient Magnetometer, model 2900 (Princeton Measurements Corporation). A known
mass of sample (a few milligrams) was packed into a glass capillary tube, the ends of
which were sealed with glue to prevent sample movement within the tube. Silicone grease
was used to mount the sample on the instrument’s sample probe. Magnetisation curves
were recorded at a scan rate of 8 kA m−1 s−1 between +800 kA m−1 and −800 kA m−1.
2.2 Synthesis of Calcium Silicate and Its Derivatives
2.2.1 General Synthetic Procedure
NCS was prepared using a batch process. Typically batches of between 200–500 cm3
were prepared. The following relates to the preparation of a sample at a reaction volume
of 500 cm3, giving approximately 10 g (dry basis) of calcium silicate:
In a plastic beaker, Ca(OH)2 (78.1 mmol, 5.79 g), was suspended in 250 cm
3 of
0.174 mol dm−3 HCl under vigorous mixing provided by a mechanical overhead stirrer
(either a Heidolph RZR 1 or an IKA-Werke Eurostar Digital). In a separate plastic beaker
sodium silicate (15.91 g of 27 wt % SiO2, 71.5 mmol) was diluted to 250 cm
3 with H2O.
This provided precursor solutions with the following equivalent concentrations:†
• [Ca] = 0.312 mol dm−3
†In the case of calcium, this ‘concentration’ is given as if the calcium hydroxide particles were fully
dissolved, which is not the case. It is also recognised that at the reaction pH of approximately 12.5, SiO2 is
predominately present as H3SiO
–
4 .
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• [SiO2] = 0.286 mol dm−3
The sodium silicate solution was rapidly added to the calcium hydroxide suspension,
immediately generating a viscous slurry. Stirring of the resulting calcium silicate
precipitate was maintained for about one hour, and then the material was aged by allowing
it to stand overnight. Various post-synthesis treatments were applied, depending on the
requirements for the final material:
For the preparation of some materials, the ratios of Ca(OH)2:HCl:SiO2 were maintained,
however, the concentration of the precursor solutions was increased:
• [Ca] from 0.312 mol dm−3 to 0.937 mol dm−3
• [SiO2] from 0.286 mol dm−3 to 0.858 mol dm−3
Increasing the concentration of the precursor solutions resulted in a more viscous initial
precipitate upon mixing of the two solutions. For this reason, mechanical stirring was
provided by a dispersator — an M.T. 420 W motor (Bologna, Italy) with a T-Verter N2
control unit, operated at 300–400 rpm.
2.2.1.1 Water Washed Material
It has previously been shown20,22 that drying the silicate leads to collapse of the pore
structure, resulting in a significantly reduced surface area. If such a silicate was desired,
the as-made material was recovered by vacuum filtration, and the filter cake washed
thoroughly with water.† Then the filter cake was dried in an oven at 110◦C overnight.
2.2.1.2 Filter-cake
If it was deemed necessary to maintain the pore structure, and hence accessible surface
area, the filter cake was stored in a sealed container and not permitted to dry out. The
†The ratio of Ca:Si in the precursor solutions is 1.09:1. Some calcium is removed with the filtrate,22 giving
a Ca:Si ratio of 0.8:1 in the final product.
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solids content of a subsample was determined by taking a known mass of the filter-cake
(10 to 20 g) and drying it at 110◦C overnight in an oven. Typically, samples were found
to contain between 5 and 15 wt % solids.†
2.2.1.3 2-Ethoxyethanol Washed Material
In some cases, it was necessary to dry the material while maintaining the high surface
area. In this case, 2-ethoxyethanol was used as a spacer compound due to its low surface
tension compared to H2O. During the filtration step, the filter cake was first washed well
with water to remove any salts (Na+ and Cl– are spectator ions in the calcium silicate
precipitation reaction). After the final water rinse, but before suction through the filter
cake was lost, one plug volume of 2-ethoxyethanol was added to the filter funnel. It
was allowed to pass through the filter cake, displacing any water present. The filter cake
was subsequently dried in a vented oven at 110◦C. Due to the higher boiling point of 2-
ethoxyethanol, when compared to water, it took longer to dry the 2-ethoxyethanol washed
filter-cake than to dry the water washed one. Typically, samples were dried for at least
two days prior to use.
2.2.1.4 pH Adjustment
The calcium content of the silicate was reduced via the addition of HCl. A calcium
silicate slurry (1 dm3) prepared from the higher concentration reactants was stirred gently
with an overhead stirrer. To this, concentrated HCl (35 %, 10.6 mol dm−3) was added
dropwise from a burette, while monitoring the pH of the slurry. The total volume added
was 105 cm3, reducing the pH from an initial value of 12.9 to 7.4. The sample was aged
overnight, before filtration on a vacuum system, washing well with water. The filter cake
was subsequently dried at 110◦C.
†The efficiency of the filtration system can significantly alter the solids content of the filter-cake.
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2.2.1.5 Reinforcement
The structure of the as-made NCS could be reinforced by condensing a layer of SiO2
on top of the pore structure. A stirred, as-made NCS slurry, (50 cm3 of the higher
concentration preparation) was diluted with water to an approximate volume of 75 cm3,
then sodium silicate (3.21 g, 15.3 mmol of 28.7 wt % SiO2) was added. The reaction
was stirred for five minutes to allow the additional silicate to disperse. Over a period of
10 minutes, 2 mol dm−3 HCl (5 cm3) was added dropwise from a burette. Stirring was
maintained for a one hour to permit time for the SiO2 layer to form. Samples were aged
overnight before filtration on a vacuum system. The filter cake was washed with water
and subsequently dried at 110◦C.
Reinforcement was also performed with NCS prepared from the lower concentration
reactants — in this case, the initial slurry was not diluted before additional sodium silicate
was added.
2.2.2 Synthesis of Magnetic Calcium Silicate Composites
Two separate methods were employed for the synthesis of magnetic calcium silicate
composites: One method provided a magnetite-calcium silicate composite, the other
provided a maghemite-calcium silicate composite.
2.2.2.1 Magnetite-Calcium Silicate Composite
For the preparation of composite materials containing magnetite, the NCS was assumed
to have an empirical formula of Ca0.8SiO2.8 ·2 H2O, which was used to determine the
mass ratio of magnetite to silicate. For example, to synthesise a material containing
25 wt % Fe3O4, magnetite (3.36 g, 14.5 mmol) was added to a sodium silicate solution
as detailed in the general procedure. The mixture was blended with a stirring rod for
five minutes in order to ensure that the Fe3O4 was thoroughly dispersed. At this point,
the magnetite-containing sodium silicate solution was added to the calcium hydroxide
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suspension as per the general synthetic procedure. Once the material had aged overnight,
post-synthesis treatments such as reinforcement or 2-ethoxyethanol washing could be
carried out. If large quantities of the material were desired (a total reaction volume
greater than 500 cm3), the magnetite was dispersed in the sodium silicate solution via the
use of a mechanical overhead stirrer equipped with a plastic mixing blade. This method
proved suitable for the synthesis of composites ranging from 1–25 wt % Fe3O4, without
significantly degrading the accessible surface area of the silicate. Attempts were not made
to synthesise composites containing a greater percentage of Fe3O4.
2.2.2.2 Maghemite-Calcium Silicate Composite
Magnetite nanoparticles having a nominal diameter of 15 nm were prepared according
to the method of Berger,45 itself based on the co-precipitation method of Massart.46 The
iron salts FeCl2 ·4 H2O, 10.53 g (0.053 mol), and FeCl3 ·6 H2O, 28.65 g (0.106 mol),
were dissolved in 132.5 cm3 of 2 mol dm−3 HCl, providing a solution 0.40 mol dm−3 in
Fe2+ and 0.80 mol dm−3 in Fe3+. Ammonia solution (1 mol dm−3, 1325 cm3) was added
dropwise to the rapidly stirred iron solution over the course of six hours. The addition of
NH3 caused the formation of a fine black Fe3O4 suspension after first progressing through
an iron hydroxide floc. The reaction mixture was stirred for a further 30 minutes after
completion of the NH3 addition. The magnetite was precipitated by placing a rare-earth
magnet under the reaction flask, and the supernatant decanted off. The magnetite was re-
suspended in 500 cm3 of water, and the precipitation step repeated until the magnetite had
been rinsed four times, at which point the supernatant had a pH value of approximately 7.
The magnetite was finally suspended in 500 cm3 water and the solids content determined
by drying a subsample on a rotary evaporator.
The composite materials were synthesised as described in the previous section, wherein
the magnetite suspension was dispersed in a sodium silicate solution for 10 minutes with
mechanical stirring prior to its addition to a calcium hydroxide slurry. The synthesised
composites were subsequently treated with 2-ethoxyethanol and oven dried at 110◦C
overnight, resulting in the magnetite, Fe3O4, being oxidised to the maghemite phase,
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γ-Fe2O3. This was evidenced by XRD and a change in the colour of the composites from
grey to orange. The final composite still exhibited magnetic characteristics.
2.2.3 Synthesis of Calcium Silicate-Polyaniline Composites
2.2.3.1 Synthesis of Polyaniline
Polyaniline (PANI), in its emeraldine salt form was prepared as follows:
Aniline (0.455 cm3, 5 mmol) and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS), 0.17 g
(0.5 mmol), were dissolved in 100 cm3 of 0.5 mol dm−3 H2SO4 under vigorous
stirring in a round-bottom flask, providing a solution 0.05 mol dm−3 in anilinium and
0.005 mol dm−3 in SDBS. This solution was cooled on an ice bath to a temperature
of approximately 0◦C. Separately, ammonium peroxydisulfate, (NH4)2S2O8 (1.71 g,
7.5 mmol), was dissolved in 100 cm3 of water, to provide a 0.075 mol dm−3 solution. The
ammonium peroxydisulfate solution was added dropwise to the stirred, cool anilinium
solution over a period of 60 minutes. During this time, the solution was observed to
develop a blue-green tint. Once the addition of the oxidant was complete, the ice bath
was removed, and the reaction mixture permitted to warm to room temperature. Stirring
was continued for a further 18 hours, by which time dark black-green emeraldine salt had
formed. Then the PANI suspension was transferred to dialysis tube with a molecular mass
cutoff at 14 kDa (Membracell MD44-14) and dialysed against H2O in a 5 dm
3 beaker for
a period of five days, exchanging the dialyate twice daily. Once dialysis was complete,
the PANI suspension was removed from the membrane and water was removed by rotary
evaporation. The mass of black-green PANI powder recovered was 0.65 g, equivalent to
a yield of 93.5% assuming that the polyaniline was completely in the emeraldine sulfate
form, (C6H5N
+· · 12 SO2–4 )n (Mr = 139.2 g mol−1).
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2.2.3.2 Synthesis of the Composite
PANI was incorporated into NCS via sorption of PANI from solution. Typically,
composite materials containing less than 10 wt % PANI were prepared. The following
relates to the synthesis of a composite containing 5 wt % PANI. To incorporate PANI
into the NCS, the polymer (26 mg, 0.19 mmol based on the C6H5N
+· · 12 SO2–4 repeat
unit) was dissolved in 10 cm3 1-methylpyrrolidine (NMP) in a 50 cm3 flask, providing
a dark blue solution. In order to ensure that the PANI maintained its deprotonated state,
NaOH (0.40 g, 10 mmol) was added to the flask. NCS (0.50 g) was then added to the
stirred PANI solution. The reaction flask was stoppered to prevent evaporation of NMP
and stirring was maintained for 18–24 hours. At this point, the PANI-NCS composite was
slowly filtered off, leaving the largely undissolved NaOH pellets in the reaction flask. The
NaOH was dissolved in 50 cm3 H2O, giving a solution of approximately 0.2 mol dm
−3.
The filter cake was washed with this solution, followed by three additional rinsings, each
50 cm3 H2O. A final washing was performed with ethanol. While the majority of the
PANI remained bound to the NCS, a small amount was observed in the filtrate, which was
a pale blue colour. The filter cake was dried in vacuo in a desiccator above silica gel in
order to avoid possible degradation of PANI at elevated temperatures. Once dry, the solids
possessed a blue colour throughout. If composites were desired with a greater percentage
of PANI, more PANI was initially dissolved in the NMP. The volume of solvent used was
determined by the mass of NCS desired — more PANI could easily be dissolved in the
solvent, but 0.5 g NCS in 10 cm3 NMP provided a thick slurry. In cases where the material
was washed with 2-ethoxyethanol during filtration, it was observed that additional PANI
was washed out of the filter-cake.
The procedure was repeated using either the reinforced analogue of NCS, or omitting
the ethanol washing step. Ethanol was chosen for the final washing in preference to
2-ethoxyethanol as the latter had a tendency to leach extra PANI out of the composite
material, most likely due to the 2-ethoxyethanol and the PANI binding to the same sites
on the NCS surface.47
The materials were characterised via TGA and spectroscopic techniques. Composite
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materials were also prepared containing 15N-PANI in a similar manner to that described
above, using > 98 atom% 15N aniline. It was initially thought that 15N-NMR could be
undertaken with the composites, but the obtained spectra were poorly resolved. Instead,
the 15N-PANI composites were characterised by XPS spectroscopy.
2.3 Sorption Studies of Copper
2.3.1 Kinetic Studies
Copper-containing solutions with Cu2+ concentration ranging from 5000 mg dm−3 to
100 mg Cu2+ dm−3† were prepared from either chloride or nitrate salts, CuCl2 ·2 H2O or
Cu(NO3)2 ·3 H2O. A known volume of each copper solution (1 dm3), was transferred to
a separate Erlenmeyer flask, and magnetically stirred such that a mild vortex was present.
To each of these copper solutions a known mass of 2-ethoxyethanol washed, dry NCS
(approximately 1 g) was added. Samples of 12 cm3 were withdrawn from these flasks at
intervals over the next 24 hours. Typically, 8 samples were withdrawn in the first hour.
Immediately upon withdrawing each sample, it was passed through a 0.45 µm membrane,
discarding the first 2–4 cm3 of the filtrate. The remainder (8–10 cm3) of each filtrate was
retained and stored separately in plastic vials until the sorption experiment had concluded.
The filtrates were subsequently analysed to determine pH, and the concentration of both
copper and calcium.
Once the sorption experiment had concluded, the spent NCS was recovered via filtration,
rinsing with H2O, followed by 2-ethoxyethanol. The recovered NCS was dried and
analysed by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and electron microscopy (SEM and EDS).
This procedure was repeated for the following derivatives of NCS:
• pH adjusted NCS
†Although the solutions were prepared on a mass per volume basis (mg dm−3), discussions in the text will
refer to the concentration on a molar basis. Thus, for Cu2+ 5000 mg dm−3 is 79 mol dm−3; 500 mg dm−3
is 7.9 mol dm−3; 100 mg dm−3 is 1.6 mol dm−3.
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• NCS filter-cake
• Magnetic NCS composites
2.3.2 Isotherm Measurements
Copper-containing solutions (50 cm3) were prepared from CuCl2 ·2 H2O, having Cu
concentrations of 0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0 mmol dm−3. NCS,
in the form of a filter cake, with a dry mass equivalent to 0.025 g, was added to each
of a series of 50 cm3 glass centrifuge tubes. The copper solutions were added to these
tubes, whereupon the tubes were sealed and shaken on a flask shaker (Labnet Orbit 300)
for 24 hours. At this point, the mixtures were centrifuged at approximately 1000 rpm for
15 minutes. Subsamples of the supernatant were analysed to determine pH, Ca and Cu
concentrations. From these data, isotherm curves were constructed.
The experiments were repeated with a magnetite-containing NCS (25 wt % Fe3O4).
2.4 Sorption Studies of Phosphate
2.4.1 Isotherm Studies
Into a series of dry 100 cm3 flasks samples of calcium silicate-magnetite composites in the
form of filter cakes were added. Phosphate solutions were prepared from NaH2PO4 ·H2O
in the concentration range from 0.01 to 10 mmol dm−3. These solutions (50 cm3)
were added to the NCS-containing flasks. Then, the flasks were stirred on a multi-
position magnetic stirrer (IKA-Werke EOA9) for 24 hours at room temperature (23–
25 ◦C). Once this time period had elapsed, the stirring was halted and the silicate was
permitted to settle for about 10 minutes. A portion of the supernatant (30–40 cm3)
was withdrawn via syringe and passed through a cellulose membrane having a pore
size not exceeding 0.45 µm. The pH value of each filtrate was determined, as was
phosphate concentration. If the samples were not immediately analysed, they were stored
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in glass vials at 4◦C. The quantity of phosphate sorbed by the silicate was calculated
by difference. Isotherms were calculated for samples with sorbent loadings at 0.5, 1.0
and 2.0 g NCS composite dm−3 (dry basis). Isotherm measurements were primarily
conducted with a calcium silicate containing 25 wt % (dry basis) magnetite, however
the sorption capacity was also determined for composites covering the range of magnetite
content — from 0 to 25 wt %, with a control sample of 100% magnetite likewise being
analysed.
2.4.2 Kinetic Studies
A 2 dm3 flask was loaded with 1 dm3 of a 1.1 mmol dm−3 phosphate solution (prepared
from NaH2PO4 ·H2O). In a separate flask, a Fe3O4-NCS filter cake containing 25 wt %
Fe3O4 (1.1 g dry equivalent) was dispersed in 100 cm
3 water under vigorous stirring for
30 min. The silicate suspension was added quickly to the stirred (300 rpm, moderate
vortex present) phosphate solution. Over the course of 60 min, nine samples, each
of 25 cm3 volume, were withdrawn using a graduated syringe pipette. The samples
were promptly filtered through a 0.45 µm membrane into glass vials. The filtrates were
subsequently analysed to determine their phosphate content and pH values. The pH value
was also monitored in situ during the initial stages of the reaction.
2.4.3 Continuous Uptake Studies
Column sorption experiments were run in up-flow mode as to approximate a fluidised
bed sorption. The system schematic is shown in Figure 2.1. Glass columns of two
different sizes were employed — either 50 cm3 or 600 cm3. The column was connected
to a peristaltic pump (PLP 33, Labor-Technik Dusseldorf) with silicone tubing, with an
influent connection made at the bottom of the column while an effluent connection was
provided via a side arm near the top of the column. The influent reservoir was a 2 dm3
flask. The smaller column was cylindrical, having parallel sides, whereas the larger
column was conical, having been constructed from a 1 dm3 pear-shaped separating funnel
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of set-up for column sorption experiments: (a) 50 cm3 column; (b)
600 cm3 column.
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by removing its upper half. The effluent was usually passed through a piece of filter paper
to capture any silicate leaving the column, however a valve was provided in the effluent
tubing to enable subsamples to be taken for analysis. Typically, 20–25 cm3 samples were
collected in a syringe and passed through a 0.45 µm membrane before being stored in
glass vials. The exact volume taken depended on the pump speed as the sampling was
undertaken for a known time period. For the smaller column, the pump was set to deliver
15 column volumes per hour and samples were taken after every two column volumes
(two minutes of sampling in every eight minute cycle). For the larger column, the pump
was set to maximum speed and delivered four column volumes per hour. A 30 second
sampling period was allowed every 10 minutes. Columns were loaded with Fe3O4-NCS
composites containing 25 wt % Fe3O4 (dry basis). The silicate was applied in the form of
filter cake at the following loading:
• For the 50 cm3 column: 0.25 g dry material per litre of influent (10 g per litre of
column volume)
• For the 600 cm3 column: 1.00 g dry material per litre of influent (3.33 g per litre of
column volume)
Typically, the filter cake was dispersed in water and the column filled with water before the
phosphate-containing influent was introduced. However, experiments were conducted in
which the filter cake was not predispersed, but instead, was dispersed via manual stirring
with a glass rod as the column filled with influent.
2.5 Sorption Studies of Rhenium
2.5.1 Sorption by Polyaniline Films
Aniline, 0.230 cm3 (2.5 mmol), was dissolved in 50 cm3 of 0.5 mol dm−3 sulfuric acid,
affording a solution of 0.05 mol dm−3 anilinium. Separately, the oxidant (NH4)2S2O8
(0.86 g, 4.0 mmol), was dissolved in 50 cm3 of 0.5 mol dm−3 sulfuric acid, providing
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a 0.075 mol dm−3 solution of the oxidant. Both solutions were cooled to approximately
0◦C on an ice bath before the anilinium solution was added to the oxidant under vigorous
stirring. Thirty seconds were allowed for the solutions to mix, then subsamples of this
solution (4 cm3) were added to each of a series of 5 cm3 disposable polycarbonate
cuvettes. The cuvettes were permitted to stand overnight by which time dark green
polyaniline had formed. The cuvettes were emptied and rinsed with sequential washings
of water, ethanol, and water again to remove excess polyaniline. Upon drying, a thin film
of polyaniline remained on the inside of each cuvette.
The UV/vis spectra of these polyaniline films were recorded, in solutions of either:
0.1 mol dm−3 HCl, 0.1 mol dm−3 NaOH, 0.1 mol dm−3 (NH4)2S2O8 or 0.1 mol dm
−3
N2H4 ·H2O to access the emeraldine salt, emeraldine base, pernigraniline salt and
leucoemeraldine base states of the polymer respectively.
A solution, containing 1000 mg Re dm−3 (5.4 mmol dm−3, as KReO4) in 0.1 mol dm−3
HCl, was added to cuvettes coated with emeraldine salt or leucoemeraldine base, having
first rinsed the cuvette with water to remove any excess reagents. Any changes in the
oxidation state of the polymer due to its interaction with the perrhenate was followed
spectrophotometrically.
2.5.2 Sorption by PANI-NCS Composites
Fifty milligrams samples of the PANI-NCS composite (described in Section 2.2.3.2,
containing 10 wt % PANI) were added to each of a series of 50 cm3 glass centrifuge
tubes. Mostly, composites containing 14N-PANI were used, but an additional sorption
measurement was made with a 15N-PANI-NCS composite and the most concentrated
perrhenate solution. A 1000 mg Re dm−3 (5.4 mmol dm−3) KReO4 solution in
0.01 mol dm−3 HCl was prepared by dissolving 0.3884 g KReO4 (1.343 mmol) in
250 cm3 of 0.01 mol dm−3 HCl. Serial dilutions of the rhenium solution were made
with 0.01 mol dm−3 HCl affording 50 cm3 each of solutions containing 0, 100, 200, 300,
400, 500, 600 and 1000 mg Re dm−3. These solutions were added to the tubes containing
the PANI-NCS composite. The tubes were shaken vigorously for a few minutes, then the
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perrhenate solution was left in static contact with the PANI-NCS composite for 24 hours.
Following this, subsamples of the supernatant were removed and analysed to determine
rhenium and calcium concentrations, and pH values. The PANI-NCS composites were
recovered by filtration and rinsed thoroughly, initially with water, then ethanol. XPS
analysis was undertaken on the 15N-PANI sample.
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Chapter 3
Copper Sorption
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Heavy Metals
There is no chemically precise definition of the term Heavy Metal. In a review in 2002,
Duffus48 demonstrated that the term was used in a wide range of contexts. In some cases
the term was used to classify metals possessing a high density;† sometimes the definition
was based on atomic mass or atomic number; in other cases the definition simply referred
to metals or metalloids commonly used in industrial processes which exhibited a high
degree of toxicity. Because of this lack of consistency in the usage of this term, Heavy
Metal is not defined in the IUPAC Compendium of Chemical Terminology.49 For this
reason, the term has been avoided in this discussion. Copper was chosen as a target
sorbate, as it shares similar chemical characteristics to many of the (often toxic) d-block
and late p-block metals. As such, results obtained from copper sorption studies should be
transferable to, for example, lead or mercury.
3.1.2 Chemistry of Copper
Copper belongs to the d-block metals and has common oxidation states of 0, +1 and +2.
As Cu2+, it acts as a moderately soft Lewis acid and exhibits a strong affinity towards
many soft Lewis bases such as sulfur-based ligands. While it is not a truly hard Lewis
acid such as the s-block cations, Cu2+ also exhibits a strong affinity for moderately hard
Lewis bases such as NH3, with a lesser affinity for the harder, oxygen based, Lewis bases.
As a result of this, CuS and Cu(OH)2 are insoluble, and [Cu(NH3)4]
2+ exists as a stable
complex. The solubility products of some common copper-based precipitates and stability
†The minimum value of high density also varied — from 3.5 g cm−3 to 7 g cm−3.
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constants of some copper-based complexes are given in Table 3.1. Similar characteristics
are shared by many of the d-block elements and some of the heavier p-block metals such
as lead.
Table 3.1 Solubility products and stability constants of some metal-containing species
(after Alward and Findlay,50 unless otherwise referenced).
Species pKsp pK
Cu(OH)2 19.3
CuS 36
Cu2Cl(OH)3
51 17.27
Cu2(NO3)(OH)3
51 16.37
[Cu(NH3)4]
2+ −11.75a
[Cu(EDTA)]2– −18.78
Pb(OH)2 16
[Pb(OH)4]
2– 52 −15.2
PbS 27.5
aThis value is given for the equilibrium Cu2+ + 4 NH3 [Cu(NH3)4]
2+, which
is identical in magnitude to the β4 value (for the equilibrium [Cu(NH3)3]
2+ +
NH3 [Cu(NH3)4]
2+).50
Because of the affinity of copper (or similar species) towards sulfur- and nitrogen-
containing ligands, bio-accumulation can occur, where the metal binds strongly to sulfur
or nitrogen functional groups in proteins. Bio-accumulation of metals can also occur
with other classes of molecules such as polysaccharides.53 Once bound, the metal is
often very difficult to displace. Unless the organism has developed specific methods
for its removal,54 the accumulation of copper can lead to chronic toxicity as a result
of overexposure. By coordinating to proteins, the metal ion can alter the protein’s
conformation and retard its biological function. In the case of copper, all plants and
animals require it as an essential nutrient. A typical adult human requires a few
micrograms of copper per kilogram of body mass.55 Overexposure can still occur: for
CuSO4 ·5 H2O the oral LD50 value for acute exposure in rats has been reported as
300 mg kg−1.56 Copper compounds are often employed for antibacterial or antifungal
purposes.57 Other chemical species, not required as micronutrients, such as lead or
mercury compounds act in a similar way. As the organism does not require these
metal species, specific mechanisms for excretion are often underdeveloped. Instead the
organism may rely on renal excretion, which strongly depends on the solubility and
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hydrophilicity of the species involved.54
As many of the toxic metal species exhibit similar chemical characterstics to copper,
Cu2+ was deemed to be a representative metal ion for the purposes of testing the sorption
characteristics of NCS.
3.1.3 Copper Sorption Techniques
The aims of many techniques applied to the sorption of copper are recycling or water
treatment, for example the recovery of copper from electroplating wastewater. For
example, a typical electroplating wastewater stream contains metal ions at concentrations
of approximately 1 mmol dm−3 either from a copper-coating bath58 or as a minor
component of chromium or nickel electroplating baths.59 Methods used for the recovery
of copper (or other metals) often involve ion exchange resins,58,60–62 chelating resins,63
ionic liquids,64 electrochemical techniques65–71 or precipitation of the metal species by
sulfides.72 In practical applications many of these techniques are applied in sequence.
For example, after initial precipitation of the metal ions, the precipitate is dissolved
in water, and then ion exchange is used to concentrate the metal species followed by
electrochemical recovery.58
3.1.3.1 Electrochemical Techniques
Removal of Cu2+ from aqueous solution can be accomplished by electrochemical means
as Cu2+ has a high reduction potential with respect to many other metal species.
The method of cementation is often employed whereby, a wastewater such as elec-
troplating waste70 or pot ale from whisky stills65 with a high copper concentration
([Cu2+] ≥ 1 mmol dm−3) is allowed to react with an elemental metal. Aluminium,65
iron,68,69,73 or zinc73 are often employed for this purpose. Upon contact with the metal
surface, Cu2+ is reduced to Cu0, in turn oxidising the sacrificial metal:
Cu2++M(s) Cu(s)+M2+ (3.1)
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Near quantitative uptake of Cu2+ may be achieved according to Equation (3.1). For
example, Hor and Mohamed68 have reported 100% of copper being sorbed from a
1.6 mmol dm−3 Cu2+ solution in contact with Fe(s) for a few minutes in a flow-through
reactor. While the technique works well for the recovery (and potential recycling) of
copper, disposal of the effluent (now containing the ionic sacrificial metal) may be
problematic in many cases. Typically with iron or aluminium however, exposing the
effluent to soil is thought to quickly convert the Al3+ and Fe2+ to their harmless oxides,
provided that the effluent or soil are not overly acidic.65
3.1.3.2 Sorption by Biomass
Because of the large affinity that copper exhibits for nitrogen ligands, sorbents based on
biological materials have often been used for the recovery of copper. In a recent review
of biomas-derived sorbent materials used for the uptake of metal ions, Ahluwalia and
Goyal74 reported studies of copper sorption from biosorbents derived from 12 species of
fungi, 3 species of bacteria, 11 species of algae, and 12 general plant-derived biomasses.
Reported sorption capacities for copper varied widely: from 6 × 10−3 to 0.63 mmol g−1
for fungal derived biomass; 0.60 to 1.2 mmol g−1 for algal derived biomass; from 0.14 to
6.0 mmol g−1 for bacterial derived biomass; and 9.71 × 10−2 to 0.38 mmol g−1 for plant
derived biomass.
Many biomass-derived sorbent materials originate as waste products from other pro-
cesses. Crab shell, for example, can often be obtained at little or no cost from the fishing
industry. This means that biomass sorbents often have a significant cost advantage over
other potential sorbents such as ion-exchange resins. In some cases, biosorbents can
exhibit better characteristics than commercial ion exchange resins. When comparing a
crab shell biosorbent to a commercial ion exchange resin (Dowex R© 50WX4) Cochrane et
al.75 observed that although the resin sorbed Cu2+ at a faster rate, the crab shell biosorbent
possessed a larger sorption capacity. The ion exchange resin (0.5 g dm−3) removed
99% Cu2+ from a 1.6 mmol dm−3 solution within 1 hour, compared with 98.5% removal
after 12 hours for the crab shell. The maximum sorption capacities were reported as
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1.12 mmol g−1 and 1.25 mmol g−1 for the resin and crab shell respectively.
3.1.3.3 Mechanism of Sorption
While many proteins will coordinate strongly to metal ions, very often they will only bind
the metal at specific sites within the protein. For this reason, the sorption capacity of metal
ions by proteins in vivo is low.76 Muraleedharan and Venkobachar77 have investigated,
by EPR spectroscopy, the mechanism of Cu2+ sorption by biomass derived from the
fungus Ganoderma lucidium. They concluded that proteins were not responsible for
copper sorption; removal of proteins from the biomass resulted in a slight increase in
copper sorption efficiency due to the proteins obstructing potential sorption sites. Another
nitrogen-containing compound often thought to be responsible for copper sorption, chitin,
(Figure 3.1) was only found to contribute 5% of the observed copper uptake. Other
researchers78 have demonstrated similar results with other fungal species, showing that
interactions between Cu2+ and oxygen-based ligands such as polysaccharides53 are
the major contributor to biomass-derived sorption. In a review of biomass sorbents
by Gardea-Torresdey,79 it was noted that binding often occurs between metal ions
and carboxyl moieties, although binding to sulfur or nitrogen groups is also known.
Carboxylate groups within the biomass can also act in an ion-exchange capacity due to
the equilibrium:
R−COOH R−COO−+H+ (3.2)
It has been suggested in some cases that precipitation of Cu(OH)2 can occur on the surface
of the biomass.80 As a result of sorption of Cu2+ ions by co-ordination to carboxylate
groups (or ion exchange) the concentration of the metal ion near the surface of the biomass
increases (through the formation of an electrical double layer). This can lead to the
copper concentration exceeding the solubility limit for Cu(OH)2 resulting in precipitation
of the hydroxide. It has been suggested that for a sorption system having a total Cu2+
concentration of 0.1 mmol dm−3, the solubility limit of Cu(OH)2 will be exceeded in the
double layer at a pH in excess of 5.0. By comparison, a bulk solution with the same
copper concentration only exceeds the solubility limit of Cu(OH)2 at a pH greater than
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Figure 3.1 Chitin (a) and its deacetylated analogue, chitosan (b).
Given that the mechanism of bio-sorption is a combination of ion-exchange and co-
ordination between the metal ion and the sorbent, it becomes susceptible to interference
due to competition from other species. Scheinder et al.,81 have observed that the sorption
of copper by biomass derived from Potamogeton lucens (an aquatic plant) from a synthetic
mining leachate was affected by the presence of the complexing agents CN– and EDTA4– .
These species form the anionic copper complexes [Cu(CN)4]
3– and [CuEDTA]2– , which
has two effects on the sorption process:
• The target sorbate becomes anionic (as opposed to the cationic [Cu(H2O)5]2+),82†
negating any cation ion-exchange mechanism.
• The CN– and EDTA4– ligands compete with potential ligands in the sorbent, such
as carboxylate groups. This retards the potential complexation sorption mechanism
(the formation of [Cu(OOC−R)x](2–x)+ complexes with the sorbent).
It was noted by the authors that copper sorption was reduced by 28% in the presence of
equimolar amounts of CN– , and 97% in the presence of equimolar amounts of EDTA4– .
The presence of equimolar amounts of either Na+, Ca2+, Fe3+ or pine oil (a non-ionic
surfactant) did not significantly reduce the observed copper sorption of the material.
†X-ray absorption spectroscopic studies suggest that aqueous Cu2+ exists in a five-coordinate elongated
square pyramidal geometry rather than a six-coordinate Jahn-Teller distorted octahedral geometry.82
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3.1.3.4 Sorption by Synthetic Materials
Even though copper primarily coordinates to oxygen based ligands in biomass, synthetic
sorbent materials have been reported that make use of the strong affinity of Cu2+ for
nitrogen or sulfur groups. Sˇljukic´ et al.83 have reported copper uptake by glassy carbon
modified by a surface coating of the sulfur-containing amino acid cysteine. Their material
exhibited a copper sorption capacity of 0.49 mmol Cu g−1 and displayed behaviour
consistent with the Freundlich isotherm.
Wang and Wang84 have developed an amine based co-polymer resin with a chelating core
similar to EDTA, and additional side chains containing ethylamine oligomers (Figure 3.2).
They reported the copper uptake of their resin as 1.08 mmol g−1, with a high stability
constant for the Cu-resin complex (logKs = 18.72). It was demonstrated that Cu2+
would complex to the resin in preference to EDTA. The authors provided a value of
logKs = 18.30 for the Cu-EDTA complex, slightly lower than that for their resin.
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Figure 3.2 Co-polymer resin as used by Wang and Wang for copper sorption.84
3.1.3.5 Ion Exchange Resins
Ion exchange resins facilitate the sorption of undesirable species via the exchange of
the species of interest for a sacrificial ion within the resin. The ion exchange resins are
typically organic resins containing either acidic functional groups (such as R−COOH or
R−SO3H) or basic functional groups (such as R−NH+3OH– ). The process relies on the
exchange of the sacrificial ion (H+) for the ion(s) of interest in the influent stream (Cu2+ or
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similar). Ion exchange resins containing the acidic functional groups are known as cation
exchange resins (exchange of H+), whereas those containing basic functional groups are
known as anion exchange resins (exchange of OH– ). Formally, ion exchange is a purely
electrostatic process; complexation of the influent ion is not necessary. As an electrostatic
process, the exchange favours ions of higher charge. Thus, Fe3+ would be favoured over
Cu2+ which in turn would be favoured over Na+. The formation of complexes between
the resin and exchanged ion may cause ions of lower charge to become favoured.
Many zeolites can act as cation exchangers. Due to the substitution of tetrahedral AlO5–4
for SiO4–4 within the zeolite structure, charge-balancing cations are required. These
cations (often alkali) are potentially exchangeable. For example, sodium mordenite, a
zeolite with a Si:Al ratio of 10:1 may exchange the sodium within its structure for copper,
as reported by Kuroda et al.85,86 The authors observed that copper (but not calcium or
nickel) will ion-exchange in sodium mordenite to a greater extent than that predicted by
charge balance (one Cu2+ ion exchanging for two Na+ ions).† Ion exchange with Ca2+
or Ni2+ still occurred, just not to the same extent. An exchange capacity for copper of
215% was recorded after 15 exchange cycles. Although not reported on a per gram basis,
the 215% exchange capacity equates to approximately 2.4 mmol Cu2+ g−1 (based on
an empirical formula for sodium mordenite of NaAlSi10O22
‡). It was demonstrated by
the authors that copper may form hydroxyl-bridged dimers (Figure 3.3), something not
observed with the Ca2+ or Ni2+ metal ions. They attributed this to the greater degree of
O H2
O H2
H2O
H2O
2+
OHHO
Cu
Cu
Figure 3.3 Hydroxide bridged copper dimer, as observed by Kurdoa et al.85
†A 100% exchange capacity would be reported if one Cu2+ ion was sorbed for every two Na+ ions initially
present in the zeolite. If the sorbed species was instead [Cu2(OH)2(H2O)4]
2+ (Figure 3.3), the effective
charge per copper ion would decrease. As such, an exchange capacity in excess of 100% becomes possible.
‡Although Kuroda et al.85 report using a mordenite with a Si:Al ratio of 10:1, sodium mordenite XRD
patterns registered in the ICDD Powder Diffraction File41 list chemical formula of Na2Al2Si13.3O26.6+x
(PDF 00-049-0924) or Na0.014Al0.1646Si0.8354O2H0.16 (PDF 01-070-1833). These minerals have Si:Al ratios
of 6.65:1 and 5.08:1 respectively.
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hydrolysis for copper:
[M(H2O)n]
2+ K [M(H2O)n−1(OH)]
++H+ (3.3)
Kuroda et al.85 provided pK values for Cu2+, Ni2+ and Ca2+ of 8, 10.5 and 12.85
respectively. Thus, the equilibrium in (3.3) lies further to the right for Cu2+ than it does
for Ni2+ or Ca2+.
Copper sorption by zeolites is often studied both as a means of wastewater purifica-
tion62,87–90 and as a means of creating potential catalytic materials.91–93
3.1.3.6 Silicate based Sorbents
Cement (consisting of mainly calcium silicate hydrate phases)23 has a long history of
being used for the encapsulation of waste species (typically radionuclides, but also other
toxic metal species) in the form of concretes.94,95 During the ageing of the concrete,
the waste species are incorporated within the material. The stability of such composite
materials towards leaching has been attributed to the basic nature of the calcium silicate
hydrate phases such as jennite or tobermorite or the calcium aluminate sulfate phase
ettringite present in the concrete. The low solubility of many metal hydroxides means that
they are not leached from the concrete. In a review of waste immobilisation by cements,
Gougar et al.94 noted that many waste species would substitute within the crystal lattice
of ettringite (3 CaO ·Al2O3 ·3 CaSO4 ·32 H2O). For example: Sr2+, Pb2+, Cd2+ etc. may
occupy octahedral Ca2+ sites; Cr3+, Fe3+, Ni3+,† etc. may occupy tetrahedral Al3+ sites;
AsO–4 CrO
–
4 , B(OH)
–
4 , etc. may occupy SO
2–
4 sites.
While the use of encapsulation techniques was developed concurrently with the nuclear
industry in the 1940s and 1950s, the technique was usually applied as a method to dispose
of small volumes of concentrated waste. More recently, studies have been reported on the
use of concrete (or concrete derived products) as sorbent materials for treating more dilute
waste streams.96–99 Coleman et al., for example, reported the use of granulated concrete
†Although nickel is not often found in the +3 oxidation state, it may occur in nuclear waste streams.94
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as a sorbent material for copper, lead and zinc.96 The sorption capacity of their material
towards Cu2+ was reported as 0.55 mmol g−1. Although the study involved a laboratory-
prepared sorbent, it was indicated that the principles could easily be applied to material
derived from construction industry waste.
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3.2 Results
The use of NCS as a sorbent material for copper, as either the chloride or nitrate salts,
was investigated. The kinetics of the sorption reaction were determined, and the nature
of the sorbed products were characterised. Based on these findings, possible mechanisms
for the sorption process were proposed.
3.2.1 Sorption Studies
For comparison purposes, Figure 3.4 shows the behaviour of NCS when permitted to
equilibrate with water. It can be seen from the figure that the pH reaches an equilibrium
value of approximately 10 within 30 minutes, however calcium continues to be leached
into the solution. The calcium concentration, after four hours, was determined as
1.33 ± 0.03 mmol dm−3. At this point, the pH of the solution had increased from 7.2
to 10.0, equivalent to a final hydroxide ion concentration of 0.1 mmol dm−3.
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Figure 3.4 Leaching of Ca2+ from NCS in contact with water. 2-Ethoxyethanol washed
NCS applied at a loading of 1 g dm−3.
Figure 3.5 shows the sorption characteristics of 2-ethoxyethanol washed NCS towards
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copper as either the chloride or nitrate salts at a high initial copper concentration of
approximately 80 mmol dm−3, with NCS applied at a loading of 1 g dm−3. It can be
seen from the figure that there is no substantive difference between the copper salts. The
sorption capacity of NCS, as determined from these results is 9 ± 1 mmol Cu2+ g−1 for
CuCl2 and 10 ± 1 mmol Cu2+ g−1 for Cu(NO3)2. The sorption of copper is associated
with a release of calcium from the NCS into solution, although at the high copper
concentrations employed this does not significantly alter the pH of the solution. This is
expected should the pH value of the solution be determined by the solubility of Cu(OH)2.
If the solution hydroxide concentration is determined by the Cu(OH)2 Cu
2++2 OH–
equilibrium (Table 3.1), an 80 mmol dm−3 Cu2+ will exhibit a pH value of 4.90 and a
70 mmol dm−3 Cu2+ solution will have a pH value of 4.93.
Equilibrium in Figure 3.5 is attained after approximately one hour. At this stage most
of the calcium has been leached from the NCS: the Ca2+ concentration at equilibrium is
6.5 ± 0.1 mmol dm−3 in the case of Figure 3.5(a) (CuCl2) and 5.6 ± 0.3 mmol dm−3
in the case of Figure 3.5(b) (Cu(NO3)2). This amount leached is equivalent to between
31–38 wt % CaO in the initial NCS. This corresponds well to the 38 wt % CaO given for
a typical elemental analysis in Table 1.4.†
Additional sorption data are presented in Figure 3.6. An experiment in which the
initial Cu(NO3)2 concentration was approximately 8 mmol dm
−3 (Figure 3.6(a)), shows
that the copper sorption is incomplete even after 1 day (1440 minutes). The copper
concentration in solution at this time is 2.04 ± 0.03 mmol dm−3, equivalent to a 74%
copper removal. By this point, however, the calcium concentration of the solution has
increased to 6.2 ± 0.1 mmol dm−3, indicating that most of the calcium initially present
in the NCS has been leached out.
In Figures 3.6(b)–(c), plots for experiments are presented where the initial copper
concentration was approximately 1.6 mmol dm−3. No copper can be detected in solution
within 60 minutes (the recorded copper concentration is of a lesser magnitude than the
†As all the calcium present in NCS can be leached into solution during copper uptake, it is likely that the
process investigated here is not a true sorption mechanism. For a sorption process, it would be expected
that only the surface-available would react. Although this may be the case at low copper concentrations, it
is possible to leach all calcium from the NCS material, when an excess of copper is present. In effect, this
degrades the NCS. For simplicity in this work the term sorption will be used to refer to both mechanisms.
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Figure 3.5 Sorption characteristics of NCS towards Cu2+ as either CuCl2 or Cu(NO3)2
an an initial concentration of approximately 80 mmol dm−3: (a) CuCl2; (b) Cu(NO3)2.
2-Ethoxyethanol washed NCS applied at a loading of 1 g dm−3.
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Figure 3.6 First part of Figure 3.6. (Figure continued over page.)
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Figure 3.6 Sorption characteristics of NCS towards copper salts at lower concentrations:
(a)–(b) Cu(NO3)2; (c) CuCl2. 2-Ethoxyethanol washed NCS applied at a loading of
1 g dm−3.
8 µmol dm−3 uncertainty). This equates to a copper removal greater than 99.5%. The
slightly lower pH value observed in Figure 3.6(b) (when compared with (c)) may be
attributed to the higher initial copper concentration. Although it is not shown in the figure,
after one day (1440 minutes) had elapsed, both solutions exhibited a similar pH value, in
the range of 9.1–9.2.
3.2.1.1 Sorption by Derivatives of NCS
To test the necessity for calcium within the NCS structure to achieve copper sorption,
tests were conducted with pH-adjusted NCS. From Figure 3.7, it can be seen that
as the calcium content of the NCS is reduced, so is the copper uptake capacity. The
maximum copper uptake capacity, calculated from the data presented in Figure 3.7(a), is
2 ± 1 mmol g−1. Calcium released from the material provided a final Ca2+ concentration
of 1.37 ± 0.04 mmol dm−3. This is equivalent to 7.44 wt % CaO in the initial sorbent.
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Figure 3.7 First part of Figure 3.7. (Figure continued over page.)
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Figure 3.7 Sorption characteristics of pH adjusted NCS towards copper salts: (a)–(b)
Cu(NO3)2; (c) CuCl2. pH adjusted NCS (acid leached) applied at a loading of 1 g dm
−3.
3.2.1.2 Competition of Iodine
As has previously been demonstrated, NCS has a high affinity towards I2.
100 Thus, it
was thought that the presence of iodine in solution could retard the release of calcium,
and hence the copper uptake. To this end, the sorption characteristics of NCS were
determined from a solution containing 1.57 mmol dm−3 CuCl2, 0.4 mmol dm−3 I2 and
0.7 mmol dm−3 NaI. As seen in Figure 3.8, the concentration of I2 in solution quickly
reduces to approximately 0.05 mmol dm−3.
It can also be seen in the figure that calcium is released at a faster rate from the NCS when
iodine is present in the system. Copper, when in the +2 oxidation state, is known to react
with iodide according to the equation:
2Cu2++5I− 2CuI(s)+ I−3 (3.4)
The reaction has an electrochemical potential of E ∅= +0.33 V,50 and, although no CuI
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Figure 3.8 Sorption characteristics of NCS towards Cu2+ in the presence of I–3
(1.57 mmol dm−3 CuCl2 in a solution containing 0.4 mmol dm−3 I2 and 0.7 mmol dm
−3
I– ). The data referred to as ‘no iodine’ by the figure legend are taken from Figure 3.6(c),
a sorption experiment conducted in the absence of iodine species: (a) effect of I–3 on
copper uptake and calcium release; (b) effect of I–3 on pH values. 2-Ethoxyethanol
washed NCS applied at a loading of 1 g dm−3.
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precipitate was observed in the solution prior to addition of NCS, such a precipitate could
be formed through the addition of excess I– . With the concentration of I– and I2 used it is
likely that there was insufficient free I– present to facilitate the reduction of Cu2+, rather
the I– stabilised the I2:
I−+ I2 I
−
3 (3.5)
The presence of Cu2+ in these solutions has also been confirmed by EPR spectroscopy.101
This suggests that no substantive reduction of copper from the +2 oxidation state to the
+1 oxidation state is occurring.
The discrepancy between copper uptake of NCS in the presence and absence of iodine
is most likely caused by the iodine coordinating to the calcium, thereby reducing the
strength of the bonding between the calcium and the NCS. Although the presence of
iodine promotes calcium release from the NCS, it also decreases the rate at which the
solution pH increases. This indicates that the calcium release does not occur via an ion
exchange mechanism with H+, such as:†
(CaO)0.8SiO2+2xH
+ (CaO)(0.8−x)(OH)2xSiO(2−x)+ xCa
2+ (3.6)
What is more likely is that the interaction of iodine (or I–3 ) with NCS
32 promotes release
of Ca2+ from the NCS, leaving the NCS with a negative surface charge. Reaction of
this negatively charged NCS with H+ (which leads to an increase in the solution pH) is
retarded in the presence of iodine.
(CaO)0.8SiO2+ y [I2, I
−
3 ] (CaO)(0.8−x)OxSiO2([I2, I
−
3 ])
x−
y + xCa
2+
(3.7)
(CaO)(0.8−x)OxSiO2([I2, I
−
3 ])
x−
y +2xH
+ (CaO)(0.8−x)(OH)2xSiO(2−x)([I2, I
−
3 ])y
(3.8)
The presence of a negatively charged silicate surface leads to copper sorption. In effect,
†For reasons of clarity, the water coordinated to calcium in NCS (see Figure 1.2) is not shown. Thus, NCS
is represented here as (CaO)0.8SiO2, rather than Ca0.8SiO2.8 ·2 H2O.
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the calcium ions exchange with the copper ions in solution. In Figure 3.8, it can be seen
that the presence of iodine does not substantially effect the rate at which copper is removed
from solution. Under conditions for which these sorption experiments were conducted, it
is likely that the rate of copper sorption was diffusion controlled.
3.2.2 Kinetics of Sorption
The data presented in the previous section were analysed to determine the kinetics of
reaction. This was done by modelling rate equations to the experimental data. To
minimise contributions from reverse reactions, only data points collected in the first 30
minutes of each sorption test were used. For most data sets this was equivalent to seven
data points. The integrated form of the rate equations 1.37–1.38 were used: For first order
kinetics
[M] = [M]0± [M]∆
[
1− e(−kt)
]
, (3.9)
and for second order kinetics
[M] = [M]0±
(
[M]∆− 11
[M]∆
+ kt
)
, (3.10)
where [M] is the concentration of the analyte of interest (either Ca2+ or Cu2+) and [M]Eq,
its concentration at equilibrium, is given by [M]Eq = [M]0± [M]∆. The negative terms
were introduced into the equations when modelling the copper uptake (the concentration
at equilibrium is less than the copper concentration at time t = 0); in modelling the
calcium release the terms were positive. Figure 3.9 shows the equation modelled to the
data. Parameters for these equations are presented in Table 3.2.
R2 and χ2 parameters were calculated as follows:
R2 = 1− SSE
SST
(3.11)
χ2 =
wSSR
NDF
(3.12)
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Figure 3.9 First part of Figure 3.9. (Figure continued over page.)
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Figure 3.9 First- and second-order reaction models for sorption of Cu2+ by NCS. Data
points in the figures represent the measured Ca2+ or Cu2+ concentrations in
Figures 3.4–3.6. The first order reaction models are shown with solid lines. Dashed lines
represent the second order kinetic models: (a) reaction between NCS and H2O; (b)–(d)
sorption of Cu2+ from a Cu(NO3)2 solution. 2-Ethoxyethanol washed NCS applied at a
loading of 1 g dm−3.
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Table 3.2 Rate data for the sorption of Cu2+ from a Cu(NO3)2 solution by NCS.
Parameter Initial [Cu
2+]/ mmol dm−3
0 1.6 ± 0.2 7.8 ± 0.2 81.8 ± 0.6
First Order
kCua N/A 0.412 0.253 0.166
[Cu]0,Calc.b N/A 1.51 7.70 81.1
[Cu]∆ N/A 1.32 1.49 4.11
R2Cu N/A 0.841 0.955 0.859
kCa 0.253 0.338 0.974 0.965
[Ca]0,Calc. 0.067 0.16 −0.05 −0.02
[Ca]∆ 0.761 1.77 2.19 2.46
R2Ca 0.989 0.902 0.958 0.917
Second Order
kCuc N/A 0.437 0.208 0.0567
[Cu]0,Calc. N/A 1.59 7.79 81.4
[Cu]∆ N/A 1.54 1.78 4.93
R2Cu N/A 0.881 0.982 0.893
kCa 0.390 0.256 0.593 0.470
[Ca]0,Calc. 0.028 0.06 −0.05 −0.04
[Ca]∆ 0.912 2.09 2.40 2.72
R2Ca 0.997 0.946 0.988 0.963
a1st order rate constants are presented in dimensions of min−1.
bAll concentrations are given in dimensions of mmol dm−3, and calculated from the
rate equation.
c2nd order rate constants are presented in dimensions of dm3 mmol−1 min−1.
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where
SST =
n
∑
i=1
(yi− y¯)2 (3.13)
SSE =
n
∑
i=1
(yi− f (xi))2 (3.14)
SSR =
n
∑
i=1
(yi− f (xi))2 (3.15)
wSSR =
n
∑
i=1
[
1
σ2
(yi− f (xi))2
]
(3.16)
In the above definitions, (xi,yi) is an experimental data point, y¯, the average of y, f (x)
the modelled function and σ2 the variance with respect to y. NDF represents the degrees
of freedom of the model. It is the difference between the number of variables used in the
model and the number of data points. The modelling algorithm used minimised SSRNDF , as
minimisation of χ2 attributed too great a weighting to data points at low concentration
values. R2 values were subsequently calculated from the fitted model. Ng et al.102 and
Rengaraj et al.103, in studies modelling isotherm data have noted that the error function
minimised during data modelling can affect calculated R2 values, although R2 is an error
function in its own right.
3.2.2.1 Sorption of Copper
As can be seen from Table 3.2, the kinetic models presented in Equations 3.9 and 3.10
conform moderately well to the data from the uptake of copper. R2Cu values for the
first order process range from 0.841 to 0.955; for the second order model, the range is
0.881 to 0.982. For each individual data set, the second order model exhibited a higher
degree of conformity than the first order process. It can also be seen that the rate of
the copper uptake process decreases with an increase in the initial copper concentration.
For the first order process, the rate constant decreases from k = 0.412 min−1 at an
initial Cu2+ concentration of 1.6 mmol dm−3 to a value of k = 0.166 min−1 at an initial
Cu2+ concentration of 81.8 mmol dm−3. For the second order process, the rate constant
decreases from k = 0.437 dm3 mmol−1 min−1 to k = 0.0567 dm3 mmol−1 min−1 over the
same concentration range. If the sorption of copper by NCS could be described by one of
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these kinetic models, the calculated rate constant should be independent of concentration.
As this is not the case for sorption of copper by NCS, a simple kinetic model does not
adequately describe the system, even though models can be made to conform to the data.
The decrease in the observed rate of copper removal with an increase in copper
concentration implies that the system has become rate-limited in some way. Due to the
microstructure of NCS, it is highly likely that the degree of accessability of the copper
towards the NCS surface varies. This would lead to a change in the ∆r parameter in the
film diffusion mechanism (Equation (1.25)). Some regions of the NCS surface will have a
high degree of accessibility, whereas others will be relatively inaccessible. When sorption
occurs, it happens preferentially at surface sites with a high accessability. At low initial
copper concentrations, these sites are in excess of the amount of copper. As the initial
copper concentration is increased, these sites become saturated, and sorption takes place
at the less accessible sites. The lower accessibility is accompanied by a slower rate of
diffusion (both of Cu2+ from the bulk solution to these sites, and of Ca2+ away from these
sites).
As mentioned earlier in Section 1.2.3.1, diffusion through a liquid film, as is occurring
at higher copper concentrations, often exhibits similar kinetic behaviour to a simple first-
order reaction model.
3.2.2.2 Release of Calcium
The R2 values presented in Table 3.2 show that calcium release conforms more closely
to the kinetic models than that of copper sorption. All R2 values for calcium are in
excess of 0.9, however they are generally higher for the second-order model. As with
copper sorption, the first order rate constants exhibit a dependence on the initial copper
concentration. The behaviour of calcium contrasts to that of copper in that calcium is
released faster with an increase of the initial copper concentration. This faster release
may be due to the lower pH exhibited by the higher concentration copper solutions. If the
Ca2+ initially ion-exchanges with H3O
+, the increased concentration of H3O
+ at lower pH
would increase the observed rate.
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3.2.2.3 Effect of pH
To determine the reaction kinetics with respect to OH– , the pH data obtained from
experiments conducted at Cu2+ concentrations of 1.6 mmol dm−3 and below were initially
transformed to provide an approximate OH– concentration.† Zeroth-, first- and second-
order kinetic models were applied to the data. For zeroth order kinetics, the following
model was applied:
[M] = [M]0+ kt (3.17)
This modelling was limited to data sets for which the pH took more than 30 minutes to
equilibrate, in order to provide a sufficient number of data points. The models are shown
in Figure 3.10.
The rate of release of OH– by NCS shows no significant difference between the
conformity to either a first- or second-order kinetic model. When no copper is present,
the system displays good conformity to both models. The R2 is slightly higher with the
second order model at 0.957, compared to 0.951 for the first order model. The zeroth
order model in this case exhibited a lower degree of conformity at R2 = 0.857. In cases
where copper is present, there is no difference in the conformity to either the zeroth-, first-
or second- order models, with R2 equal to 0.989 in the case of copper chloride and 0.947
in the case of copper nitrate. The fact that the R2 value remains unchanged across the
various kinetic models implies that the whole reaction is zeroth order; the higher order
models may simplify to model a lower order system, but the zeroth order model will never
adequately model a system displaying first- or second- order kinetics.
†It was assumed that the activity coefficient of OH– in this case was unity, so that the magnitude of aOH−
was identical to that of [OH−]. The relationship between pH and pOH was taken as pH+pOH = 14.
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Figure 3.10 First part of Figure 3.10. (Figure continued over page.)
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Table 3.3 Rate data for OH– release by NCS during sorption of Cu2+.
Parameter Cu
2+ Source, 1.6 mmol dm−3
N/A CuCl2 Cu(NO3)2
Zeroth Order
kOH−
a 3.37 × 10−6 5.68 × 10−8 6.86 × 10−9
[OH−]0,Calc.b 2.56 × 10−5 5.20 × 10−9 −9.68 × 10−9
R2OH− 0.857 0.989 0.947
First Order
kOH−
c 7.97 × 10−2 2.84 × 10−8 1.14 × 10−7
[OH−]0,Calc. 1.17 × 10−5 2.50 × 10−8 −9.68 × 10−9
[OH−]∆ 1.12 × 10−4 0.200 6.00 × 10−2
R2OH− 0.951 0.989 0.947
Second Order
kOH−
d 5.00 × 102 1.42 × 10−7 1.25 × 10−6
[OH−]0,Calc. 9.52 × 10−6 5.20 × 10−9 −9.68 × 10−9
[OH−]∆ 1.50 × 10−4 0.200 7.41 × 10−2
R2OH− 0.957 0.989 0.947
a0th order rate constants are presented in dimensions of mol dm−3 min−1.
bAll concentrations are given in dimensions of mol dm−3, and calculated from the rate
equation.
c1st order rate constants are presented in dimensions of min−1.
d2nd order rate constants are presented in dimensions of dm3 mol−1 min−1.
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Figure 3.10 Kinetics of hydrogen ion uptake by NCS in the presence of 1.6 mmol dm−3
Cu2+: (a) zeroth order kinetics; (b) first order kinetics; (c) second order kinetics.
3.2.3 Surface Analysis
3.2.3.1 X-Ray Diffraction
Figure 3.11 shows the XRD pattern for the spent NCS material following sorption
of copper (as Cu(NO3)2). At low initial concentrations of copper, only low intensity
diffractions are observed as the signal to noise ratio is very low. In many cases, a broad
peak at a d-spacing of approximately 2–4 A˚ (30◦ 2θ ) is present. The broad nature of
this peak is indicative of the amorphous character of the material. Nonetheless, some
crystalline peaks are still observed in these diffraction patterns. With the exception of the
intense narrow peak occasionally observed at a d-spacing of 1.43 A˚ (65◦ 2θ ), which can
be attributed to the aluminium sample holder used during XRD acquisition, the remaining
peaks are mostly characteristic of NCS itself. Due to their broad nature however,
their assignment is ambiguous. Previously it has been suggested by McFarlane22 that
diffraction peaks are due to calcium carbonate impurities and short-range order present
in calcium silicate hydrates (particularly the peak at a d-spacing of approximately 3 A˚
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(30◦ 2θ ), described by Chen et al.23).
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Figure 3.11 Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of spent NCS material following sorption
at various initial concentrations of Cu(NO3)2.
After saturation of the NCS with copper nitrate, a crystalline phase is easily observed
in the diffraction pattern. This diffraction pattern may be assigned to the mineral
rouaite, Cu2(NO3)(OH)3 (PDF pattern 00-045-0594).
41 The diffraction pattern exhibited
by the NCS material following copper chloride sorption is slightly more complex. Three
different minerals have the analogous chemical formula (Cu2Cl(OH)3): atacamite (PDF
00-025-0269),41 clinoatacamite (PDF 00-050-1559)41 and paratacamite (PDF 01-070-
0821).41 Atacamite has an orthorhombic space group, clinoatacamite is monoclinic and
paratacamite is rhombohedral. The ten most intense diffraction peaks for each mineral
are shown in Figure 3.12, along with the experimental diffraction pattern. The most
intense diffraction peak is common to all three atacamite minerals and the experimental
pattern, at a d-spacing of 5.45–5.47 A˚ (16◦ 2θ ). In the experimental pattern, the broad
peak centred at a d-spacing of 5.04 A˚ (17.5◦ 2θ , 39% intensity) is present in only the
atacamite reference pattern. If the atacamite diffraction pattern is scaled by 56%, the
5.04 A˚ peak may be fully attributed to this reference pattern. By scaling the clinoatacamite
and paratacamite patterns to a combined total of 44%, the remainder of the experimental
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pattern may be accounted for.
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Figure 3.12 Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of spent NCS material following sorption
of different copper salts from ≈ 80 mmol dm−3 solutions. Reference patterns indicated
with asterisks.
It has previously been demonstrated by Na¨sa¨nen and Tamminen51 that Cu2X(OH)3
phases are thermodynamically stable precipitates with respect to Cu(OH)2 in cases where
the mole ratio of OH– :Cu2+ is less than 0.5–1:1 (depending on the ionic strength of
the solution). NCS, at 28 wt % Ca2+, contains approximately 7.1 mmol Ca2+ g−1.
The calcium may ion exchange for H+, in effect releasing OH– at twice the rate of
the corresponding Ca2+ release resulting in a theoretical maximum hydroxide concen-
tration of 14.2 mmol dm−3, when NCS is applied at a loading of 1 g dm−3. Thus
in cases where the initial copper concentration was approximately 80 mmol dm−3,
Cu2X(OH)3 phases are preferred. When Cu
2+ is present at a lower initial concentration
([Cu2+] ≤ 8 mmol dm−3), Cu(OH)2 is the thermodynamically stable precipitate. It has
been observed by Spark et al.104 that Cu(OH)2 is an intermediate in the formation of
Cu2Cl(OH)3 and Cu2(NO3)(OH)3. The authors noted the X-ray amorphous nature of the
initial precipitates formed upon addition of OH– to a solution of CuCl2 or Cu(NO3)2, and
the lack of Cl– or NO–3 in the precipitates.
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The formation of Cu(OH)2 at low initial copper concentrations serves to explain the X-
ray amorphous nature of the spent NCS materials following sorption of copper from low
concentration solutions.
The diffraction patterns obtained from the copper chloride sorbed NCS display a lower
signal to noise ratio than those obtained from the copper nitrate sorption, even though the
total amount of copper sorbed was similar for both the chloride and nitrate salts. This
lower signal to noise ratio is indicative of a less crystalline material in the case of the
copper chloride system. Electron microscopy subsequently demonstrated this to be the
case.
3.2.3.2 Electron Microscopy
Figure 3.13 shows electron micrographs of spent NCS material following sorption
of copper from an 80 mmol dm−3 Cu(NO3)2 solution. Plate-like crystals of a few
micrometres in size can be seen in the figure. Although the space group of the crystals
cannot be unambiguously assigned based on the images, the plate-like shape of the
crystals is consistent with a monoclinic space group, although a triclinic space group
is another possibility. Rouaite, the crystalline phase identified through X-ray diffraction
studies, has a monoclinic space group. Virtually no pristine NCS, with the characteristic
gypsum desert rose morphology, can be observed within the samples originating from
2-ethoxyethanol washed NCS (Figures 3.13(a)–3.13(c)). In the pH adjusted NCS sample
however (Figure 3.13(d)), NCS and rouaite can be observed in close proximity. This
indicates that the NCS acts as a nucleation site for the growth of the crystalline copper
phase.
By contrast copper nitrate, Figure 3.14 shows electron micrographs taken of the spent
NCS material following sorption of copper from an 80 mmol dm−3 CuCl2 solution.
It can be seen in this figure that the spent NCS still retains the gypsum desert rose
morphology of the pristine material. At magnification factors of greater than 10 000
times, small crystallites can be observed within the pores of the NCS. At the 10 000 and
20 000 times magnification, they can be seen as bright spots against the darker silicate
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.13 First part of Figure 3.13. (Figure continued over page.)
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(c)
(d)
Figure 3.13 Electron micrographs of spent NCS following sorption of copper nitrate:
(a)–(c) sorption by 2-ethoxyethanol washed NCS; (d) sorption by pH adjusted NCS.
NCS applied at a loading of 1 g dm−3 to 80 mmol dm−3 Cu(NO3)2.
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background. At the 50 000 times magnification factor, the NCS sample begins to exhibit
charging effects, which reduces the contrast and causes artifacts in the image. However
it is still possible to estimate the size of the crystallites, from the high magnification
image, as 50–100 nm. This indicates that the crystallites are 20–40 times smaller than the
Cu2(NO3)(OH)3 crystals observed in Figure 3.13, which accounts for the lower signal to
noise ratio observed in the X-ray diffraction pattern for the copper chloride sorbed NCS.
Figure 3.14 First part of Figure 3.14. (Figure continued over page.)
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Figure 3.14 Electron micrographs of spent NCS following sorption of copper from a
copper chloride solution.
When sorption studies were conducted at low copper concentrations, the spent sorbent
exhibited a similar morphology to of pristine NCS. As can be seen in Figure 3.15, plate-
like crystalline phases, indicative of Cu2(NO3)(OH)2, are not present. As will be shown
later, copper is still detected in these samples, through the use of EDS.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.15 First part of Figure 3.15. (Figure continued over page.)
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(c)
Figure 3.15 Electron micrographs of spent NCS following sorption of Cu2+ from a
Cu(NO3)2 solution at 1.6 mmol dm
−3: (a) 2-ethoxyethanol washed NCS; (b) pH
adjusted NCS; (c) 2-ethoxyethanol washed NCS 1.6 mmol dm−3 CuCl2,
0.4 mmol dm−3 I2.
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3.2.3.3 Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
Figure 3.16 shows an overlay EDS image of NCS following sorption of Cu2+ from an
80 mmol dm−3 Cu(NO3)2 solution. The EDS was measured at the same magnification
as the electron micrograph shown in Figure 3.13(a), namely 1 000 times. It can be seen
from the overlay image that the crystalline materials identified in Figure 3.13(a) contain
copper (mapped as a green colour), but a relatively small amount of silicon (red). In
some regions of the image, silicon is present without copper. As the silicon is indicative
of NCS, this indicates that the crystalline copper material and NCS can exist separately.
This separation is probably due to the large size of the crystals when compared to the
NCS particles. If the NCS acts as the initial nucleation site for Cu2(NO3)(OH)3 growth,
increasing the size of the crystal would reduce the contact area with NCS (relative to the
mass of the crystal). This reduction in relative contact area would reduce the mechanical
strength of the bond between the NCS and the Cu2(NO3)(OH)3 crystal, facilitating their
separation during sample recovery or preparation of the sample for electron microscopy.
The distinct separation of the copper crystalline phase and NCS is observed even when
the total copper uptake is minimal. Figure 3.17 shows the EDS overlay for the sorption of
copper nitrate by a pH adjusted NCS sample. The NCS and the Cu2(NO3)(OH)3 crystals
are distinct from the NCS, and are of a similar size to those observed as a result of sorption
with 2-ethoxyethanol washed NCS. While it is still likely that NCS provides the initial
nucleation site for crystal formation, Cu2(NO3)(OH)3 acts as a preferential substrate for
its own growth.
The EDS overlay of NCS following sorption of Cu2+ from an 80 mmol dm−3 CuCl2
solution is shown in Figure 3.18. The EDS was recorded subsequent to the measurement
of the 10 000 times magnification electron micrograph presented in Figure 3.14. In
addition to silicon (red) and copper (green), the chlorine elemental distribution was also
recorded (blue). These colour assignments mean that the overlay image appears cyan
where copper and chlorine are in close proximity; yellow where silicon and copper are
in close proximity; magenta where silicon and chlorine are in close proximity; and white
where all three elements are in close proximity.
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Figure 3.16 EDS overlay of NCS following sorption of Cu2+ from an 80 mmol dm−3
Cu(NO3)2 solution: Si (red); Cu (green).
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Figure 3.17 EDS overlay of pH adjusted NCS following sorption of Cu2+ from an
80 mmol dm−3 Cu(NO3)2 solution: Si (red); Cu (green).
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It can be seen in the figure that the majority of the NCS particle is white, meaning that all
three elements are in close proximity.† As the EDS technique records X-rays, generated
when an electron beam interacts with atoms in the sample, the vertical resolution of the
EDS technique is limited by the penetration depth of the electron beam. This penetration
distance can be several hundreds of nanometres. Therefore, the white colour observed is
consistent with crystals of Cu2Cl(OH)3 located on the surface of the NCS particle. This
may also be seen near the edges of the particle, where silicon free regions are evidenced by
the presence of cyan regions in the image. There are also red areas in the image, indicating
regions of the sample where no copper sorption is observed. It is possible that these
regions were obscured during the sorption experiment (possibly towards the interior of
an NCS particle) and were subsequently exposed during the experimental steps involving
recovery of the spent sorbent, its drying and preparation for electron microscopy.
This is in contrast to the growth of the Cu2(NO3)(OH)3 crystals observed in the sorption
experiments from copper nitrate. In those experiments, the copper phase and NCS phase
were usually very distinct. In the case of copper chloride however, the Cu2Cl(OH)3 phases
are distributed across the NCS surface sample.
†Within the resolution of the spectrometer, approximately 1 µm.
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Figure 3.18 EDS overlay of NCS following sorption of Cu2+ from an 80 mmol dm−3
solution CuCl2: Si (red); Cu (green); Cl (blue).
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3.2.4 Mechanism of Sorption
From XRD analysis of the sorbed material, it was noted that copper formed crystalline
phases with the molecular formula Cu2X(OH)3, where X is either Cl
– or NO–3 , depending
on the counterion present in the initial copper solution. The uptake of copper was
accompanied by an associated release of calcium from NCS. Experiments conducted
with no copper present revealed that the release of calcium resulted in an increase of
the solution pH. In these blank leaching experiments, the increase in hydroxide ion
concentration was less than one tenth that of the increase in calcium concentration. Final
solution concentrations were [OH−] = 0.1 mmol dm−3, [Ca2+] = 1.33 mmol dm−3.
As calcium is released from NCS due to its reaction with water charge balance must be
maintained, namely:†,‡
(CaO)0.8SiO2+2xH2O (CaO)(0.8−x)(OH)2xSiO(2−x)+ xCa
2++2xOH− (3.18)
In effect, ion exchange of Ca2+ for H+ occurs. From 3.18, twice as much hydroxide as
calcium should be released. As this was found not to be the case, direct reaction of NCS
and H+ is unlikely:
(CaO)0.8SiO2+2xH
+ (CaO)(0.8−x)(OH)2xSiO(2−x)+ xCa
2+ (3.19)
H2O H
++OH− (3.20)
The discrepancy between the Ca2+ and OH– concentrations may be accounted for if the
release of calcium from the NCS occurs in two separate steps, with the NCS material
†For reasons of clarity, the water coordinated to calcium in NCS (see Figure 1.2) is not shown. Thus, NCS
is represented below as (CaO)0.8SiO2, rather than Ca0.8SiO2.8 ·2 H2O.
‡Calcium and hydrogen are bound within the NCS as Si−O−Ca −−− and Si−O−H.
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attaining a negative surface charge:
(CaO)0.8SiO2 xCa
2++(CaO)(0.8−x)SiO
2x−
(2+x) (3.21)
(CaO)(0.8−x)SiO
2x−
(2+x)+2xH2O (CaO)(0.8−x)(OH)2xSiO(2−x)+2xOH
− (3.22)
The hydroxide may also subsequently react with the silicate backbone, eventually
releasing monomeric silica into solution. For most silicate materials, this occurs on
timescales of days to weeks:31
(CaO)(0.8− x)SiO2(OH)x+(4−x)OH− (CaO)(0.8− x)Si(1− x)O
(4− x)−
2 +Si(OH)4(aq)
(3.23)
The release of SiOx(OH)
x–
(4− x) into solution most likely occurs over a long time scale, as is
the case with other silicates.31 The pH of solution (and hence [OH−]) reaches equilibrium
after about 30–60 minutes, whereas the calcium concentration requires several hours to
equilibrate. As such, it is unlikely that the SiOx(OH)
x–
(4− x) release contributes significantly
to the discrepancy between the calcium and hydroxide concentrations.
However, if copper is present in solution, the copper will compete for the released
hydroxide, forming copper hydroxide phases:
xCu2++ yOH−+ (2x− y)NO−3 Cux(OH)y(NO3)(2x− y) (3.24)
Experiments conducted at an initial copper concentration of 1.6 mmol dm−3 presented as
amorphous in XRD studies. These materials removed all copper from solution, meaning
the XRD studies were conducted on samples containing 1.6 mmol Cu2+ g−1 initial NCS
(9 wt % Cu in the final material). As no crystalline materials could be detected by XRD in
a sample containing 9 wt % copper, it is likely that the initial copper precipitates formed
are amorphous. The crystalline phases will form only in the presence of an excess of
copper.
In cases of maximum copper uptake, the copper will form a crystalline phase with a
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Cu2+:OH– ratio of 2:3, such as Cu2(NO3)(OH)3. If it is assumed that the only source
of hydroxide is provided as a result of leaching Ca2+ into solution at a Ca2+:OH– ratio
of 1:2, then the ratio of copper sorbed to calcium released should be Cu2+:Ca2+ = 4:3 in
an ideal case of maximum sorption. The NCS material contains approximately 28 wt %
calcium, or 7.1 mmol g−1. If all this calcium were to be released, a copper sorption of
9.4 mmol g−1 should result. The experimental data differ slightly from this ideal scenario.
The maximum recorded copper sorption capacity in a continuously stirred experiment
was 10 ± 1 mmol Cu2+ g−1, associated with a calcium release of 6.5 mmol Ca2+ g−1.
At the 4:3 exchange ratio, this calcium release should be associated with 8.6 mmol g−1
copper uptake. This is consistent with the reported copper uptake.
The presence of an X-ray amorphous product (at low initial copper concentrations) and a
crystalline material (at initial copper concentrations) is indictive of two different sorption
mechanisms. At low copper concentrations, the copper is distributed evenly throughout
the spent sorbent, whereas with an excess of copper, distinct crystalline copper phases
form. Only in the prior case could the mechanism be considered actual sorption. The
latter case is more akin to a precipitation reaction, as evidenced by the leaching of all
calcium present in the NCS.
The reaction kinetics applied to the release of hydroxide indicated a different mechanism
in the presence or absence of copper. In the absence of copper, the release of hydroxide
exhibited adequate conformity to both a first- or second- order model. It is likely that
the observed kinetics with respect to hydroxide in the absence of copper may be a film-
diffusion mechanism, equivalent to first-order kinetics.
In cases where copper is present, the release of hydroxide exhibits zeroth order kinetics.
This steady release of hydroxide suggests that some other component of the system is
rate-limiting. If release of Ca2+ from the NCS were the rate-limiting factor, it would be
expected that there should always be an excess of Cu2+ near the NCS surface. Thus, as the
calcium release occurs, the associated hydroxide would react with the excess of copper.
This would lead to no observed change in the bulk hydroxide concentration, which is not
the case.
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If the system was instead limited by the diffusion of copper towards the NCS, it would be
expected that there would always be an excess of Ca2+ and OH– in solution near the NCS.
This excess surface hydroxide concentration would lead to the diffusion of hydroxide into
the bulk solution. If the excess OH– concentration were significantly greater than the
bulk solution concentration (as might be expected when the bulk solution is acidic or
near-neutral), then diffusion of OH– from the NCS surface would exhibit zeroth order
kinetics, consistent with Fick’s first law (Equation (1.22)). When iodine was added to the
sorption system, the rate of Ca2+ release increased and the rate of OH– release decreased.
By comparison, no significant change was noted in the rate of Cu2+ uptake. This result is
consistent with the system being rate-limited by the diffusion of copper.
3.3 Conclusions
It was found that NCS rapidly sorbed both chloride and nitrate salts of copper. Under
dynamic conditions, the NCS material sorbed copper with a maximum sorption capacity
of 9± 1 mmol Cu2+ g−1 NCS for CuCl2, and 10± 1 mmol Cu2+ g−1 NCS for Cu(NO3)2.
When sorption was conducted in the presence of excess copper, the crystalline phases
atacamite (Cu2Cl(OH)3) and rouaite (Cu2(NO3)(OH)3) were observed, depending on the
initial copper salt. In cases where sufficient NCS was applied to completely sorb the
copper, no crystalline copper phases were observed by X-ray diffraction, even though
such materials contained 7.8 ± 0.2 mmol Cu2+ g−1 NCS. Electron microscopy studies
demonstrated the initial formation of crystalline copper phases. In the case of copper
nitrate, it was found that, when the crystalline Cu2(NO3)(OH)3 phase formed, it did so as
large micron-sized crystals, comparable to the size of the NCS particles themselves. As
the crystalline copper phase formed, the elemental distribution of the materials changed:
In an excess of copper nitrate, the copper was only present as a crystalline material
and was distinct from the NCS. A deficit of copper led to a homogeneous elemental
distribution of copper throughout the NCS sample. By comparison, sorption of copper
chloride showed that Cu2Cl(OH)3 only formed crystallites in the size range of a few tens
of nanometres, with a relatively even distribution across the NCS surface.
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With an initial copper concentration of 1.6 mmol dm−3, 1 g dm−3 NCS can remove all
detectable copper from solution in approximately 30–60 minutes (a removal efficiency
greater than 99.5%). At a higher initial copper concentration of 7.8 mmol dm−3, NCS
applied at the same loading only results in the removal of 74% of the initial copper.
It was demonstrated that the presence of calcium was required for copper sorption. In
cases where most of the calcium was leached from NCS with HCl prior to sorption
studies, the maximum sorption capacity achieved was 2 ± 1 mmol Cu2+ g−1 NCS.
In the presence of excess copper nitrate, the formation of crystalline phases was still
observed. Experiments were conducted in the presence of iodine as a means of increasing
the activity of NCS through the formation of Ca−I complexes. It was found that the
presence of I–3 within the system promoted the rate of calcium leaching from the NCS
material. Under the conditions tested, the rate at which copper was sorbed from solution
was not altered to the same degree. This suggested that under these conditions the copper
removal was controlled by the rate of diffusion of Cu2+ towards the NCS surface.
Kinetic modelling of the copper removal or calcium release could not adequately
distinguish between first- or second- order kinetics. While calculated R2 values were
consistently greater for the second-order models, the difference was usually less than
0.05. All calculated R2 values for calcium release (both first- and second-order) were
greater than 0.9. For the copper uptake, the R2 values were in the range of 0.841–0.982.
The calculated values for copper were less than those for calcium in every case. In the
first-order kinetic models, it was found that the rate constant for calcium release increased
with an increase in the initial copper concentration; the first-order rate constant for copper
decreased with an increase in the initial copper concentration. This indicated that the
mechanism did not follow simple first-order kinetics, as in a simple first-order model the
rate constant is independent of the concentration of the species concerned. Zeroth-order
kinetics were observed for the release of OH– into solution during copper sorption by
NCS. This is also consistent with the system being rate limited by the diffusion of copper
from the bulk of the solution, to the NCS surface.
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Chapter 4
Magnetic Calcium Silicate Composites
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Magnetism
A magnetic field is generated as the result of a moving charge, existing in a plane
perpendicular to the plane of electric charge. A current (i), moving in a circular path
of radius r will generate a magnetic field (H), at its centre. Associated with this
magnetic field are a magnetic moment (µ), magnetisation (M), magnetic susceptibility
(χ), magnetic moment per unit mass (σ ) and flux density (B). These terms are given in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Definition of some quantities associated with magnetism (after Dunlop and
O¨zdemir105).
Quantity Definition
Magnetic field, H/ A m−1 H =
i
2r
(4.1)
Magnetic moment (current bisect-
ing unit area), µ/ A m2
µ = iA (4.2)
Magnetisation (magnetic moment
per unit volume), M/ A m−1
M =
µ
V
(4.3)
Magnetic susceptibility χ χ =
M
H
(4.4)
Magnetic moment per unit mass, σ /
A m2 kg−1
σ =
M
ρ
=
µ
m
(4.5)
Flux density, B/ T ≡ N A−1 m−1 B = µ0 (H +M) (4.6)
Permeability of free space,a µ0/
H m−1 ≡ N A−2
µ0 = 4pi × 10−7
aUnder the centimetre-gram-second (CGS) system of units, still commonly used for electromagnetic
quantities, µ0 is defined as unity. Hence χSI = 4piχCGS although the quantity is dimensionless under both
the SI and CGS systems.
The quantum view of magnetism is similar in that a moving charged particle (such
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as an electron) will generate a current and, hence, have a magnetic moment. As the
angular velocity and angular momentum of the particles are quantised, with the minimum
quantum being the reduced form of Planck’s constant (h¯ = h2pi ), the magnetic moment is
also quantised. The minimum magnetic moment possessed by an electron is the Bohr
Magneton:
µB =
eh¯
2me
= 9.274 × 10−24 A m2 (4.7)
4.1.1.1 Ferrimagnetism and Antiferrimagnetism
Ferrimagnetism, first proposed by Ne´el,106 occurs when a crystalline material contains
two sublattices. Within each sublattice, the magnetic moments of paramagnetic entities
are aligned parallel, but the magnetic moments of the two sublattices are aligned
antiparallel. If the sublattices have magnetic moments of unequal magnitude, the bulk
material will possess a non-zero magnetic moment. Examples of ferrimagnetic materials
are magnetite, Fe3O4, and maghemite, γ-Fe2O3. If the two sublattices have an equal
magnetic moment, the material will exhibit a net magnetic moment of zero. This class
of materials are known as antiferrimagnets. Hematite, α-Fe2O3, is an example of such
a material. By comparison, ferromagnetic materials, such as iron, consist of only one
magnetic lattice within the crystal structure. The 3d orbitals of atoms in iron metal do
not overlap. Therefore, the unpaired 3d electrons of adjacent Fe atoms may be aligned
parallel (the lower energy state) without violating Pauli’s exclusion principle.
Magnetite exists in the inverse spinel structure,107 which may be represented by the
formula [FeIII]A[Fe
IIFeIII]BO4, where A and B represent tetrahedral and octahedral sites
respectively, within the crystal structure. The two sublattices (A and B) arise due to
overlap of the iron 3d orbitals with an intermediate oxide 2p orbital. To avoid violation
of Pauli’s exclusion principle, the electrons in each 3d orbital are aligned antiparallel
in respect to their ‘partner’ electron in the oxygen 2p orbital. This has the net result
of aligning the 3d electrons in the octahedral cation sites antiparallel to those in the
tetrahedral cation sites. Due to the antiparallel arrangement of 3d electron spin between
the A and B sites, there is zero net contribution to the magnetic moment of magnetite
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from Fe3+ as the contribution of Fe3+A cancels that of Fe
3+
B . The net magnetic moment of
magnetite arises as unpaired 3d electrons of the octahedral Fe2+ ions are aligned parallel
to each other. This is shown in Figure 4.1.
Fe
B
3+
 3d
O
2−
 2p
Fe
A
3+
 3d
Figure 4.1 Formation of magnetic sub-lattices within the magnetite structure due to
antiparallel alignment of electron spins in the tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) cation
sites. The net magnetic moment of magnetite arises due to the presence of Fe2+ in the
octahedral (B) cation site (not shown).
4.1.1.2 Macroscopic Properties
The presence of long range alignment of magnetic moments within a ferro- or ferri-
magnetic material can lead to significant charge separation at the surface of the material.
This energetically unfavourable charge dipole may be reduced through the formation of
magnetic domains, a region of a material having a uniform (non zero) magnetic moment.
Magnetic domains possess a finite maximum size, dependant on the magnetisation of the
material. Materials with a higher magnetic moment will form smaller domains as the
magnitude of charge separation is proportional to the magnetic moment of the material.
For magnetite, the maximum domain size is approximately 80 nm. The formation of
domains within a crystal, reducing local surface charge, is shown in Figure 4.2
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Magnetism is dependant on the parallel alignment of electron spin states, which in turn
are dependant on the orientation of molecular orbitals within the material. As a result,
magnetisation vectors are usually preferentially aligned with certain crystalline planes.
This can lead to anisotropy within the material due to the energy barrier associated with
aligning the magnetisation vector along an unfavourable crystalline axis. Crystallite shape
also contributes to anisotropy. If the magnetic moment is aligned along the major axis of
an ellipsoidal grain, the charge dipole is reduced, compared with alignment along the
minor axis. The magnetisation vectors preferentially align along the major axis of an
ellipsoidal crystallite.
The presence of magnetic domains within a sample leads to the hysteresis characteristics
shown in Figure 4.3. The curve exhibiting hysteresis (red) was measured on a bulk nickel
sample. Saturation magnetisation (σs or Ms), along with magnetic remanence (σr or Mr)
and coercivity (Hc) are shown. Remnance is the magnetic moment (or magnetisation)
present at zero field, while coercivity is the reverse field that must be applied to reduce
the magnetic moment to zero. Saturation magnetisation is reached when the magnetic
field is sufficiently strong to align all domain moments parallel. Even in the absence
of a magnetic field, individual domains are at saturation magnetisation. However, their
lack of alignment reduces the observed moment. This is in contrast to the magnetisation
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Figure 4.2 Formation of domains within a magnetic crystal.
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curve of a superparamagnetic material (green), discussed below, exhibiting no coercivity
or remanence.
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Figure 4.3 Magnetisation curves for a bulk nickel sample (red) and superparamagnetic
Fe3O4 (green). Hysteresis is observed in the nickel curve. Saturation (σs) and remnant
(σr) magnetic moments, and coercivity (Hc) are indicated for the nickel sample.
4.1.1.3 Superparamagnetism
In the absence of an external magnetic field, the net magnetic moment of an ensemble
of ferri- or ferro-magnetic particles will eventually relax to zero. This occurs due to a
realignment of the magnetic moment within individual crystallites. Magnetic anisotropy
associated with these crystals can impose a significant energy barrier towards this
realignment. The relaxation time, τ , for such particles is given in Equation (4.8),106
and depends on the particle shape, volume and temperature.
1
τ
= f0e(
−KuV
kT ) (4.8)
For small particles at a high temperature, the relaxation time is fast, for large particles at
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a low temperature, the relaxation time is slow. Ku is the anisotropy constant and depends
on both particle composition and shape. For spherical magnetite particles, the value
of Ku is approximately 1.6 × 103 J m−3. f0 is a frequency constant of approximately
1 × 109 s−1.105 If the net magnetisation of an ensemble of particles will relax to zero
within an experimental timescale of seconds to minutes,† the particles are said to be
superparamagnetic. For magnetite particles at room temperature, superparamagnetism
usually occurs for particles less than 30 nm in size.
4.1.2 Magnetic Separation
The approach taken towards magnetic separation of particles from suspension depends
on their magnetic characteristics. For particles having a superparamagnetic character,
the separation requires the presence of an external magnetic field, as the particles have
no remnant magnetic moment, and hence will not agglomerate on their own. For larger
magnetic particles, separation may be achievable without the requirement for an external
magnetic field, although such a field is often used to assist the separation.
4.1.2.1 High Gradient Magnetic Separation
In order to successfully separate particles from suspension, sufficient force must be
applied to overcome the forces keeping them in suspension. As small particles possess a
high kinetic energy due to Brownian motion, the force of gravity alone is insufficient
to separate the particles over timescales of a few seconds. To accomplish this task,
additional forces must be applied. If the particles being separated are superparamagnetic,
high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS) can be used.108
The presence of ferromagnetic objects (a steel wire for example) within a magnetic field
will cause a magnetic field gradient to be generated (Figure 4.4). With narrow wires,
higher magnetic field gradients can be generated.109 When a (superpara)magnetic particle
enters this field gradient, an attractive force, given by Equation (4.9)) acts on the particle,
†While this is an inexact time scale definition, the exponential dependence in (4.8) on volume means that an
increase in particle diameter by a few percent can increase the relaxation time by an order of magnitude.
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leading to the particle accumulating on the wire surface.110 In this equation, F is the force
acting on the particle, V , the particle volume, and µ0, M, and H have the same definitions
as those given in Table 4.1. Higher magnetic field gradients lead to greater forces acting
on the particles to be separated, and hence faster separation. A practical implementation
of the HGMS system usually consists of many wires, often as a canister of steel wool,
through which the particles to be separated are passed.110,111
F = µ0V MOH (4.9)
Superparamagnetic particles are usually used for HGMS, as an ensemble of these particles
has no net magnetic moment in the absence of a magnetic field. Thus, if the magnetic
field is removed the particles can be easily recovered from the separator. This cycling of
the magnetic field is most easily accomplished via the use of an electromagnet,110,111
although Franzreb et al.112 have developed a HGMS system that utilises permanent
magnets. It is often desirable to incorporate functionality into a magnetic particle in order
to achieve sorbate specificity. For example, Meyer et al.113 have incorporated copper
within magnetic particles to facilitate the separation of the enzyme superoxide dismutase
from whey through a HGMS process. In cases where the magnetic particles are modified
to aid the recovery of a specific sorbate, the process is known as magnetically assisted
chemical separation.
Figure 4.4 Magnetic field gradient generated by the presence of a ferromagnetic wire in
an otherwise uniform field.
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4.1.2.2 Flocculation
When the magnetic particles to be separated are large (a few microns in size), separation
techniques are often designed so as to make use of the permanent magnetic moment of the
particles.114 Many techniques rely on the flocculation of the magnetic particles and the
subsequent separation of the flocculated product. Priestley,115 for example has reported
a separation technique for the purification of coloured waters based of the sorption of
the colourants onto magnetite, application of a magnetic field to generate a floc, and
subsequent sedimentation of the floc by gravity. Pavlova and Dobrevsky116 report an
adaptation of this method for the separation of humic acids from natural waters.
Franzreb et al.117 also report the use of a magnetic flocculation system to remove
phosphate from sewage. By adding Fe3+ and magnetite to a sewage sample, the authors
were able to form magnetite-iron phosphate flocs, removed with the use of a rotating-
drum type HGMS separator. A similar concept has been demonstrated by Feng et al.89
where magnetite and Fe3+ were added to a copper-sorbed zeolite, inducing formation of
a magnetic floc.
4.2 Results
The characterisation of a series of magnetic NCS composites is presented. The adsorption
characteristics of the γ-Fe2O3-NCS with respect to copper are reported and these results
compared to those of the unmodified NCS material.
4.2.1 Superparamagnetic NCS Composites
4.2.1.1 Particle Size Analysis
Figure 4.5 shows the particle size distribution for a series of Fe3O4-NCS composites
prepared with a nanosized, superparamagnetic Fe3O4 suspension. Concentrations of the
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Figure 4.5 Particle size distribution of Fe3O4-NCS slurries prepared with nanosized
superparamagnetic Fe3O4. Data sets in (a) are listed as weight percentage Fe3O4.
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precursor calcium hydroxide and sodium silicate solutions were [Ca] = 0.624 mol dm−3
and [SiO2] = 0.572 mol dm
−3. The addition of magnetite into the NCS structure does not
have a significant effect on the particle size of the resultant composite. As the magnetite
content of the composite is increased, its particle size decreases. This would be expected
should the magnetite be providing additional nucleation sites for the NCS. The additional
nucleation sites would cause a increase in the rate of nucleation, meaning that a greater
number of smaller particles would be formed from a given amount of reagents.
It should be noted that the recorded particle size distribution for the 100% magnetite
sample is not truly representative of the actual particle size of the material. The magnetite
suspension could pass cleanly through a 0.45 µm filter membrane, the same size as the
median particle size distribution. Agglomeration of the particles within the instrument
would contribute to this apparent increase in particle size. The recorded particle size is
also very close to the resolution of the Mastersizer instrument, of approximately 0.1 µm.
For this reason, particle size of the 100% magnetite sample was estimated from XRD
analysis.
4.2.1.2 Surface Area
Figure 4.6 shows the variation in surface area for the γ-Fe2O3-NCS composite materials.
As expected, the 2-ethoxyethanol washed materials possess a significantly greater surface
area than the water washed composites. The range of surface area is within that expected
for a typical non-composite NCS (150 ± 50 m2 g−1 for water washed materials and
500 ± 100 m2 g−1 for the 2-ethoxyethanol materials).22 As the γ-Fe2O3 content of the
composite materials increases, the surface area rapidly increases, then slowly decreases.
The decrease in surface area with increasing γ-Fe2O3 content may be explained by
considering that addition maghemite leads to an increase in the density of the NCS
composite. As such, the specific surface area will decrease.
The observed surface area increase at low γ-Fe2O3 content has a less obvious origin. It is
probable that the presence of the maghemite crystallites provides for additional nucleation
sites during the synthesis of the NCS composite. This would lead to the formation of
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smaller NCS particulates, having a higher surface area to volume ratio, and hence a higher
absolute surface area. At low maghemite content, the higher surface area to volume ratio
would outweigh the diminutive effect of the increased mass on the specific surface area.
The increase in specific surface area at low γ-Fe2O3 content is consistent with the
decrease in particle size observed for the precursor Fe3O4-NCS materials observed in
Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.2.1.
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Figure 4.6 Surface area of γ-Fe2O3-NCS composite materials, with 2-ethoxyethanol and
water washed material shown.
4.2.1.3 X-Ray Diffraction
The particle size of the superparamagnetic magnetite suspension was estimated using
the Scherrer formula, relating the X-ray diffraction linewidth to size of the crystalline
domains within a particle:105
t =
0.9λ
Bcos(θ)
(4.10)
in which t is the particle diameter, λ is the wavelength of incident X-ray radiation, and B is
the thickness of the diffraction peak centred at an angle θ . Figure 4.7 shows the diffraction
pattern of the superparamagnetic Fe3O4. The four most intense diffraction peaks assigned
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to magnetite have been modelled with Gaussian functions (given in Equation (4.11),
where h is the peak height, c its centre and w its half width at half median height).
Parameters of these functions are given in Table 4.2. Analysis of the four most intense
diffraction peaks indicates a particle diameter in the range of 13–15 nm. This is within
the reported size range for magnetite particles synthesised in a similar manner to the
synthesis methods used here.45,46 This particle diameter is also below the bottom end of
the measurement range for the particle size analyser, explaining the discrepancy observed
in the particle size measurement by this method.
f (x) = hexp
(
− ln(2)
(
x− c
w
)2)
(4.11)
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Figure 4.7 X-ray diffraction pattern of superparamagnetic Fe3O4.
Figure 4.8 shows the result of drying the superparamagnetic Fe3O4-NCS composite
materials at 110◦C. Although exhibiting diffractions consistent with maghemite, γ-
Fe2O3, analysis of the XRD pattern cannot be used to unambiguously identify the crystal
phase as γ-Fe2O3 or Fe3O4, which exhibit very similar diffraction patterns. In this case,
the assignment of γ-Fe2O3 as the predominant crystalline iron phase (instead of Fe3O4)
was due to a colour change in the material from grey/black to ochre. The unassigned
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peaks in the XRD pattern are diffractions arising as a result of the NCS material itself
(see Figure 3.11). As with Figure 4.7, the fitted maghemite peak was used to estimate the
size of the crystallites. The peak is centred at 35.69◦ 2θ with a half width, HWHM, of
0.46◦ 2θ . From Equation 4.10, a particle diameter of 21 nm may be calculated. This is
40% larger than the particle size calculation provided in Table 4.2. An increase in particle
size upon oxidation is to be expected. Both γ-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 have the inverse spinel
structure,41 with the former exhibiting iron vacancies.105 The particles are still within the
size range expected for superparamagnetic behaviour.
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Figure 4.8 X-ray diffraction pattern of superparamagnetic Fe3O4-NCS composite air
dried at 110◦C, showing conversion of Fe3O4 to a γ-Fe2O3 (maghemite) phase.
Table 4.2 Parameters for X-ray diffraction pattern shown in Figure 4.7.
Centrea HWHMb Crystal diameter/ nm
/ ◦ 2θ d-spacing/ A˚ / ◦ 2θ / rad
35.42 2.53 0.55 9.6 × 10−3 15
62.51 1.48 0.70 1.3 × 10−2 13
56.94 1.62 0.66 1.1 × 10−2 14
30.09 2.97 0.63 1.1 × 10−2 13
aPeaks in order of decreasing intensity.
bHalf peak width at median height.
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4.2.1.4 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Figure 4.9 shows the XPS analysis of a superparamagnetic γ-Fe2O3-NCS composite
material, containing 14.5 wt % Fe3O4 prior to its oxidation to the γ-Fe2O3 phase.
Parameters for the modelled peaks are given in Table 4.3. It can be seen from the figure
that no signal was observed for iron. The XPS detects electrons ejected from the sample
via an X-ray beam. As such, it is a surface-only analytical technique; any electrons ejected
from sub-surface atoms are absorbed by shallower atoms before they reach the detector.
Thus, the lack of an iron signal indicates that the iron (and hence γ-Fe2O3) is not present
on the sample surface. Parameters for the Ca, O and Si fitted peaks are otherwise very
similar to those observed in unmodified NCS.47
Table 4.3 Parameters for the XPS peaks modelled in Figure 4.9.
Orbital Centre/ eV HWHM/ eV Areaa
Ca 2p 1
2
350.8 0.80 87.7
Ca 2p 3
2
347.6 0.68 100.0
Ca 2p 3
2
346.9 0.59 80.5
O 1s 532.9 0.95 75.8
O 1s 530.4 0.62 60.0
O 1s 531.8 0.83 100.0
Si 2p 1
2
103.3 0.84 100.0
Si 2p 1
2
102.4 0.61 91.4
Si 2p 1
2
101.7 0.56 71.8
aNormalised based on the area of the largest peak.
4.2.1.5 Magnetic Hysteresis
Figure 4.10 shows the saturation magnetic moment for a series of 2-ethoxyethanol washed
γ-Fe2O3 composites. NCS itself, at 0 wt % γ-Fe2O3, is diamagnetic, meaning that the
sample exhibits a negative magnetism relative to an applied field. At the magnetic field
strengths used during these measurements, diamagnetic materials do not achieve magnetic
saturation. The modelled line in the figure is linear, having an R2 value of 0.993. When
this fitted line is extended to a γ-Fe2O3 content of 100 wt %, a magnetic moment of
σs = 33.9 A m2 kg−1 is predicted. This predicted value is significantly less that the actual
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saturation magnetic moment for maghemite, σs = 75 A m2 kg−1.105 While the presence of
diamagnetic NCS within the sample could contribute somewhat to the lower than expected
saturation magnetisation, it is more likely that the iron-containing species is not present
as a pure phase. As the γ-Fe2O3-NCS materials were formed via the oxidation of Fe3O4-
NCS composites, it is possible that other iron oxide phases may have formed, especially
hematite, α-Fe2O3. In its bulk state, hematite is thermodynamically preferred with respect
to maghemite (∆H = 15 kJ mol−1).118 However, hematite has a higher surface energy than
maghemite. Therefore, for small particle sizes (higher surface areas) maghemite becomes
the thermodynamically preferred phase. This has been reported to occur for particles with
a diameter less than 15 nm.118 During the oxidation from Fe3O4 to the iron (III) oxides,
an increase in the particle diameter from 13–15 nm to 21 nm was observed. As this spans
the boundary of the hematite/maghemite phase stability, it is possible that a mixture of
the antiferrimagnetic α-Fe2O3 and the ferrimagnetic γ-Fe2O3 was formed. The presence
of some antiferrimagnetic material would account for the lower than expected saturation
magnetic moment.
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Figure 4.10 Saturation magnetic moment for superparamagnetic γ-Fe2O3-NCS
composites, prior and subsequent to copper sorption.
Figure 4.10 also shows the effect of sorption of Cu2+ from a 7.9 mmol dm−3 CuCl2
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solution on the saturation magnetic moment. It can be seen that the magnetic moment
becomes slightly altered on copper sorption. The saturation magnetic moment also
exhibits a linear relationship to the γ-Fe2O3 content, having an R
2 value of 0.998. The plot
in Figure 4.11 demonstrates that the material remains superparamagnetic; the remnant
magnetic moments for these materials are approximately 1% that of the saturation
magnetic moment.
4.2.1.6 Electron Microscopy
Figure 4.12 shows an EDS overlay map of a γ-Fe2O3-NCS composite material containing
14.5 wt % γ-Fe2O3, with electron micrographs of the same sample shown in Figure 4.13.
In the EDS overlay, silicon is represented by the colour red, calcium by green, and iron by
blue. It can be seen that the NCS particle occupying the centre area of the image exhibits
an even distribution of iron within it, as it appears white in the overlay. The particles to
the edges of the image exhibit no iron content, so appear yellow due to their calcium and
silicon content. This apparent lack of iron content may be attributed to the fact that these
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Figure 4.11 Remnant magnetic moment for γ-Fe2O3-NCS composites, prior and
subsequent to copper sorption, demonstrating superparamagnetism in all samples.
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particles lie outside the focal plane of the instrument. This can be seen more clearly when
examining the SEM image of the same area. When comparing the SEM image to the EDS
overlay, it may be observed that the iron-containing section is much brighter than the other
regions of the image. This arises due to the particle accumulating a higher charge, as it
cannot discharge this excess charge to the sample mount, which is comparatively further
from the sample.
Figure 4.13, showing increasing magnification of the maghemite-containing NCS particle
shows no definitive evidence for the presence of surface bound γ-Fe2O3. At the highest
magnification (50 000 times), the scale bar represents a distance of 100 nm. From this,
it may be deduced that the individual NCS platelets are approximately 5–15 nm thick.
This size range is similar to the calculated diameter of the γ-Fe2O3 particles of 21 nm;
with the precursor Fe3O4 phase having a diameter of 13–15 nm. The lack of evidence for
surface-bound γ-Fe2O3 in the electron microscopy images is consistent with the absence
of an iron signal in the XPS studies, discussed previously.
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Figure 4.12 EDS overlay of 2-ethoxyethanol washed γ-Fe2O3-NCS prepared at
14.5 wt % γ-Fe2O3: Si (red); Ca (green); Fe (blue). The SEM image may be seen in
Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13 Electron micrographs of γ-Fe2O3-NCS at increasing magnification.
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4.2.1.7 Magnetic Separation
Based on Figure 4.10, it would appear that sorption of copper does not significantly
alter the magnetic characteristics of the γ-Fe2O3-NCS composite material; the saturation
magnetic moment is only slightly altered as a result of copper sorption. By its nature
however, magnetic moment measurements are made on the bulk material, and as such
do not fully represent the nature of the material in contact with copper. An example of
this can be seen in Figure 4.14. Figures 4.14(a) and (b) and show the effect of presence
and absence of a magnetic field on a suspension of a γ-Fe2O3-NCS composite material.
Figure 4.14(a) shows the effect of a magnetic field on the material following sorption of
copper from a 7.9 mmol dm−3 CuCl2 solution. Following copper sorption, the material
is not cleanly separated by a magnetic field; a significant amount of material remains in
suspension. This remnant material in suspension is most likely generated due to the acidic
nature of the copper solution, causing dissociation of γ-Fe2O3 from the NCS material.
Given that the γ-Fe2O3-NCS material did not maintain its integrity under the acidic
conditions of the copper sorption studies, further investigation of magnetic separation
techniques as applied to this material were not undertaken. Instead, Fe3O4-NCS materials
were studied.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.14 Magnetic separation of γ-Fe2O3-NCS composites: prior to copper sorption
(a) in the presence and (b) absence of magnetic field; (c) after copper sorption in the
presence of magnetic field.
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4.2.2 Bulk Magnetite-NCS Composites
4.2.2.1 Particle Size Analysis
Figure 4.15 shows the particle size distribution for a series of Fe3O4-NCS composite
materials prepared from high concentration precursor calcium hydroxide and silicate
solutions ([Ca] = 0.937 mol dm−3, [SiO2] = 0.858 mol dm−3) with the addition of
magnetite powder. The effect of bulk-magnetite addition of the particle size distribution
is slightly different to that observed with the addition of the superparamagnetic Fe3O4
(Figure 4.5). Addition of bulk magnetite to the NCS results is a slightly broader particle
size distribution. Although the particle size distribution does not exhibit a classic bell-
shaped curve, a bimodal size distribution is not evident. This indicates that the magnetite
and NCS do not exist as separate particles. Increasing the magnetite content from 10 to
15 wt % results in a sudden decrease in the particle size, whereas a smoother trend was
observed in the size distribution of the γ-Fe2O3-NCS composites. It is possible that the
change in recorded particle size is due to the operating conditions of the instrument.
The Malvern Mastersizer instrument determines particle size based on the scattering of
laser light. As such, the absorption coefficient of the material will significantly alter the
observed particle size measurement. Samples having a higher absorbance scatter less
light, meaning they will appear as a lower concentration to the instrument (compared
to samples having a lower absorbance). Figure 4.16 and Table 4.4 show the effects
of altering the absorption coefficient on recorded particle size distribution. The chosen
absorption coefficients represent the standard software settings for the nearest equivalent
materials CaSiO3 (0.1) and iron oxide (1.0). It can be seen from the figure that there is
a significant difference in the recorded particle sizes. The measurement performed at the
higher absorption coefficient resulted in recorded particle sizes 10% of those recorded at
the lower absorption setting. Except for particle size measurement on pure Fe3O4, the
Malvern instrument was set to measure particles having an absorbance of 0.1. As the
absorbance of the Fe3O4-NCS composite materials increases with an increase in Fe3O4
content, it is likely that the recorded particle sizes were underestimated.
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Figure 4.15 Particle size distribution of Fe3O4-NCS slurries prepared with bulk Fe3O4
powder. Data sets in (a) are listed as weight percentage Fe3O4.
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The smaller particle size distribution with increasing Fe3O4 content may be attributed
to a faster initial precipitation rate. The presence of magnetite particles within the
sodium silicate solution can provide additional nucleation sites for the precipitation of
NCS. These additional sites would mean a greater number of smaller particles of NCS
would form in the initial mixing step. This does not significantly reduce the particle size
however. As can be shown below (Figure 4.5), the degree of mixing has a greater effect
on the particle size distribution.
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Figure 4.16 Effect of instrument absorbance setting on recorded particle size distribution
of Fe3O4 powder.
Table 4.4 Effect of material absorbance on recorded particle size distribution of Fe3O4
powder.
Percentile
Particle Size/ µm
Absorbance Settinga
0.1 1.0
10th 1.44 0.22
50th 2.38 0.29
90th 4.62 0.71
aSelected absorption coefficients are taken from standard operating conditions provided
for CaSiO3 (0.1) and iron oxide (1.0) in Malvern Mastersizer 2000 software.
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4.2.2.2 X-Ray Diffraction
A typical X-ray diffraction pattern for the Fe3O4-NCS composite materials prepared with
bulk Fe3O4 can be seen in Figure 4.17. It can be seen that Fe3O4 is the predominant
crystalline phase present. The peaks indexed to the aluminium diffraction pattern arise
from the sample holder employed for XRD measurements, and the nonindexed peaks
are typical of NCS itself. The four most intense peaks attributable to the Fe3O4 pattern
have been modeled by a Gaussian function, the parameters of which are shown in
Table 4.5. These parameters have been used to derive the crystallite size from the Scherrer
equation (4.10). While the calculated crystallite sizes (51–66 nm) are significantly
larger than those for the superparamagnetic Fe3O4 species at 13–15 nm (Table 4.2),
they are most likely underestimated. The underestimation arises, in part, as the XRD
instrument has a finite resolution. This can be most easily seen in the modelled peak
from the aluminium diffraction pattern. As this peak is caused by diffraction from the
bulk aluminium metal of the sample holder, it may be expected that the width of this
peak represents the resolution of the XRD instrument, in this case a peak half width of
0.10◦ 2θ . If this is taken as the instrumental resolution, it can be seen that the instrument
resolution comprises approximately one half of the width of the Fe3O4 diffraction peaks.
Thus, the degree of line broadening attributable to small particulate size is minimal.
Table 4.5 Parameters for X-ray diffraction pattern shown in Figure 4.17.
Centrea HWHMb Crystal diameter Phase
/ ◦ 2θ d-spacing/ A˚ / ◦ 2θ / rad / nm
35.57 2.52 0.13 1.1 × 10−3 66
Fe3O4
62.73 1.48 0.17 1.5 × 10−3 54
57.15 1.61 0.18 1.5 × 10−3 51
30.23 2.95 0.14 1.2 × 10−3 59
25.81 3.45 0.10 9.0 × 10−4 79 Al
aPeaks in order of decreasing intensity.
bHalf peak width at median height.
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Figure 4.17 X-ray diffraction pattern of Fe3O4-NCS composite material, prepared with
bulk Fe3O4.
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4.2.3 Sorption Studies
The sorption characteristics of the bulk Fe3O4-NCS composites with respect to phosphate
are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Some studies were made using the γ-Fe2O3-NCS and
bulk Fe3O4-NCS composites for sorption of copper ions.
4.2.3.1 Sorption of Copper by Maghemite-Calcium Silicate Composites
Figure 4.18 shows the sorption characteristics of the γ-Fe2O3-NCS composite (containing
10 wt % γ-Fe2O3) material towards copper. The sorption capacity of the material, as
calculated from the data presented in Figure 4.18(a) is 10.8 ± 0.8 mmol g−1. This
compares well to the results presented in Figure 3.5(b), in which a sorption capacity of
10 ± 1 mmol g−1 was determined. By comparing Figures 4.18(b) and 3.6(b), which
depict the sorption of Cu2+ from a 1.6 mmol dm−3 Cu(NO3) 2 solution by a γ-Fe2O3-
NCS and unmodified NCS, it can be seen that the copper is sorbed much faster by the
γ-Fe2O3-NCS composite. The sorption is complete after approximately five minutes with
the composite, compared to 30 minutes for the unmodified material. This may be due to
the smaller particle size (and hence, increased surface area) of the composite materials.
No iron was detected in solution, indicating that the γ-Fe2O3 was stable under the
conditions employed. However, it should be noted that the composite material itself was
found to dissociate under acidic conditions.
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Figure 4.18 Sorption characteristics of γ-Fe2O3-NCS towards Cu(NO3)2 at an initial
Cu2+ concentration of (a) 80 mmol dm−3, or (b) 1.6 mmol dm−3. Sorbent, containing
10 wt % γ-Fe2O3, applied at a loading of 1 g dm
−3. Data sets indicate the solution
concentration of all species, including any iron leached from the sorbent into solution.
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4.2.3.2 Isotherm Measurements of Sorption by Magnetite-Calcium Silicate Com-
posite
Figure 4.19 depicts the sorption isotherm of Cu2+ (as CuCl2) by a bulk Fe3O4-NCS
composite material containing 25 wt % Fe3O4, with the associated parameters for the
isotherm models given in Table 4.6. A sorption isotherm of unmodified NCS is provided
in the figures for comparison purposes.
Table 4.6 Parameters for copper sorption isotherms as shown in Figure 4.19.
Parameter Value
Sorbent
NCS, Figure 4.19(a) Fe3O4-NCS, Figure 4.19(b)
Langmuir Isotherm
n∞a 8.75 7.05
Kb 221 7.14
R2 0.956 0.804
Freundlich Isotherm
n∞a 7.90 5.55
C2 7.93 3.70
R2 0.864 0.939
Tempkin Isotherm
n∞C1 0.800 0.946
C2 2.79 × 103 503
R2 0.929 0.900
aPresented in dimensions of mmol g−1.
bPresented in dimensions of dm3 mmol−1.
It can be seen that that the unmodified NCS filter cake exhibits greatest conformation
to the Langmuir isotherm, having an R2 value in excess of 0.95 for this model. The
calculated maximum sorption capacity for Cu2+ is 8.75 mmol Cu2+ g−1, a value consistent
with the maximum sorption sorption capacity of 9 ± 1 mmol g−1 determined during
kinetic sorption studies. By comparison, composite material exhibited a lesser degree of
conformity to the Langmuir model, having an R2 value of 0.804, with a maximum sorption
capacity of 7.05 mmol Cu2+ g−1. The lower specific sorption capacity of the composite
material (when compared to NCS) is expected, as the composite material contains less
NCS on a per mass basis. Thus, the presence of Fe3O4 does not significantly contribute
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Figure 4.19 Sorption isotherm for Fe3O4-NCS composite materials with respect to Cu
2+
(as CuCl2): (a) sorption by NCS; (b) sorption by Fe3O4-NCS composite (25 wt %).
Sorbents applied as filter cake at a loading on 0.5 g dm−3 (dry basis).
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to the observed sorption capacity of the composite.
The composite material exhibits best conformity to the Freundlich isotherm model
(having an R2 value of 0.939). This lower degree of conformity to the Langmuir isotherm
suggests the presence of non-equivalent sorption sites within the composite material.12
These are most likely caused to the inclusion of Fe3O4 within the composite material.
4.2.3.3 Electron Microscopy
A typical electron micrograph of γ-Fe2O3-NCS following sorption of Cu
2+ from a
1.6 mmol dm−3 solution of Cu(NO3)2 is shown in Figure 4.20. As noted in Chapter 3,
sorption of copper from low-concentration solutions has little or no effect on the observed
morphology of the NCS particles. However, in this particular example, the initial
formation of apparently crystalline copper compounds can be seen.
Figure 4.20 Electron micrograph of γ-Fe2O3-NCS following sorption of Cu
2+.
Figure 4.21 shows the EDS overlay of the electron micrograph presented in Figure 4.20,
a sorption experiment undertaken with γ-Fe2O3-NCS and Cu(NO3)2 at a concentration of
1.6 mmol dm−3. In the EDS map, silicon has been assigned a red colour, copper is shown
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in green, and iron shown in blue. As can be seen in the EDS overlay, copper is distributed
throughout the NCS particle. The intense copper signal observed near the upper left
boundary of the NCS shows the initial formation of the Cu2(NO3)(OH)3 crystalline
phase. The EDS map of iron shows a non-homogeneous distribution throughout the NCS
particle. This apparent non-homogeneity is most likely caused by the low contrast of the
iron signal. As can be seen in the signal strength indicator to the left of the iron map, only
three levels of contrast are present, compared to 6 or more for the other elements. At this
level of contrast, the true iron distribution within the sample cannot be fully ascertained.
4.3 Conclusions
4.3.1 Maghemite-Calcium Silicate Composites
Composite materials containing up to 20 wt % γ-Fe2O3 were prepared by in-air oxidation
of a superparamagnetic Fe3O4-NCS composite material, which was, in itself prepared
from a Fe3O4 ferrofluid. Particle size analysis of the Fe3O4-NCS composite prior to
oxidation of the iron species demonstrated that the presence of Fe3O4 had a negligible
effect on the particle size distribution of the material. Powder X-ray diffraction
studies demonstrated the presence of nanosized Fe3O4 crystallites, with a diameter
of approximately 15 nm, which on oxidation resulted in the formation of γ-Fe2O3
particulates of approximately 20 nm in size. The NCS material retained its desert-
rose nanoscale morphology in the γ-Fe2O3-NCS composite material, having a slightly
decreased particle diameter and slightly reduced specific surface area. The reduction of
specific surface area was attributed to the increased mass of the composite rather than a
degradation of the NCS structure itself.
The materials were shown to maintain the superparamagnetic character of the initial
Fe3O4. However, the saturation magnetic moment was found to be lower than expected
for a pure γ-Fe2O3 phase. This was attributed to the possible formation of an
antiferrimagnetic α-Fe2O3 phase present as an impurity within the samples. No iron
could be detected within the composite materials in XPS studies, indicating that the γ-
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Figure 4.21 EDS overlay of γ-Fe2O3-NCS following sorption of Cu
2+ from a
1.6 mmol dm−3 Cu(NO3)2 solution: Si (red); Cu (green); Fe (blue).
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Fe2O3 was incorporated within the NCS structure, and not simply bound to the surface of
the material. EDS, with its greater sample penetration depth (micrometre scale compared
to picometre scale for XPS) provided evidence for a uniform iron distribution within the
composites.
Sorption of copper by derivatives of NCS containing either γ-Fe2O3-NCS or Fe3O4-NCS
were undertaken. It was found that the presence of maghemite (γ-Fe2O3-NCS) did not
degrade the capacity of the NCS. A slight promotion of the sorption rate was noticed,
but the maximum sorption capacity remained unchanged (10.8 ± 0.8 mmol Cu2+ g−1
for a composite containing 10 wt % γ-Fe2O3). However, it was found that the acidic
nature of the copper solution caused the composite materials to degrade. This resulted
in a partial separation of the NCS and γ-Fe2O3 phases, effectively negating the magnetic
characteristics of the material whilst in solution.
4.3.2 Magnetite-Calcium Silicate Composites
Composite materials of NCS with bulk magnetite powder were prepared containing up to
25 wt % Fe3O4 by dispersion of Fe3O4 powder in a sodium silicate solution prior to the
NCS-forming precipitation reaction with Ca(OH)2. Particle size analysis of the composite
material provided no evidence for bimodal size distributions, implying that the Fe3O4
was fully incorporated within the NCS structure. Unlike with the superparamagnetic
composite materials, the bulk magnetite did not oxidise upon heating to 110◦C in air. No
γ-Fe2O3 was formed during the heating process.
The composite materials were found to display a greater degree of conformity with
Freundlich isotherm behaviour for the sorption of Cu2+, whereas the NCS material
exhibited Langmuir isotherm behaviour under the same conditions. This was attributed
to the presence of non-equivalent sorption sites within the composite material, introduced
as a result of magnetite inclusion within the material.
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Chapter 5
Phosphate Sorption by Fe3O4-NCS Composites
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Phosphorus Speciation
Inorganic phosphorus, in the aqueous environment, is typically encountered in the form
of phosphate, PO3–4 , or one of its protonated forms. The equilibria existing between these
various forms are shown in Table 5.1. As these reactions are facile, the phosphate system
is often employed for the preparation of pH buffers. In natural waters (typically at a pH
of 7 ± 1, the dominant species are H2PO–4 and HPO2–4 .
Table 5.1 Equilibria existing between the various protonated forms of phosphate in the
aqueous environment (after Alward and Findlay50).
Equilibrium pKa
H3PO4 H
++H2PO
–
4 2.15
H2PO
–
4 H
++HPO2–4 7.20
HPO2–4 H
++PO3–4 12.38
5.1.2 Phosphate in the Environment
The element phosphorus is relatively abundant, comprising approximately 0.1% by mass
of the Earth’s crust.3 It is never found as the pure element in Nature, and almost always
exists as phosphate, PO3–4 or one of its protonated or polymetric derivatives. The
labile nature of the phosphate protonation process often leads to its use as a buffering
agent to control pH. Phosphorus is an element vital to all known forms of life; DNA
is an organophosphate polymer119 whereas the ADP/ATP energy cycle depends on the
cleavage of phosphate from ATP (or addition of phosphate to ADP).120
Due to the low solubility of most phosphate minerals, especially iron, calcium and
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aluminium phosphates (Table 5.2), biologically available phosphorus is often present in
very low concentrations in the natural environment. Due to the biological dependence on
phosphate, the rate of biological activity, such as algal growth, is often limited by this
nutrient. As such, should waste streams (normally from anthropogenic sources, such as
municipal effluent or agricultural run-off) with significant concentration of bio-available
phosphorus be introduced into the environment, pre-existing life thrives. This can, for
example, lead to eutrophication of lakes or other water bodies; sudden growth of algae
and its subsequent bacterial decomposition leads to a depletion of dissolved oxygen.
This drastically affects the balance of the local ecosystem, often eliminating higher order
animals, such as fish, from the area.121
Table 5.2 Common metal species encountered as counter-ions in phosphate precipitates,
after Sharpley.122
Metal Ion Common Precipitates
Ca2+ Ca3(PO4)2
Ca5(OH)(PO4)3
Fe2+, Fe3+ Fe3(PO4)2
Fex(OH)x(PO4) z
Al3+ Alx(OH)y(PO4) z
The low bioavailability of phosphate in the environment has created a great demand
worldwide for agricultural fertilisers containing this vital nutrient. This has lead, over
the past hundred years or so, to the depletion of much of the world’s readily accessible
reserves of phosphate minerals. In the Pacific region, one of the prime examples of this is
the island of Nauru. Phosphate mining was commenced on Nauru in 1906; all reserves of
phosphate ore were exhausted by the mid 1990s.123 It has been estimated that there are
perhaps 80-100 years worth of economically recoverable phosphate reserves worldwide.3
After these reserves have been exhausted, lower grade ores, often contaminated with
toxic metal ions, such as cadmium, must be used. The alternative to this is a phosphate
recycling system, whereby phosphate is recovered from a waste stream at, or near, its
source, preventing environmental degradation. The thus recovered phosphate may then
be reused, as, for example a feedstock for the fertiliser industry.14
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5.1.3 Phosphate Sorption
Materials used for phosphate sorption are often based on aluminium-,124–128
calcium-,33–35,129–131 or iron-containing127,132–134 materials due to the low solubility
of the poshpate minerals of these cations (Table 5.3). In recent years, much work
has been focused on sorbing phosphate via precipitation as calcium phosphate phases,
due to their low solubility product and the low cost of calcium-containing sorbent
precursors. Of the various calcium phosphates, the apatites have the lowest solubility;
pKs for hydroxyapatite, Ca5(PO4)3(OH), ranges from 54.4 to 58.5 at 25
◦C.135 Despite
the low solubility of the apatites, calcium and phosphate are readily found in solution at
concentrations far exceeding that for the precipitation of apatite phases, due to the large
activation energy of the precipitation step. It has previously been shown that the initial
calcium phosphate precipitate consists mainly of Ca2+ and H2PO
–
4 ions.
136 The phosphate
ion, PO3–4 is not encountered in this initial precipitate, which subsequently ages to form
the apatite phase over a period of several hours (Equation (5.1)). The activation energy
for this ageing step process been reported as between 95–105 kJ mol−1.136,137
Table 5.3 Calcium compounds of phosphorus commonly encountered in soils as
reported by Brady.138
Compound Formulaa Solubility Product, pKsb
Fluoroapatite Ca5(PO4)3F 58.1
139
Hydroxyapatite Ca5(PO4)3OH 56.0
139
Tricalcium phosphate Ca3(PO4)2 28.9
50
Monetite CaHPO4 6.60
139
Brushite CaHPO4 ·2 H2O 6.60139
aThe formula has been adjusted to coincide with the reported solubility product.
bThese references are for the solubility products, not listed by Brady.
xH2PO
−
4 + yCa
2+ Ca(H2PO4)2 Ca(HPO4)·2H2O Ca5(PO4)3OH
(5.1)
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5.1.4 Biological Removal
Due to its prominent biological role and inherently low solubility, phosphate is often
a limiting nutrient in ecological systems. For this reason, biological systems (such as
activated sludge) are widely implemented for the purpose of removing phosphate from
wastewater streams, particularly municipal wastewater.140–142 Bacteria commonly re-
ported as being used for phosphate removal include Microthrix parvicella, Acinetobacter
spp., Microlunatus phosphovorus and Lampropedia spp.140 Under appropriate operating
conditions, an optimised biological phosphate removal system can remove over 80% of
the phosphate present in municipal wastewater, typically resulting in an effluent having
a concentration less than 30 µmol P dm−3.141 Such systems typically operate in a three
stage process:
• The influent is initially permitted to react with the microbiological sludge in an
anaerobic environment. In this step, the bacteria metabolise organic components of
the wastewater, typically volatile fatty acids (which are converted into polyhydrox-
yalkanoates).142 This stage results in an increase in the phosphate concentration
of the wastewater; the bacteria degrade their reserves of polyphosphates (releasing
phosphate) to provide energy for the metabolises of the fatty acids.
• In the second step, the system is aerated. The introduction of oxygen to the system
triggers a growth phase in the bacteria. The stored fatty acids are used to regenerate
the reserves of polyphosphates, a process which typically results in extra phosphate
removal from solution, so-called “luxury uptake” (phosphate uptake in excess of
that released in the anaerobic step). The growth phase also results in removal of
moderate quantities of nitrogen nutrients (NH3 and NO
–
3 ) from solution.
• The final step is a settling phase. The sludge is separated from the effluent and
returned to the anaerobic stage. Excess sludge may be processed to recover the
phosphates or otherwise discarded.
You and Ouyang143 have reported a modification to this generic process whereby in
addition to the phosphate-removing organisms in the sludge, bacteria optimised for
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denitrification are introduced to the aerobic stage. They report >99% phosphorus
removal and 82.9% nitrogen removal from a synthetic wastewater influent containing
0.15 mmol P dm−3 and 2.76 mmol N dm−3, predominantly present as phosphate and
ammonia respectively.
Being a biological process, such systems have the advantage of being inexpensive to
operate as they typically require no inputs of chemicals to achieve phosphate removal.
Such systems also have disadvantages:
• The system requires a supply of fatty acids to effectively remove phosphate. It has
been suggested that fatty acids should be present in a seven to nine times excess
(mass basis) over phosphorus141 to achieve optimal phosphate removal. This is
typically encountered at a BOD5:P ratio in excess of 20:1.† While this ratio is
usually exceeded for municipal sewage, this is not always the case for phosphate-
containing wastewaters from other sources such as agricultural run-off or various
industrial processes. In these cases biological treatment may not be possible.
• The system is very susceptible to changes in the temperature, composition and
flow-rate of the influent. It has been suggested that many biological treatment
systems may take as much as four weeks to re-achieve optimal phosphate removal
following radical disturbances in the temperature, flow-rate or composition of the
influent.141 Changes in the composition of other biologically significant chemical
species, such as Na+, K+ and CH3COO
– can significantly alter the performance
of the system. Acetate, CH3COO
– , in particular will alter the performance of the
system as bacteria will metabolise this species in preference to fatty acids. The
presence of toxic components in the influent, such as some of the metal ions listed
in Table 1.2, is highly detrimental to the operation of the system.
• The system can suffer biological contamination. If a fibrous bacterial species, such
as Nostocoida limicola becomes established in the sludge system, the sedimentation
and clarification treatments applied to the effluent become less efficient. This means
†BOD5 is the Biological Oxygen Demand over 5 days and is indicative of the mobilisable organic content of
the sample.10. The 20:1 ratio is reported on a mass per mass basis.
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that the overall phosphate removal of the system decreases, as sludge material with
a high phosphate concentration may be discharged in the effluent stream.141
5.1.5 Chemical Removal
Due to the low solubility of many of the phosphate minerals, its removal from wastewater
often relies on the addition of a chemical to precipitate a phosphate salt. While such a
method is simple, it often results in large volumes of sludge, the disposal of which can
be problematic. Common precipitants used in treatment processes include the mineral
alum (KAl(SO4)2 ·12 H2O) or Al(OH)3,125,126 Fe2+/Fe3+ salts or hydroxides,134,144
MgO,145,146 or calcite.130 The use of magnesium to precipitate phosphate minerals
is often desirable in municipal (or other ammonical) wastewater treatment as the
precipitate formed is struvite, NH4MgPO4 ·6 H2O, meaning that ammonium is removed
concurrently. In many cases, struvite may be recovered and used as a fertiliser. However,
use of the precipitation technique often results in large quantities of sludge, the disposal of
which can be problematic. Because to this, sorbent materials, containing the precipitant
metal ions, are often used instead. Sorbent materials usually exhibit more desirable
processibility characteristics, when compared to precipitants, an important consideration
when sorption is undertaken on a large scale.
5.1.5.1 Aluminium and Iron
Sorbent materials derived from soils have been studied for phosphate sorption. This
topic is often approached both from the direction of phosphate sorption147,148 and
phosphate release149,150 (due to the importance of this nutrient for agriculture). Sorption
of phosphate by soils typically occurs through sorption of the ion by iron and aluminium
minerals in the soil matrix. Phosphate sorption by aluminium based materials is believed
to proceed via the displacement or exchange of hydroxyl or water ligands on the sorbent
surface for phosphate ions:
Al(OH)x+H2PO
−
4 Al(OH)(x−1)(H2PO4)+OH
− (5.2)
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This process is energetically favourable at slightly acidic to neutral pH values of 4–
7124 and will occur in many aluminium-containing minerals such as zeolites,128 fly
ash,129 clays,151,152 and micas.124 A similar process has been reported to occur for iron-
based sorbent materials such as iron hydroxides,153–155 blast furnace slag,156 or synthetic
sorbents containing combined aluminium and iron oxides.157 The sorption behaviour of
such materials can often be modelled by the Freundlich isotherm,128,154,155 although the
conformation towards the Langmuir isotherm has also been observed.156 Many materials
otherwise inert with respect to phosphate sorption have been activated by pretreatment
with aluminium or iron ions, such as sand,127,158 polymer fibres,159 or biological waste
products such as orange peel.128
5.1.5.2 Calcium
When one considers the sorption of phosphate by calcium based materials, it is prudent to
examine CaO-SiO2-P2O5 glasses, such as Bioglass
R©, used as biological implants. These
materials are often implanted in patients with severe injuries to, or deformities of the
skeletal structure. After implantation, apatite forms in the interface between the implant
and the original bone. The strength of this interfacial apatite often exceeds that of the
original bone. Studies of the apatite formation have suggested the following mechanism,
as presented in a review of the subject given by Hench:160
• Ion exchange of alkali cations for H+, increasing the pH near the surface region of
the glass.
• Condensation of dissolved silica to form a permeable surface layer.
• Diffusion of calcium and phosphate ions through this layer.
• Precipitation of an amorphous calcium phosphate phase.
• Ageing of this precipitate, resulting in formation of the more thermodynamically
stable apatite phase.
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All of these steps, with the possible exception of the condensation of the dissolved silica
are probably relevant to the sorption of phosphate by calcium-based systems. One can
suggest the following:
• Ion exchange of surface Ca2+ ions for H+, having the dual effect of raising the pH
and increasing the Ca2+ concentration in the local environment.
• Diffusion of phosphate from the bulk of the solution to this surface layer.
• Precipitation of an amorphous calcium phosphate phase on the calcium silicate.
• Ageing of this phosphate to form the apatite phase.
It has previously been noted that many wastewaters contain calcium and phosphate
at supersaturated concentrations with respect to the precipitation of Ca5(PO4)3OH
(Section 5.1.3). Due to this supersaturation, calcium seed materials are often used to
initiate apatite precipitation. Typically calcite, CaCO3, is used to achieve this,
130,161
although apatite162 or dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2)
131 are also used. In many cases, the
calcium phosphate phases precipitated in this way can be used as feedstocks for the
phosphate fertiliser industry. Berg et al.,161 for example, demonstrated calcite induced
precipitation of apatite from municipal wastewater. The sorbed product contained
25 wt % P2O5, higher than the 23 wt % required for phosphate fertiliser feedstock.
The use of portland cement as a sorbent material for phosphate has also been reported.14
A phosphate sorption capacity of 0.9 mmol P g−1 was reported, with the sorption process
exhibiting characteristics consistent with the Frumkin isotherm.
5.1.6 Phosphate Sorption by NCS
Southam, in 200433 and 200534 conducted extensive studies of the characteristics of
unmodified NCS with regard to its sorption of phosphate. It was found that the material
possessed a maximum sorption capacity for phosphate of 1.94 mmol P g−1 NCS.
Maximum phosphate sorption was achieved when the phosphate was initially present as
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the H2PO
–
4 ion. When HPO
2–
4 or PO
3–
4 were used as the phosphate source, a maximum
sorption capacity of 1.78 mmol P g−1 NCS (HPO2–4 ) or 1.56 mmol P g−1 NCS (PO
3–
4 )
respectively, was attained. The 2-ethoxyethanol washed form of NCS was found to be a
better sorbent material than the water washed or pH adjusted forms. This was attributed to
the 2-ethoxyethanol washed material having a higher surface area than the water washed
material, and a higher calcium content than the pH adjusted NCS material.
The sorption of phosphate by NCS was found to occur via a two-step mechanism, both
parts of which exhibited second order kinetics. In the first step, the NCS forms what was
presumed to be a positively charged intermediate, either by reaction with H2PO
–
4 or H
+.†
In the second step of the sorption process, the intermediate reacted with the phosphate,
removing it from solution. The first step (reaction of NCS with H+) was found to be rate
limiting for the sorption reaction. Thus, phosphate sorption from solutions of H2PO
–
4
occurred faster than sorption from HPO2–4 or PO
3–
4 solutions due to the lower initial pH
of the H2PO
–
4 solution. Sorption isotherms, when measured at high loadings of NCS (up
to 25 g NCS dm−3) indicated that the NCS exhibited a better conformity to the Freundlich
isotherm than the Langmuir or Tempkin isotherms.
It was found by Southam that the brushite phase, CaHPO4 ·2 H2O, is formed during the
sorption of H2PO
–
4 by NCS, rather than the more thermdynamically stable apatite phase,
(Ca5(PO4)3(OH)). It is known that brushite is an intermediate during the initial stages
of hydroxyapatite formation.136 Southam suggested that that the presence of an initial
brushite precipitate, or the NCS surface itself, retarded formation of the apatite phase.
It has also been shown by Lai163 that the reinforced NCS material exhibits similar
adsorption characteristics to those observed by Southam. As the reinforced material has a
lower calcium content than the 2-ethoxyethanol washed material, the sorption capacity is
lower, and the material takes longer to attain equilibrium. The reported sorption capacity
of the reinforced NCS was 91% that of the 2-ethoxyethanol washed material.
†This probably occurs at a Si−O−Ca −−− site on the NCS surface, forming Si−(OH)+−Ca −−− , thereby reducing
the strength of the Ca−O bond and making the calcium more labile.
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5.2 Results
Experiments were undertaken to evaluate the sorption characteristics of Fe3O4-NCS
composite materials with respect to unmodified NCS. The magnetic properties of the NCS
composite were employed by using the composite material as the sorbent in a continuous
uptake process.
5.2.1 Isotherm Studies
The sorption of phosphate was investigated in respect to the magnetite content of the
silicate (Figure 5.1). As expected, the sorption capacity of the composite decreased
as the magnetite content increased. When related to the actual mass of silicate
present (as opposed to the total mass of the composite), the sorption capacity was
constant within the limits of uncertainty. The maximum sorption was found to be
5.1 ± 0.5 mmol P g−1 silicate. By comparison, the sorption of phosphate for a sample of
100% magnetite was found to be 0.4 ± 0.2 mmol P g−1. Therefore, the Fe3O4 only alters
the specific sorption capacity of the composite material insofar as it reduces the quantity
of NCS in a given mass of the composite material.
Elemental analysis has previously shown that the calcium silicate (once dried at 110◦C)
contains approximately 7.1 mmol Ca g−1 (28 wt %Ca). Previous studies34 have also
shown by XRD analysis that the brushite, CaHPO4 ·2 H2O, is the preferred crystalline
phase formed upon phosphate sorption by NCS. The Ca:P ratio of 1.4:1 in the sorbed
product is greater than that found in brushite, (1:1), and is also inconsistent with that
found in apatite (Ca5(PO4)3(OH)), which has a Ca:P ratio of 1.67:1. In the isotherm
measurements shown later (Figure 5.2(a)), that at the NCS loading of 0.5 g dm−3,
saturation of NCS with phosphate has been achieved — no more phosphate is capable
of being sorbed. Because of this, if brushite were being formed, some Ca2+ would remain
uncoordinated to phosphate. It is possible that a mixture of apatite and brushite was
formed, which would account for the observed Ca:P ratio.
Attempts to determine the amount of phosphate present in the washed and dried samples
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after sorption via digestion in nitric acid were inconsistent. The results from the digestion
process indicated the presence of much more phosphate than could be present in the
sample. This was attributed to the digestion process interfering with the results, probably
due to the acid digestion process forming reactive silicate oligomers.
The presence of silicate ions (HxSiO
(4−x)–
4 ) are known to produce positive interference
in the determination of phosphate by the molybdenum blue photometric technique.10
To solve this issue when isotherm sorption measurements were conducted, a correction
for the silica interference was made by equilibrating a sample of NCS in MilliQ water
containing no phosphate. The silicate introduced a positive interference in the phosphate
concentration on the order of 0.002 mmol dm−3 under normal conditions. Under
digestion conditions, this interference was significantly higher (by orders of magnitude)
and useful data could not be obtained due to this.
Isotherm studies were conducted with a calcium silicate composite containing 25 wt %
magnetite (dry basis). Initially, the NCS composite was applied at a loading of 0.5 g dm−3
(dry basis). A Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used for the purpose of performing
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Figure 5.1 Phosphate sorption capacity of Fe3O4-NCS composite materials at a
composite loading of 0.5 g dm−3.
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a non-linear least-squares fit of the isotherm models to the experimental data set. The
data were not initially transformed to conform to a linear interpretation of the isotherm
models, as discussed in Chapter 1.
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Figure 5.2 First part of Figure 5.2. (Figure continued over page.)
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Figure 5.2 Phosphate sorption at various NCS-Fe3O4 loadings, with the data modelled
by different isotherms. The experimental data is represented by points, the isotherm
models are shown with lines: (a) the Langmuir isotherm; (b) the Freundlich isotherm; (c)
the Frumkin isotherm; (d) the Tempkin isotherm.
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The data (Figure 5.2(a) and Table 5.2) obtained from the experiments conducted at sorbent
loadings of 0.5 g dm−3 were readily modelled by the Langmuir isotherm; the model
having an R2 value in excess of 0.995. Attempts were also made to model the data by
the Freundlich, Frumkin, or Tempkin isotherms. However R2 values obtained were on the
order of 0.94–0.95 and as such were less representative of the system than the Langmuir
model. Isotherm experiments conducted with sorbent applied at increased loadings of
1 g dm−3 or 2 g dm−3 (dry basis) exhibited a lesser degree of conformity to the Langmuir
isotherm, with R2 values of 0.991 and 0.979 respectively. Data obtained from these
experiments were not consistent with data obtained from the earlier experiment. The
phosphate uptake attained by the silicate decreased (on a per mass basis) as the silicate
loading increased. It was initially assumed that a model other than the Langmuir isotherm
would provide a more appropriate fit to the data, as the other models attempt to account
for the non-equivalence of sorption sites within the system, something that the Langmuir
model does not inherently account for.
The results of the modelling with these additional isotherms can be seen in Figures 5.2(b)–
(d). None of these isotherms provide the same degree of conformity to the data as was
obtained with the Langmuir model at the lower sorbent loading. This may be accounted
for by one of several reasons:
• The most likely reason for this behaviour is that the system failed to reach
thermodynamic equilibrium. As can be seen from Figure 5.2, at the 0.5 g dm−3
sorbent loading saturation of the sorbent is achieved, as evidenced by the increase
in equilibrium phosphate concentration not resulting in an increase in phosphate
uptake. Similar behaviour is not obtained with the systems at loadings of 1 g dm−3
and 2 g dm−3. As can be seen from the figures, the sorption capacity does not reach
a plateau. Instead, an increase in the equilibrium phosphate concentration continues
to result in an increase in the phosphate uptake.
• The molybdenum blue method used for colourmetric determination of phosphate
concentration suffers positive interference from the presence of silica, as the molyb-
date may react to form either a molybdophosphate complex of a molybdosilicate
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complex. It has previously been demonstrated that removal of calcium from the
NCS material (typically by leaching with acid) also results in a silicate release
to solution.22 While attempts were made to correct for possible interference by
silicate in the phosphate determination (the colourmetric response in the absence
of phosphate was used to provide a baseline during analysis), it is possible that
insufficient correction was applied. This would lead to an increase in observed
phosphate concentration and, hence, a decrease in the apparent phosphate sorption.
This problem would be exaggerated at higher NCS concentrations.
• In the case of the Frumkin isotherm (Figure 5.2(c)), the isotherm model was fitted
to the experimental data in a slightly different fashion. It has previously been noted
that with the Frumkin isotherm (Equation (1.14)) θ is not a function of [PEq] as
it is for the other isotherm models. That is to say that for a given value of [PEq]
the equation may provide more than one possible value of θ . For this reason, the
experimental data were modelled by a function (as presented in (5.3)) very similar
to Equation (1.13):
[P]Eq =
n
K (n∞−n) exp
(
−A n
n∞
)
(5.3)
In Equation (5.3), [P]Eq is treated as a function of n. In doing so, the method
of calculating R2 changes, being based on a variation in [P]Eq instead of n. The
different method of modelling the experimental data may account for the poorer fit
to the Frumkin isotherm when compared to the Langmuir isotherm. Theoretically,
the Frumkin isotherm should never be a poorer model than the Langmuir isotherm,
as when A = 0, the two isotherms are identical.
5.2.1.1 Sorption Capacity
Although it is known that the primary crystalline phase formed in the sorption of
phosphate by NCS is brushite,34 the Fe3O4-NCS composites sorbed too little phosphate
relative to the amount of calcium present. In brushite, CaHPO4 ·2 H2O, the Ca:P ratio is
1:1, but maximum phosphate sorption by NCS was attained when a Ca:P ratio of 1.4:1
was reached. The materials sorbed sorbed 5.1 ± 0.5 mmol P g−1 NCS with this sorption
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Table 5.4 Parameters for isotherm models of phosphate sorption by Fe3O4-NCS
composite material.
Parameter Fe3O4-NCS loading (25 wt % Fe3O4)/ g dm
−3
0.5 1.0 2.0
Langmuir Isotherm
n∞a 3.88 3.45 3.10
Kb 51.3 168 51.9
R2 0.996 0.991 0.979
Freundlich Isotherm
n∞a 2.72 2.59 2.84
C2 4.56 4.50 4.40
R2 0.942 0.962 0.934
Frumkin Isotherm
n∞ 3.89 3.25 3.08
A 1.18 3.14 3.43
K 50.0 50.2 50.1
R2c 0.894 −0.154 −0.137
Tempkin Isotherm
n∞C1 0.350 0.301 0.353
C2 8.30 × 103 1.81 × 104 4.30 × 103
R2 0.950 0.960 0.986
aPresented in dimensions of mmol g−1.
bPresented in dimensions of dm3 mmol−1
cCalculated from variation in [PEq], not P uptake.
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decreasing proportionally as Fe3O4 was incorporated into the structure. By comparison,
NCS contains 7.1 mmol Ca g−1. This indicates that, either not all calcium present in the
NCS is coordinated to phosphate, or that a calcium phosphate phase with a Ca:P ratio
greater than 1:1 is formed. Due to the saturation of NCS with phosphate, it is probable
that partial formation of the more thermodynamically stable apatite phase, with a Ca:P
ratio of 1.67:1, occurs.
5.2.2 Kinetic Studies
The sorption of H2PO
–
4 is modelled well by a second-order kinetic model with respect
to phosphate (Figure 5.3 and Table 5.5), with an R2 value of 0.997. By comparison,
the first-order kinetic model provided an R2 value of 0.984. As these values are both
relatively high the reaction cannot be definitively described to a second-order model,
although it is more likely than the first-order one. During the 60 minutes for which data
were recorded, the concentration of H2PO
–
4 decreased from 0.99 ± 0.01 mmol dm−3, to
0.138± 0.001 mmol dm−3. This is in agreement with the second-order model reported by
Southam34 for the non-magnetic NCS material. Southam reported two distinct processes
occurring in the reaction of NCS with H2PO
–
4 : An initial second order process (with
respect to H+) occurring in the first 30 minutes, attributed to the reaction of NCS with
H+, leading to an increase in the pH of the solution, followed by a second second-order
process (with respect to phosphate) in which phosphate (predominantly HPO2–4 ) reacts
with NCS precipitating calcium phosphate phases such as brushite (CaHPO4 ·2 H2O).
Table 5.5 Rate data for phosphate sorption by Fe3O4-NCS composite.
Parameter First Ordera Second Orderb
k 0.332 0.774
[P]0,Calc.c 0.988 0.989
[P]∆ 0.795 0.848
R2 0.984 0.997
aFirst order rate constants are presented in dimensions of min−1
bSecond order rate constants are presented in dimensions of dm3 mmol−1 min−1.
cConcentrations are presented in dimensions of mmol dm−3.
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Figure 5.3 Sorption of H2PO
–
4 by Fe3O4-NCS composite, 25 wt % Fe3O4. NCS filter
cake applied at a loading of 1 g dm−3 (dry basis). Data points represent the measured
phosphate concentration; the solid red line shows a first order kinetic model; the dashed
red line shows a second order kinetic model. pH values have not been modelled.
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5.2.3 Wastewater Treatment
Attempts were made to use the Fe3O4-NCS material to sorb phosphate from a whey-type
wastewater obtained from a local dairy factory near Karlsruhe. Analysis of the phosphorus
content of the wastewater provided phosphate contents of: 1.56 ± 0.01 mmol dm−3 DRP
(dissolved reactive phosphorus), 1.84± 0.01 mmol dm−3 TRP (total reactive phosphorus)
and 2.11 ± 0.01 mmol dm−3 TP (total phosphorus), the latter by HNO3 digestion. The
dairy waste was also found to contain approximately 5–10% settleable solids (by volume).
Although attempts were made to measure both an sorption isotherm for the waste solution
and to acquire kinetic data for the phosphate uptake, filtration of the dairy waste was found
to be impractical on a reasonable time scale. Some component within the waste (presumed
to be fat) was found to block the 0.45 µm membranes used for filtration. In most cases
insufficient sample could be obtained for phosphate analysis (the DRP analysis of the raw
waste, given above, was obtained only after significant dilution).
Due to the difficulties encountered in filtering the wastewater, attempts to characterise the
sorption qualities of the material with regard to the dairy waste were abandoned.
5.2.4 Continuous Uptake Studies
The results of the continuous uptake studies of H2PO
–
4 are presented in Figure 5.4 and
Table 5.4. Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) show the results of experiments performed with a
larger, 600 cm3 column, whereas 5.4(c) displays the results from the use of a smaller
50 cm3 column.
As can be seen from the figures, the smaller column achieved saturation, with the
phosphate effluent concentration eventually exceeding the influent concentration. A
maximum sorption capacity of 0.82 ± 0.06 mmol P g−1 was calculated for the smaller
column. This is significantly less that the 3.9 mmol P g−1 as measured in the isotherm
sorption experiments. The lower sorption capacity is partially explained by noting that
nearly half the mass of sorbent was lost from the column in the effluent stream. The
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Figure 5.4 Column-based continuous uptake of phosphate (as H2PO
–
4 by Fe3O4-NCS
composite. Figures (a) and (b) show results from experiments with a 600 cm3 column,
whereas Figure (c) shows data from a 50 cm3 column. Data points represent the effluent
pH and phosphate concentration; the lines show the influent conditions.
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0.82 mmol P g−1 figure calculated above is based on the assumption that all sorbent
remained in the column.
By comparison, the experiments conducted with the larger column did not reach saturation
in that the measured phosphate effluent concentration was less than the influent concen-
tration for the duration of the experiment. These experiments exhibited very similar total
phosphate sorption (1.4 ± 0.2 mmol P for Figure 5.4(a) and 1.48 ± 0.08 mmol P for
Figure 5.4(b), despite one experiment having double the mass of NCS present. This leads
to the assumption that the system in this case was rate limited by the amount of phosphate
present.
For the smaller column, a comparatively large fraction of the sorbent was removed in
the effluent stream (approximately 44% of the initial mass of sorbent). Contrasting
this, almost no sorbent was removed from the larger column. This may be explained
by examining the solution velocity in the column. The smaller column had an internal
diameter of 20 mm, a cross-section of 3.14 cm2. At the flow rate used, this equates to
an upward velocity of 3.9 cm min−1. With the larger column, the diameter varied (see
Figure 2.1). At the exit point of the column, the internal diameter was 120 mm, a cross-
secion of 117 cm2. This means that when the effluent exited the larger column, it was
only moving at a rate of 0.35 cm min−1 (approximately one eleventh the velocity present
in the smaller column). During operation of the large column, the Fe3O4-NCS material
remained dispersed in the lower half of the column. The internal column diameter at the
upper edge of this Fe3O4-NCS layer was estimated as 90 mm. The upwards velocity of
the fluid in the column at this point may be calculated as 0.6 cm min−1.
As can be seen from the images of the experimental set-up (Figure 5.5), the Fe3O4-NCS
was dispersed throughout the small column (Figure 5.5(b)) to a much greater degree than
in the larger column (Figure 5.5(d)). The majority of the sorbent lost from the column was
removed in the initial few column volumes of effluent. Figure 5.5(c) demonstrates this.
This image shows the discolouration of the 0.45 µm membranes used to filter effluent
subsamples subsequent to their collection. These samples were later analysed to provide
data for the first five points shown in Figure 5.4(c). It can be seen that the Fe3O4-NCS was
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initially lost at a significant rate (as indicated by the black sorbent trapped in the leftmost
filter cartridge, labelled ‘A’, in Figure 5.5(c)). By the time the fifth subsample was taken
very little sorbent was being lost (the rightmost filter cartridge, labelled ‘E’, shows almost
no discolouration).
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5.3 Conclusions
It was found that the Fe3O4-NCS composite was a suitable sorbent material for phosphate.
The sorption capacity for the materials was found to be dependant on the quantity of NCS
present. As Fe3O4 was introduced into the composite material, the sorption capacity
decreased accordingly with Fe3O4 accounting for very little of the observed phosphate
sorption. For the unmodified NCS, an sorption capacity of 5.1 ± 0.5 mmol P g−1
was recorded for phosphate as the H2PO
–
4 ion; sorption capacities of NCS for other
forms of phosphate were not determined. While this is significantly higher than the
1.94 mmol P g−1 sorption capacity previously reported by Southam34 for sorption of
H2PO
–
4 on to NCS, the amount of phosphate sorbed is comparable to the amount of
calcium present in the material.
When isotherm measurements were conducted with the Fe3O4-NCS composite material
(25 wt % Fe3O4) present at a loading of 0.5 g dm
−3, the system exhibited good conformity
to the Langmuir isotherm. An R2 value of 0.996 was calculated for the model, having a
calculated maximum sorption capacity, n∞, of 3.88 mmol P g−1, with the parameter K
having a value of 51.3 dm3 mmol−1. As the loading of Fe3O4-NCS was increased to
2.0 g dm−3, the R2 value decreased to 0.979 for the Langmuir isotherm model. At the
highest loading, the Tempkin isotherm was found to more accurately model the data, with
an R2 value of 0.986. It was also noted that the phosphate sorption capacity (on a per gram
basis) decreased as the sorbent loading was increased (from 3.9 ± 0.3 mmol P g−1 with a
0.5 g dm−3sorbent concentration, to 3.31 ± 0.05 mmol P g−1 a a 2.0 g dm−3 sorbent
concentration. The reduction in the observed sorption capacity was attributed to the
system not attaining equilibrium within 24 hours at the higher NCS concentrations. This
was evidenced by the phosphate sorption not reaching saturation for the higher sorbent
concentrations. The sorption capacity did not plateau with higher solution phosphate
concentrations. Instead, it continued to increase.
The sorption of H2PO
–
4 by Fe3O4-NCS over a 60 minute time period was adequately de-
scribed by a second-order kinetic model, having a rate constant of k = 0.774 dm3 mmol−1
min−1, with an R2 value of 0.997. Similar behaviour has been observed by Southam34,
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who attributed this to an acid/base reaction between the acidic H2PO
–
4 solution and the
basic NCS.
Continuous uptake studies were performed in upflow mode using two different reactor
sizes and shapes, a small 50 cm3 cylindrical reactor and a large 600 cm3 conical reactor.
Under the conditions employed with the smaller column, the Fe3O4-NCS was found to
sorb a maximum of 0.82 ± 0.06 mmol P g−1 before the material reached saturation,
significantly lower than the maximum sorption capacity of 3.9± 0.3 mmol P g−1 attained
in the isotherm measurements. This uptake accounted for only 37% of the phosphate
passed through the column. The smaller column also lost 44% of the Fe3O4-NCS in
the effluent stream. By comparison, the Fe3O4-NCS sorbent used in the larger column
experiments also sorbed between 33–35% of the phosphate from the influent stream. The
system did not reach saturation however. In the larger column, for which two different
loadings of Fe3O4-NCS sorbent were used, the total amount of phosphate sorbed from the
solution did not depend on the amount of sorbent present; doubling the mass of sorbent
did not alter the amount of phosphate sorbed. Therefore, the system is rate-limited by the
contact time between the sorbent and phosphate solution.
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Chapter 6
Rhenium Sorption by Polyaniline-NCS Composite
Materials
6.1 Introduction
Technetium is often a significant component of nuclear waste streams. The 99Tc
isotope is not recovered during typical reprocessing procedures, such as flocculation or
precipitation, primarily due to the solubility of the pertechnetate ion TcO–4 . It has been
reported that the waste stream from a typical reprocessing plant may contain 99TcO–4 at
concentrations of up to 1 mmol dm−3.164,165 The 99Tc isotope decays via β emission to
99Ru; the half life of this process being on the order of 2.1 × 105 years.165 While this is
insignificant on a geological time scale, it is impractical to store the technetium waste at
such a dilute concentration until it has decayed to a level at which it poses no radiological
threat. As such, treatment methods are required to remove the technetium from this waste.
Rhenium is in many ways chemically analogous to the the element technetium, more so
than the other stable member of group 7, manganese. Rhenium compounds are often used
in sorption studies as a model compound for technetium as rhenium is safer to handle,
due to its non-radioactive nature.
6.1.1 Polyaniline
The conducting polymers are a class of organic polymer materials typified by the presence
of extensive pi-conjugation along the polymer backbone.166 Polyaniline is a rarity among
the conducting polymers in that the nitrogen heteroatom is integral to the pi-conjugation
system. As such, changes to the degree of protonation of the nitrogen, or its oxidation state
can significantly alter the degree of this conjugation. Altering the degree of conjugation
can greatly perturb the electronic and hence spectrographic properties of the polymer.
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Polyaniline exhibits three readily accessible oxidation states: pernigraniline, a fully
oxidised form, in which the nitrogen is present as an imine functionality; leucoemeraldine,
the fully reduced form, in which the nitrogen is present as amine functionalities; and
emeraldine, the partially oxidised form in which a mix of amine and imine functionalities
are present. The standard reduction potential for the transition from pernigraniline salt
to emeraldine salt has been reported as 0.75 V. For the transition from emeraldine salt
to leucoemeraldine base, the standard reduction potential is 0.30 V.29 Examples of these
oxidation states are shown in Figure 6.1. In a form in which formal charges may be
assigned to the molecule, the polymer has a four-aniline repeat unit, although it is thought
that a three-aniline repeat unit may fully describe the electronic structure of polyaniline
when computational modelling of the polymer is undertaken.167
During the synthesis of many organic polymer materials, acidic conditions are necessary
to ensure proper polymerisation of the monomer material. As many of these syntheses
are undertaken in aqueous conditions, the acidic conditions are also necessary to dissolve
the monomer. For example, aniline (C6H5NH2) is only sparingly soluble in water,
whereas anilinium (C6H5NH
+
3) is readily water soluble.
29 The synthesis of polyaniline,
for example, is believed to occur via the mechanism shown in Figure 6.2. Under
acidic conditions, aniline monomers polymerise by oxidative addition at the para
position, forming the traditional polyaniline structure.169 When the reaction conditions
are such that the pH is greater than 3, oxidation of aniline leads to the formation
of diphenylhydrazine.170 Further oxidation can lead to the formation of oligomers
containing N−N bonds. These polyazanes exhibit significantly different spectroscopic
and redox properties to polyaniline.
Many examples of conducting polymer composite materials exist in which the oxidation
of the organic monomer is achieved subsequent to its sorption onto a silica171,172 or
aluminosilicate173,174 support material. This method does pose a limitation on the
framework material used: the material must be chemically inert to the reaction conditions
for the oxidation process. Silica is nonreactive towards acid, and although acidic
conditions are known to leach aluminium from aluminosilicates, the leaching reaction
proceeds moderately slowly.175 NCS, by comparison, will rapidly degrade in acidic
159
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NH2 NH2
  •+ NH2
+
NH2
− 2H+
•C
− e−
n
H
N
N N
H
H H
(a)
NH2 NH2
 •+
n
− H+− e
−
NH •+
x2
N N
N
H
H
(b)
Figure 6.2 Mechanism for oxidation of aniline: (a) acidic conditions as presented by
Wei;169 (b) weakly acidic (pH > 3) or basic conditions as presented by Venancio et
al.170 Only (a) leads to the formation of polyaniline.
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conditions, so the in situ oxidation method is not amenable to the formation of PANI-NCS
composite materials. In cases where the composite material is prepared post-synthesis of
the polymer, water-soluble conducting polymer derivatives are often used. For example,
Borrmann et al. have reported composites of NCS with the sulfonated PANI derivative
PMAS (Figure 6.3).47
The requirement for acidic conditions during the polymerisation of polyaniline precludes
the in situ oxidation of the monomer on the NCS surface due to the basic nature of
the latter. For this reason, the polymer must be prepared prior to its incorporation
onto the NCS material. This has been demonstrated before with the NCS-conducting
polymer derivatives, using either polypyrrole176 and the sulfonated polyaniline derivative
PMAS.47 PMAS binds to the NCS through coordination between the sulfonate groups of
the polymer and Ca2+ ions on the NCS surface. However, this mode of coordination
means that the PMAS-NCS composite will dissociate under acidic conditions, as
protonation of the sulfonate moieties reduces their effectiveness as ligands for Ca2+. The
propensity for the composite material to dissociate reduces its potential effectiveness as
an sorbent material for the uptake of pollutant materials such as ReO–4 , which are often
encountered in acidic solutions.
SO3
−
SO3
−
SO3
−
SO3
−
MeO MeO
MeOOMe
n
N
N
N
N
H
H
H
H
Figure 6.3 Poly(2-methoxyaniline-5-sulfonic acid) (PMAS) in the leucoemeraldine base
state.
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6.1.2 Chemisty of Rhenium
6.1.2.1 Electrochemistry
Standard reduction potentials for several rhenium (and other group 7) species are listed
in Table 6.1, along with those for polyaniline. It can be seen that, under acidic
conditions, ReO–4 may act to oxidise emeraldine salt to the pernigraniline salt form, with
an electrochemical potential for the reaction of E ∅= 0.02 V.
Table 6.1 Reduction potentials for various rhenium, manganese, technetium and
polyaniline species (after Lide).29
Half Reaction E ∅/ V
PNS(s)+H++ e– ES(s)a 0.75
ES(s)+ e– LEB(s) 0.30
ReO–4 +2 H
++ e– ReO3(s)+H2O 0.768
ReO–4 +4 H
++3 e– ReO2 ·2 H2O(s) 0.51
ReO–4 +8 H
++7 e– Re(s)+4 H2O 0.367
Re3++3 e– Re 0.3
ReO2 ·2 H2O+4 H++4 e– Re(s)+6 H2O 0.26
ReO–4 +4 H2O+7 e
– Re(s)+8 OH– −0.81
MnO–4 +8 H
++5 e– Mn2++2 H2O 1.491
MnO–4 +2 H2O+3 e
– MnO2(s)+4 OH
– 0.558
TcO–4 +4 H
++3 e– TcO2(s)+2 H2O 0.738
aSee Figure 6.1 for the structures of pernigraniline salt, emeraldine salt and
leucoemeraldine base.
As this value is only slightly positive, it is prudent to consider how non-standard
conditions affect this potential. The concentration dependence of an electrochemical
potential may be predicted by the Nernst equation (6.1) with its application to the
polyaniline/perrhenate system given in (6.2) and (6.3).† The potential for the reaction
as a function of H+ and ReO–4 concentrations is given in Figure 6.4. It can be seen in the
figure that a positive electrochemical potential only occurs when both species are present
at relatively high (near-molar) concentrations. As will be shown in Section 6.2, sorption
of ReO–4 may lower the rhenium concentration to sub-millimolar levels. As such, it is
†Although the redox-change for polyaniline is shown as an oxidation of emeraldine salt to pernigraniline
salt, the same equation is valid for the oxidation of emeraldine base to pernigraniline base.
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highly unlikely that redox chemistry contributes in a significant manner to the sorption
process of ReO–4 by as-made emeraldine polyaniline species.
Figure 6.4 Electrochemical potential for the reduction of ReO–4 by polyaniline in the
emeraldine salt oxidation state at 25◦C, as predicted by the Nernst equation (6.2). The
0 V potential contour is indicated in the figure.
E = E ∅− RT
nF
lnQ (6.1)
ES+ReO−4 +H
+ PNS+ReO3(s)+H2O (6.2)
E = E ∅− RT
F
ln
(
1
[ReO−4 ][H+]
)
(6.3)
6.1.2.2 Coordination Chemistry
Several compounds containing rhenium in the +7 oxidation state have been reported in
which the rhenium is coordinated to nitrogen atoms, for example the 1,4,7-triazacyclononane
and the bis(trimethylsilyl)-benzamidinate complexes shown in Figure 6.5. Complexes
such as these are normally formed from Re2O7. During the formation of the complexes,
the Re2O7 will decompose to the ReO
–
4 anion and a ReO
+
3 moiety:
Re2O7 ReO
+
3 +ReO
−
4 (6.4)
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Complexes such as those in Figure 6.5 are not usually formed directly from the ReO–4
anion. However, complexes such as Gd(ReO4)3(H2O)3,
178 in which ReO–4 acts as a ligand
are also known. The position of the ReO–4 anion in the spectrochemical series has been
reported to lie between ClO–4 (on the lower side) and CH3COO
– (on the upper side).179
This means that the anion is modestly amenable to coordination and will replace ClO–4
ligands coordinated to metal ions.
6.1.3 Rhenium Sorption
In oxic media such as water, rhenium and technetium exist primarily as oxyanions in the
+7 oxidation state (perrhenate, ReO–4 , and pertechnetate, TcO
–
4 ). Under acidic conditions,
the ions act as moderate oxidising agents, forming ReO3(s) and TcO2(s) with standard
reduction potentials of E ∅ReO–4 /ReO3 = 0.768 V and E
∅
TcO–4 /TcO2 = 0.738 V respectively.
A more complete listing of reduction potentials for rhenium and oxides and oxyanions is
given in Table 6.1. In addition to its use as a model for technetium, rhenium compounds
are valuable in their own right, often being used as catalysts in, for example, alkene
metathesis180,181 or as potential catalysts for the photo-induced reduction of CO2.
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In Nature, rhenium compounds are commonly found as minor components of molybdate
and copper ores.183,184 Perrhenate is typically recovered from these ores through its sorp-
tion by amine-based anion exchangers,184,185 before its recovery as a perrhenate salt such
as ammonium perrhenate, NH4ReO4. This final step is often performed by evaporation
of an NH4ReO4 solution, although other methods of rhenium recovery are known, for
ReO3
+
N
N N
H
H H
(a)
SiM e3M e3Si
N N
Ph
O
O
O
Re
(b)
Figure 6.5 Examples of rhenium(VII) complexes in exhibiting Re−N bonding: (a)
complex with 1,4,7-triazacyclononane; (b) complex with
bis(trimethylsilyl)-benzamidinate, as reported by Abram.177
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example electroreduction186 or recovery as other salts, such as [Zn(NH3)4](ReO4)2.
187
Perrhenate, as an anion, is not readily sorbed by negatively charged surfaces, such as
silicates,188 and calcium perrhenates typically exhibit a high degree of solubility (187 g
Ca(ReO4)2 will dissolve in 100 g water at 30
◦C).189 For this reason, a material such as
NCS would, on its own, make a poor sorbent for ReO–4 . Most reports of rhenium recovery
techniques rely on ion exchange184,185,190,191 or electrodeposition.192,193
Zemskova et al.194 have reported the use of chitosan-functionalised carbon fibre sheets
as sorbent materials for ReO–4 , with the sorbent exhibiting Langmuir isotherm behaviour.
The authors concluded that the electrostatic interactions between the amino groups and
ReO–4 was responsible for the sorption of the latter. By applying a negative potential to
the sorbent material, it was possible to reversibly desorb the ReO–4 . Sorbent materials
exhibiting Freundlich isotherm behaviour for ReO–4 sorption are also known, for example
the polymer resins reported by Xiong et al.195 (Figure 6.6).
NH2
NN
N
(a)
NH2
y
x
Cl−
+NN
N
Cl
(b)
Figure 6.6 Polymer resin used by Xiong et al.195 for ReO–4 sorption: (a)
4-amino-1,2,4-triazole; (b) functionalised chloromethylated polystyrene.
The use of chitosan as an sorbent for ReO–4 in its own right has been reported by Kim
et al.188 The sorption was found to be highly dependant on the solution pH and ionic
strength, with the greatest sorption occurring at low pH values and low ionic strength.
The authors attributed this sorption to an electrostatic interaction between the ReO–4
and the R−NH+3 functional groups of the chitosan.† The higher ReO–4 sorption at low
†It should be noted that in the pH range studied by Kim et al.188 (3–7), perrhenate remains unprotonated, the
pKa of the acid being −1.25.196,197
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ionic strength was attributed to the presence of two different interactions occurring with
the amine groups. Electrostatic interactions can occur between chitosan and ReO–4 , or
between the chitosan and the ionic-strength determinant (in this case NO–3 ). Stability
constants for these ion pairs are given in Table 6.2. As the equilibrium constant for the
Table 6.2 Equilibria determining rhenium uptake by chitosan (after Kim188).
Equilibrium logK
R−NH+3 +ReO–4 R−NH+3ReO–4 1.24
R−NH+3 +NO–3 R−NH+3NO–3 1.55
R−NH2+H+ R−NH+3 5.8
formation of the chitosan-nitrate ion pair is slightly larger than that for the formation of
the chitosan-perrhenate ion pair, it can be seen that the presence of nitrate can significantly
retard the sorption of perrhenate.
Petrov et al.198 have reported the presence of hydrogen bonding between ReO–4 and
various amine species (Figure 6.7). They report that the strength of an individual hydrogen
bond increases in the order 1◦ < 2◦ < 3◦ amines and attributed this to the greater basicity
of the more substituted amines. Counteracting this bonding is the possibility of ReO–4
to form multiple hydrogen bonds to a single amine functional group (Figure 6.7(b)).
As such, an amine with a higher degree of substitution will form fewer, but stronger,
hydrogen bonds to an individual ReO–4 ion. Thus, the total strength of the interactions
between the two components (ReO–4 and the amine) is not necessarily greater for the
higher degree amines.
Kholmogorov et al.185 have reported the use of several amine-based ion exchangers as
selective sorbents for ReO–4 from a mixed perrhenate/molybdate solution. The greatest
distribution coefficients for ReO–4 were reported for ion exchangers containing the amine
functional groups shown in Figure 6.8. Distribution coefficients in excess of 1200
were reported for all these resins. The ion exchangers, amine functionalised poly-
(styrene/divinylbenzenes), performed significantly better when prepared as a gel instead
of using a templating agent (isooctane) to provide porosity within the structure. By
comparison, the porous ion exchanges compared poorly, having a distribution coefficient
with respect to ReO–4 of 200–300, approximately one quarter that of the gel-based
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exchangers. The use of aniline based ion exchangers was also investigated. A distribution
coefficient of 236 was reported for a porous aniline based ion exchanger; no ion-exchange
results were reported for an aniline-based gel.
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Figure 6.7 Examples of hydrogen bonding between ReO–4 and amine species ((a)), some
of which may form multiple hydrogen bonds to the same pehrrhenate ion, (b) (after
Petrov et al.198).
N
+
R
NH
NH HN
RR
R
N
R
Figure 6.8 Amine functional groups reported as suitable for ion exchange of ReO–4 by
Kholmogorov et al.185
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6.2 Results
Characterisation of the PANI-NCS composites were undertaken via a variety of instru-
mental techniques. The applicability of the composite material towards ReO–4 sorption
was investigated.
6.2.1 Polyaniline-NCS Composites
6.2.1.1 UV-Visible Spectroscopy
Figures 6.9–6.10 show the reflectance spectra for a the polyaniline-NCS composite
materials. Included in Figure 6.9 is an absorbance UV/vis spectrum for a polyaniline
film in the emeraldine base oxidation state. The peak positions of these spectra are given
in Table 6.3. In emeraldine base, the two peaks observed in the UV/vis spectrum may
be attributed to a pi → pi∗ transition at λmax ≈ 320 nm and a broad n→ pi∗ transition
at λmax ≈ 600 nm.168 Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have shown that
the n orbital resides on the amine nitrogen atoms in polyaniline.167 By comparing the
peak positions in the reflectance spectra of a PANI-NCS composite with those of the
emeraldine base absorption spectrum, it can be seen that the n→ pi∗ transition has reduced
in energy; centred at a wavelength of λmax ≈ 630 nm compared to λmax = 575 nm in the
reference spectrum. The energy of the pi → pi∗ transition remains largely unchanged
meaning that the n orbital has increased in energy rather than the pi∗ orbital decreasing
in energy.† The energy difference between the n → pi∗ transitions in the unmodified
PANI and the composite (Equation (6.5)) is approximately 18 kJ mol−1. The magnitude
of this energy difference suggests that the PANI is bound to the NCS material through
hydrogen bonding, rather than covalent bonding. As the n orbital has increased in energy,
the hydrogen bonding is most likely occurring between the amine hydrogen and an NCS
oxygen, rather than the amine nitrogen and an NCS hydrogen. The alternative is hydrogen
bonding between a hydroxyl group and an imine nitrogen, as protonation of the imine
nitrogen, as occurs with emeraldine salt is known to induce a red-shift in the n→ pi∗
†DFT calculations suggest that the pi∗ orbitals for the n→ pi∗ and pi → pi∗ transitions are degenerate.167
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transition.168 Examples of these hydrogen bonding modes are given in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.9 UV/visible reflectance spectra of PANI-NCS composite material, with
absorption spectrum of polyaniline, as emeraldine base, for comparison purposes.
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Figure 6.10 Reflectance spectra of NCS and its PANI composite.
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Figure 6.11 Possible hydrogen bonding modes between emeraldine base and NCS.
Bonding modes (a) and (c) are most likely as they lead to a red shift in λmax absorption
for the n→ pi∗ transition.
Table 6.3 Spectral parameters for PANI-NCS composite, from spectra presented in
Figure 6.9.
Instrument λmax/ nm % Reflectance
HunterLabs ColorQuest C5160 620–630a 6.1–6.2
Varian Cary Scan 100 Reflectance 325 19.22
628 11.75
Varian Cary Scan 100 UV 322 N/Ab
575 N/A
aThe HunterLabs instrument has a spectral resolution of 10 nm, compared to 2 nm for
the Varian instrument.
bUV/vis absorbance spectrum of PANI in the emeraldine base oxidation state. PANI
film deposited on walls of disposable cuvette, spectrum recorded in 0.1 mol dm−3
NaOH on the same Varian instrument as was used for the reflectance measurement
(Figure 6.13).
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The effect of ReO–4 sorption on the spectrographic properties of polyaniline films is
shown in Figure 6.12, with Figure 6.13 provided for comparison purposes showing the
UV/vis spectrographic properties of the various oxidation states of polyaniline. Labels
in Figure 6.12 indicate the initial state of the polymer prior to its exposure to ReO–4 . It
can be seen in Figure 6.12 that ReO–4 , under acidic conditions, does not significantly
alter the spectrographic properties of the emeraldine salt form of polyaniline. As the
spectrographic properties of polyaniline are highly dependant on the redox state of the
polymer, this indicates that no significant redox reaction occurs between an emeraldine
salt film and ReO–4 under acidic conditions. The small changes observed in the UV/vis
spectrum of emeraldine salt in contact with ReO–4 do not preclude the existence of an
electrostatic interaction between ReO–4 and ES. However, it is unlikely that hydrogen
bonding is occurring between these species. By comparison, it can be seen that the
reaction of ReO–4 with the leucoemeraldine base form of polyaniline causes significant
changes in the spectrographic properties of the polymer. The characteristic absorption
peak of LEB, at λmax = 330 nm decreases in intensity, and undergoes a red shift,
approaching the peak of ES located at λmax = 380 nm. An additional peak also starts
to appear at λmax ≥ 800 nm, also characteristic of the emeraldine salt oxidation state
of polyaniline. This indicates that, under acidic conditions, ReO–4 will readily oxidise
leucoemeraldine base to emeraldine salt. For this to occur, the ReO–4 must undergo
reduction, the thermodynamically favoured product of which is ReO3.
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Figure 6.12 UV/vis spectra of perrhenate sorption onto polyaniline films deposited onto
polycarbonate cuvettes. The polyaniline was treated as per Figure 6.13, then rinsed with
water and a solution containing 0.1 mol dm−3 HCl and 5.4 mmol dm−3 KReO4
introduced to the cuvette. 5 minutes were allowed for equilibration before the spectra
were recorded. Labels in the figure indicate the initial oxidation state of the polymer
prior to this equilibration time. Thus, the trace labelled ’LEB/ReO–4 ’ shows partial
oxidation of the leucoemeraldine base to the emeraldine salt form of polyaniline.
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Figure 6.13 UV/vis spectra of polyaniline films deposited on polycarbonate cuvettes.
Spectra were recorded in: water (pH 7) 0.1 mol dm−3 HCl (ES); 0.1 mol dm−3 NaOH
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6.2.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis
A typical thermogravimetric trace of the PANI-NCS materials is presented in Figure 6.14.
The trace shows a 15.6% mass loss between 105◦C and 950◦C for a composite material
containing nominally 10 wt % PANI. This is slightly higher than would be expected.
However, the NCS material does contain a significant quantity of water present in the
material, both as surface coordinated water and as hydroxyl functionalities, the latter of
which will dehydrate at approximately 650–680◦C, following:
(CaO)0.8SiO(2−x)(OH)2x (CaO)0.8SiO2+H2O↑ (6.6)
Between 105◦C and 600◦C, the material loses 12.9% of its mass, the majority of which
could be attributed to the combustion of polyaniline.
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Figure 6.14 TGA trace for PANI-NCS composite with a nominal 10 wt % PANI content.
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6.2.3 Electrochemistry
Figure 6.15 shows a cyclic voltagram of a PANI-NCS composite recorded in a saturated
KClO4 solution at pH 7. The material is largely redox inactive, with the exception of
a small reduction peak occurring between −0.10 and −0.20 V, relative to the standard
hydrogen electrode. This is most likely due to the reduction of emeraldine base to
leucoemeraldine base, which is consistent with the same transition in unmodified polyani-
line at pH 7 (Equation (6.1)). The corresponding oxidation peak (from leucoemeraldine
base to emeraldine base) is ill defined, and the transition between the emeraldine and
pernigraniline forms is not observed.
As the presence of polyaniline in the PANI-NCS composites has been confirmed spectro-
graphically, the non-observation in cyclic voltammetry of a emeraldine – pernigraniline
redox transition does not indicate a lack of the transition itself. Most likely, a poor
electrical connectivity between the PANI-NCS powder and the working electrode of the
cyclic voltammeter prevented the transition from being observed.
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
I/
 m
A
E (vs. SHE)/ V
100 mV s
–1
50 mV s
–1
20 mV s
–1
–0.20 V
–0.11 V
Figure 6.15 Cyclic voltagram of PANI-NCS composite material. Voltagram recorded in
saturated KClO4 at various sweep rates. Potentials are referenced to a standard hydrogen
electrode.
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The Pourbaix diagram199 for the rhenium system is given in Figure 6.16. The diagram,
which shows the pH dependence of the reduction potential for the equilibrium between
various rhenium oxidation states, indicates that for the pH range observed for the rhenium
sorption by the PANI-NCS composite, ReO–4 may exist in equilibrium with any of the
rhenium oxides ReO3, ReO2 or Re2O3. The energy of the Re 4f XPS signal for the
rhenium sorbed onto the PANI-NCS occurs midway between that of the ReO2 and Re.
-0.4
-0.2
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
-2  0  2  4  6  8
E
/ 
V
pH
ReO4
–
ReO3
ReO2
Re2O3
Re
3+
Re
H2/O2
PNS/ES
0.36 V
Figure 6.16 Partial Pourbaix diagram for the rhenium system. Potentials in the diagram
calculated for [ReO–4 ] = 5.4 mmol dm
−3, the maximum initial ReO–4 concentration for
the PANI-NCS sorption study. The potential calculation for [ReO–4 ] = 1 mol dm
−3 is
given by the multicoloured line, and the potential for the PNS+H++ e– ES reaction
is shown by the broken red line. Vertical lines indicate the pH range observed for the
uptake of ReO–4 by PANI-NCS composites (see Figure 6.23). Diagram constructed from
equations presented by Zoubov and Pourbaix.199 Oxidation states of rhenium not
observed in aqueous systems, for example Re– , have been omitted from the diagram.
From Figure 6.16, it is possible for ReO–4 to reduced by the PANI-NCS to ReO3, or
another rhenium oxide if the potential for the PANI-NCS composite is less than +0.36 V
(Equation (6.7)).
PNS+H++ e− ES (6.7)
This is significantly lower than the +0.75 V value of this transition under standard
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state conditions (Table 6.1). However, the reduction potential of the pernigraniline to
emeraldine transition is pH dependant, decreasing by 59.1 mV with each increase of pH
value (Equation (6.1)). Even so, at the ReO–4 and H
+ concentrations used in this study,
the reduction of ReO–4 by emeraldine is not energetically favourable.
The situation changes in the composite material, where the PANI is in contact with the
NCS. The basic nature of the NCS surface (which equilibrates with water until a pH of
10.5 is reached) means that, in the composite, the PANI exists in a basic environment. As
such, it should have a significantly reduced reduction potential. At a pH value of 10.5, the
reaction in (6.7) has a reduction potential of E = +0.13 V.
The presence of PANI reduces the degree to which calcium is leached from the composite
material, even under acidic conditions (discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.5). As
calcium is still retained in the composite, the NCS will maintain a basic surface and the
PANI should exhibit a lower reduction potential, due to the lower H+ concentration at
the composite surface. This would allow for the emeraldine base composite to facilitate
reduction of ReO–4 . The most thermodynamically favourable reaction is reduction of
ReO–4 to ReO3, although Re2O3 and ReO2 can also be formed via direct reduction of
ReO–4 within the pH range observed during isotherm measurements.
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6.2.4 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
The X-ray photoelectron spectra of polyaniline as the emeraldine salt is shown in Fig-
ure 6.17, and the associated parameters for the modelled peaks are given in Table 6.4. It
can be seen that the polyaniline sample prepared from 15N aniline exhibits slightly greater
binding energies than the sample prepared from 14N aniline. The polyaniline composite
materials, from which the spectra shown in Figures 6.18–6.20 were obtained, were
likewise prepared from 15N-PANI. It was hoped that 15N-NMR could be performed on
the composite materials, as 15N-NMR is a well-known technique for the characterisation
of polyaniline.200 Unfortunately, peak broadening of the nitrogen signal due to the low
polyaniline content (10 wt %) prevented usable data from being obtained. As such, XPS
analysis was undertaken on the samples instead.
Table 6.4 Parameters for X-ray photoelectron spectra of polyaniline samples.
Orbital Centre/ eV HWHM/ eV Areaa Bonding Typeb
14N-PANI, Figure 6.17(a)
C 1s 289.0 0.49 16.6
286.6 0.62 19.1
285.0 0.65 100.0 Carbon tapec
283.4 1.20 23.2
N 1s 399.2 1.47 93.6 Ph2NH
·+
398.3 0.69 100.0 Ph2NH
15N-PANI, Figure 6.17(b)
C 1s 288.9 0.59 15.6
286.6 0.85 28.0
285.0 0.72 100.0 Carbon tape
283.7 0.77 60.6
N 1s 400.3 1.52 72.9 Ph2NH
·+
398.9 0.75 100.0 Ph2NH
aNormalised based on the area of the largest peak within each sample.
bWhere known.
cUsed as a sample mount.
The XPS spectra of the unmodified NCS material are presented in Figure 6.19 and
Table 6.5. The spectra are typical of NCS47 and other calcium silicates.201,202 The O 1s
signal may be assigned to three chemical functionalities within the silicate structure:
A bridging Si−O−Si signal (binding energy 532.0 eV), and two non-bridging oxygen
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signals. One, at a binding energy of 530.7 eV arises from the Si−O−Ca oxygen
environment and the other arises from the interaction of the groups Si−OH or Ca−OH2 at
a binding energy of 529.2 eV.47 The Si 2p signal varies with the degree of polymerisation
of the silicate backbone. It is known that silicates with a lower degree of polymerisation
exhibit lower Si 2p binding energies.202 A Q4 type signal occurs at a binding energy of
104.2 eV, a Q2 signal at 102.1 eV and a Q1 signal at a binding energy of 100.9 eV.†
Although the Si 2p orbital should exhibit splitting into the 2p 3
2
and 2p 1
2
spin states, this is
usually not resolved in a typical XPS spectrum. The Ca 2p orbital can be deconvoluted
to provide two peaks in the 2p 3
2
spin state. These are most likely due to the presence of
SiO−Ca−OSi and Si−O−Ca−OH2 chemical environments for the calcium.
When the XPS spectra of the PANI-NCS composite (Figure 6.18, Table 6.5) are compared
to those of pure NCS (Figure 6.19, Table 6.5) and pure PANI (Figure 6.17, Table 6.4),
several differences can be observed. It can be seen that the N 1s signal attributable to the
NH·+ at a binding energy of 400.3 eV is not present in the N 1s spectrum of the composite
material, indicative of the deprotonation of PANI (initially emeraldine salt) to emeraldine
base in the composite material. Due to the low N 1s signal intensity in the composite
material, signals resulting from amine and imine functionalities present in emeraldine
base could not be deconvoluted. It can also be seen that the N 1s signal attributable to
the amine groups has shifted from 398.9 eV in the unmodified PANI to 398.3 eV in the
composite material. This decrease in binding energy indicates a greater degree of negative
charge in the nitrogen chemical environment in the composite material.
As it has been established through UV-visible spectrographic studies that the PANI binds
to the NCS through hydrogen bonding, the downward shift in the N 1s binding energy
can be explained should the hydrogen bonding occur between an amine hydrogen on the
PANI and an oxygen within the NCS (Figure 6.11(a)). This would contribute additional
negative charge to the PANI nitrogen. Should the hydrogen bonding occur between an
NCS hydroxyl hydrogen and a PANI nitrogen (Figures 6.11(b)–6.11(c)), an upward shift
in the N 1s binding energy would be expected due to the presence of additional positive
†The Qn notation refers to the degree of polymerisation of SiO4 units. Thus, Q
4 is indicative of the three-
dimensional SiO2 network, Q
3 is represented by (SiO2)
n–
n sheets, Q
2 indicates (SiO3)
2n–
n chains and Q
1 is
exemplified by the Si2O
6–
7 dimer, or the terminal SiO4 units of a Q
2 chain. Q0 is the SiO4–4 monomer.
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charge from the hydrogen. If the hydrogen bonding between PANI and NCS causes a
decrease in the N 1s binding energy, a corresponding increase in the binding energy of the
O 1s electrons should be observed. When comparing the O 1s binding energy in Table 6.5,
it can be seen that the composite material exhibits an increased O 1s binding energy of
between 1.0 to 1.2 eV over the unmodified material. This is consistent with the expected
increase in binding energy occurring as a result of hydrogen bonding between the PANI
and NCS.
Table 6.5 Parameters for X-ray photoelectron spectra of PANI-NCS composite materials.
Orbital Centre/ eV HWHM/ eV Areaa Bonding Typeb
15N-PANI-NCS composite, Figure 6.18
C 1s 289.0 1.01 31.9
286.3 0.98 64.3
285.0 0.81 100 Carbon tapec
N 1s 398.3 1.89 100 Ph2NH
O 1s 533.2 1.26 68.7 Bridging Si−O−Si
531.7 1.00 100 Non-bridging Si−O−Ca
530.2 0.65 35.4
Non-bridging
Si−OH or Ca−OH2
Si 2p 103.2 0.73 52.4 Q4 Si
102.3 0.60 100 Q2 Si
101.5 0.60 89.7 Q1 Si
Ca 2p 1
2
350.5 0.86 94.7
Ca 2p 3
2
347.4 0.75 100
346.7 0.66 93.1
2-ethoxyethanol washed NCS, Figure 6.19
O 1s 532.0 1.33 96.9 Bridging
530.7 1.05 100.0 Non-bridging
529.2 0.75 43.8 Non-bridging
Si 2p 104.2 1.27 53.7 Q4 Si
102.1 1.02 100 Q2 Si
100.9 0.85 88.8 Q1 Si
Ca 2p 1
2
349.6 1.55 100
Ca 2p 3
2
346.7 0.79 68.1
345.7 0.68 64.7
aNormalised based on the area of the largest peak within each sample.
bWhere known.
cUsed as a sample mount.
When comparing the XPS spectra of the PANI-NCS material prior to ReO–4 sorption
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(Figure 6.18, Table 6.5), and subsequent to sorption (Figure 6.20, Table 6.6), several
changes are evident. It can be seen that the binding energy of the O 1s and Si 2p electrons
has increased by approximately 1 eV, whereas the binding energy of the N 1s electrons
has decreased by 0.6 eV. This is indicative of a greater negative charge on the nitrogen,
and greater positive charge on the silicon and oxygen. The binding energy of the Re 4f
electrons has also significantly changed: from a binding energy of 46.3 eV for the most
intense Re 4f 7
2
signal in KReO4 (Figure 6.21) to an energy of 42.3 eV for the equivalent
peak in the sorbed material. This decrease in binding energy of 4 eV is indicative of a
decrease in the oxidation state of rhenium. Stable rhenium species which exhibit binding
energies either side of this 42.3 eV value are: Re metal, which has a 4f 7
2
binding energy of
40.3 eV, and ReO2, which has a 4f 72 binding energy of 43.6 eV.
203 An oxide of rhenium
in the +3 oxidation state is known to exist, as Re2O3.
204 However, this species is not
commonly observed in aqueous media.193,204 It is possible that Re2O3 species formed
as a consequence of sample preparation, or the high-vacuum conditions under which
XPS measurements are conducted. However, under the reaction conditions used for
the rhenium sorption, it is possible that Re2O3 is formed. This is discussed further in
Section 6.2.3.
For ReO–4 to be reduced to Re2O3, it would be expected that the polyaniline should be
oxidised to the pernigraniline state. This would result in an increase of the observed
binding energy of the N 1s electrons due to the oxidation of the amine nitrogen to an
imine. As an N 1s binding energy decrease is observed instead, the nitrogen moieties are
more likely to have formed some sort of hydrogen bonding-equivalent interaction between
the nitrogen and rhenium atoms masking any potential change in the nitrogen signal.
XPS studies of rhenium-nitrogen interactions during the formation of rhenium nitride
films have been reported by Soto.205 It was observed that an increase in the ratio of N:Re
was accompanied by an increase in the Re 4f, and a decrease in the N 1s binding energies
when compared to that of their zero-valent elemental states. For a film with a composition
of Re3N4 binding energies of 41.8 eV (Re 4f 72 ) and 397.2 eV (N 1s) were reported. XPS
analysis of a series of chloro-amine complexes of the form [ReCl2 ·L] (with L being
pyridine of a similar nitrogen ligand) has been reported by Tisley and Walton.206 Binding
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Table 6.6 Parameters for X-ray photoelectron spectra of PANI-NCS composite
following rhenium sorption from a KReO4 solution.
Orbital Centre/ eV HWHM/ eV Areaa Bonding Typeb
PANI-NCS following KReO4 sorption, Figure 6.20
C 1s 290.3 0.60 9.8
288.6 0.94 29.9
286.5 0.81 80.4
285.0 0.91 100 Carbon tape
N 1s 397.7 1.97 100
O 1s 534.6 1.07 48.3 Bridging
532.0 0.94 100 Non-bridging
531.9 1.04 91.3 Non-bridging
Si 2p 105.1 1.29 41.8 Q4 Si
103.5 0.94 100 Q2 Si
102.5 0.90 39.1 Q1 Si
Ca 2p 1
2
350.7 1.22 100
Ca 2p 3
2
347.8 0.86 81.5
346.9 0.78 88.8
Re 4f 5
2
44.7 0.93 51.0
43.5 1.00 20.3
Re 4f 7
2
42.3 0.93 100
41.1 1.00 35.7
KReO4, Figure 6.21
O 1s 533.1 0.71 18.3
532.1 0.52 49.9
531.4 0.49 100
K 2p 1
2
295.8 0.65 51.9
K 2p 3
2
293.0 0.62 100
Re 4f 5
2
49.6 0.30 9.6 Re2O7
48.8 0.42 75.7 Re2O7
Re 4f 7
2
47.2 0.45 25.1 Re2O7
46.3 0.42 100 ReO–4
aNormalised based on the area of the largest peak within each sample.
bWhere known.
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energies of the Re 4f 7
2
electrons ranged from 41.8 eV to 42.5 eV.
The measured binding energies for the PANI-NCS composites after rhenium sorption
are more closely related to those for Re-N interactions than for Re-O interactions. Any
potential oxygen ligands of the rhenium species are not detected by XPS analysis; the
signal would be masked by that of the NCS oxygen.
The sorbed rhenium is most likely present in the +3 oxidation state, with some form of
covalent interaction between the N atoms of the polyaniline, and the Re. It is unlikely
to be strictly a rhenium nitride due to the oxic, aqueous conditions under which the
sorption was performed. Thus, the species is most likely a RexOy(N−PANI)z compound.
Although few reports exist of aniline acting as a ligand, both cobalt207 and rhenium208
complexes of aniline are known. Polyaniline is also known to act as a ligand,209 as the
imine nitrogen in PANI is similar in nature to that of pyridine and other conjugated imines.
Examples of rhenium-oxy-nitrogen compounds have been previously reported. Johnson et
al., for example have reported crystal structures of many rhenium oxide salts, in which the
oxidation state of the rhenium varies from +2 to +7, where the rhenium oxide crystallises
with pyridine as a solvent of crystallisation.210 Rhenium oxides in the +4 oxidation state
have also been reported as a major product in the electroreduction of ReO–4 on noble
metals.211
Elements in the 5d transition series, to which rhenium belongs, have a very high electron
density. It is probable that the presence of increased electron density in close proximity
to the PANI-NCS material is responsible to some degree for the observed shifts in the
electron binding energies subsequent to ReO–4 sorption.
203
Although XPS demonstrated that the ReO–4 was unequivocally reduced, identification of
the species oxidised concurrently could not be made by XPS analysis. If the polyaniline
were oxidised an increase in the N 1s binding energy should have been observed, which
was not the case. It may be possible that the PANI-NCS composite facilitated oxidation
of Cl– within the system to Cl2, or the oxidation of surface-bound hydroxyl species to
peroxides or O2 gas. However, this is highly unlikely due to the high reduction potential of
Cl– or OH– when compared to ReO–4 . Oxidation of the carbon backbone of polyaniline is
189
another possibility, but this should not occur without first oxidising the polyaniline amine
moieties to imine.
6.2.5 Rhenium Sorption Isotherms
Figure 6.22 and Table 6.7 show the sorption of ReO–4 by a polyaniline-NCS composite
material. It can be seen from the table that the data is best modelled by the Langmuir
isotherm, having an R2 value of 0.984. The degree of conformity to the Langmuir
isotherm is greater than that to either the Freundlich isotherm (R2 = 0.814) or the
Tempkin isotherm (R2 = 0.938). The maximum uptake capacity for this material is
0.58 mmol Re g−1 composite. The degree of calcium leaching (and solution pH) as a
result of this rhenium sorption is shown in Figure 6.23. It can be seen from this figure
that, although some calcium is leached from the PANI-NCS composite, the leaching
occurs to a lesser degree than from the unmodified NCS material. The greatest degree of
calcium leaching observed with this sample resulted in an equilibrium Ca2+ concentration
of 0.922 ± 0.002 mmol dm−3. This is significantly less than the amount of calcium
leached from the material during copper sorption ([Ca2+] in excess of 6 mmol dm−3) or
even in equilibration with water ([Ca2+] = 1.33 ± 0.03 mmol dm−3).† When comparing
the amount of calcium leached from NCS with the equilibrium rhenium concentration, an
interesting trend is apparent. The degree of calcium leaching increases with an increase
in the amount of nonsorbed rhenium until a maximum is reached, whereupon the degree
of calcium leaching decreases. The maximum amount of calcium leaching occurs at the
point where the PANI-NCS reaches saturation sorption of perrhenate. The following may
provide an explanation for this:
• When no rhenium is present in the system, the PANI protects the NCS from the
acidic conditions, retarding calcium leaching.
• As the concentration of perrhenate is increased, its initial interaction with the
PANI weakens the bonding between the PANI and NCS, leading to an increase
†For all these samples, the NCS was applied at a loading of 1 g dm−3.
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Figure 6.22 Isotherm models for the sorption of ReO–4 by PANI-NCS composite under
acidic conditions.
Table 6.7 Parameters for perrhenate sorption isotherms as shown in Figure 6.22.
Parameter Value
Langmuir Isotherm
n∞a 0.583
Kb 15.0
R2 0.984
Freundlich Isotherm
n∞a 0.504
C2 5.24
R2 0.814
Tempkin Isotherm
n∞C1 8.12 × 10−2
C2 612
R2 0.938
aPresented in dimensions of mmol g−1.
bPresented in dimensions of dm3 mmol−1.
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in the amount of calcium leached from the material. The weakening of the bond
between PANI and NCS may also be indicative of an oxidation of the PANI to the
pernigraniline form.
• The perrhenate is reduced to a rhenium oxide layer, forming a protective layer on
the surface of the NCS and preventing further calcium leaching.
• When a significant excess of perrhenate is present, this protecting layer forms
quickly, reducing the total quantity of calcium leached.
The observed decrease in the degree of calcium leaching at increasing rhenium concen-
trations is unlikely to be caused by interference in the quantitative analysis of calcium. It
can be seen that an increase in the observed degree of calcium leaching is accompanied by
an increase in the pH value of the solution, behaviour consistent with other observations
made of the NCS material, as was noted in, for example Chapter 3, Figure 3.4.
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Figure 6.23 Supernatant [Ca2+] and pH for the ReO–4 sorption isotherm presented in
Figure 6.22.
The composite material contains nominally 10 wt % PANI, or 0.25 mmol g−1 assuming
an empirical formula for the polyaniline of C24H18N4 (emeraldine base). The transition
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of emeraldine to pernigraniline is a two electron oxidation based on this repeat unit
(Figure 6.1). Thus, if the ReO–4 is reduced to ReO2, a three electron reduction, it
would be expected that total oxidation of the emeraldine would result in the reduction
of 0.17 mmol ReO–4 g
−1 of composite. If Re2O3 were formed, a four electron transition,
sorption of 0.13 mmol ReO–4 g
−1 would be expected. However, if ReO3 were formed
through reduction of ReO–4 by PANI, then a sorption capacity of 0.50 mmol ReO
–
4 g
−1
would result. Although this is consistent with the measured sorption capacity, there is
no evidence for the formation of ReO3 in XPS studies. If reduction of ReO
–
4 to Re2O3
was occurring, the PANI-NCS would be sorbing more than four times as much ReO–4 as
could be accounted for by a redox mechanism. This discrepancy may be accounted for by
considering the nature of the XPS measurement.
The XPS technique detects electrons emitted from a sample upon exposure to X-ray
radiation. As a free electron will readily react with nearby atoms, only electrons ejected
from atoms within a few nanometres of the sample surface are detected and analysed by
the instrument.203 For this reason, although Re2O3 was identified as the predominant
rhenium species in the spent sorbent, this may not be the only species present. It
is possible that Re2O3 is only formed as a surface layer on another rhenium species.
Thus, the PANI-NCS composite can initially reduce the ReO–4 to the thermodynamically
preferred ReO3 phase. Subsequently, formation of a surface layer of Re2O3 can form.
This can occur either by direct reduction of ReO–4 or reduction of ReO3, as both routes
are viable according to Figure 6.16.
The observed sorption capacity of the composite material is consistent with a reduction
mechanism if the majority of the sorbed rhenium were present as ReO3, with a small
quantity of Re2O3 also formed.
6.3 Conclusions
Polyaniline-NCS composite materials were successfully prepared by coating NCS with
polyaniline post synthesis of the constituent components. The polyaniline thus treated
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remained in the emeraldine oxidation state, being present in the composite material as
the base form. A red-shift in the n→ pi∗ transition present in the UV-visible reflectance
spectrum was of a magnitude consistent with hydrogen bonding interactions between the
amine hydrogen of the PANI and the oxygen present in the NCS structure. Changes
to the redox characteristics of the composite material were ill defined. This was most
likely due to the nature of the composite material: as a powder, adequate electrical
connections between it and the available cyclic voltammetry instrument could not be
made. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy did provide indirect evidence for the polymer
retaining its redox-activity, as changes in the redox state of rhenium following ReO–4
sorption could clearly be detected. However, the expected oxidation of PANI to the
pernigraniline oxidation state was not observed. The PANI-NCS composite material
exhibited significantly enhanced stability under acidic conditions when compared to the
unmodified form. While calcium was leached from the composite material under acidic
conditions, the degree of leaching was approximately one sixth that observed for the
unmodified material under comparable conditions. Composite materials containing up
to 10 wt % of the polymer could be easily prepared.
Studies on the sorption of ReO–4 by polyaniline films demonstrated that, prima facie,
ReO–4 is unable to oxidise the emeraldine form of polyaniline. Although the standard
state reduction potentials of polyaniline and ReO–4 indicate that this reduction is possible,
calculations employing the Nernst equation demonstrated that this is only energetically
favourable when near-molar concentrations of the species involved are used. By
comparison, oxidation of the leucoemeraldine form of polyaniline to emeraldine by ReO–4
was shown by UV-visible spectrography to proceed readily. However due to the basic
nature of NCS, the reduction potential of the emeraldine to pernigraniline transition can
be altered, facilitating sorption of ReO–4 by the PANI-NCS composite through a redox
process.
It was demonstrated that the PANI-NCS material readily sorbed ReO–4 from solutions
conditions, having a measured maximum sorption capacity of 0.56 ± 0.06 mmol g−1.
The sorption was consistent with the Langmuir isotherm, the model conforming to the
sorption data with an calculated R2 value of 0.984.
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XPS studies on the composite material post-sorption, demonstrated that the rhenium had
undergone reduction from the ReO–4 species during the sorption process. The oxidation
state of the rhenium could not be unequivocally determined by XPS, however, the +3
oxidation state is most likely. To account for the observed sorption capacity of the PANI
films, it is suspected that most of the ReO–4 is converted to the ReO3 phase, with a surface
layer of Re2O3 being observed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The existence of
this surface layer indicates that reduction of ReO–4 by the composite material occurred.
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Chapter 7
Summary of Thesis
In this thesis the sorption properties of nanostructured calcium silicate (NCS) with respect
to copper, phosphate, and perrhenate ions has been studied.
7.1 Sorption of Copper
It was demonstrated that NCS had a large affinity for the sorption of Cu2+ ions, the
material being capable of sorbing up to 9 ± 1 mmol Cu2+ g−1 NCS, when CuCl2
was used as the source of copper. When sorption was undertaken from solutions of
Cu(NO3)2, a sorption capacity of 10 ± 1 mmol Cu2+ g−1 NCS was achieved. When
the amount of Cu2+ was limited, the copper was sorbed as an X-ray amorphous species,
believed to be Cu(OH)2. If a significant excess of copper was present in the system,
crystalline phases with a stoichiometry of Cu2X(OH)3 were observed by both electron
microscopy and X-ray diffraction. In cases where Cu(NO3)2 was used as the copper
source, the rouaite phase (Cu2(NO3)(OH)3) formed . When CuCl2 was used as the copper
source, atacamite was the primary crystalline copper phase (56%) formed, although
clinoatacamite and paratacamite were also observed. These three phases share the
Cu2Cl(OH)3 stoichiometry.
The presence of calcium is necessary for the NCS to sorb copper. Leaching calcium
from the NCS with HCl prior to copper sorption resulted in a significant decrease in the
maximum sorption capacity of the material. The calcium dependence on copper sorption
was attributed to the exchange, in solution, of Ca2+ for H+, leading to an increase of the
solution pH and, hence, a decrease in the solubility of the Cu2+ ion.
Under dynamic conditions, NCS applied at a loading of 1 g dm−3 to a 1.6 mmol dm−3
Cu2+ solution would remove more than 99.5% of the copper from solution over a
time period of 30–60 minutes. When the initial copper concentration was increased
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to 7.8 mmol dm−3, a removal efficiency of 74% was obtained. The copper sorption
capacities noted above could only be attained when a significant excess of copper was
present. Kinetic modelling of the rates of copper sorption and calcium desorption
indicated that the sorption process was inconsistent with simple first- or second- order
kinetics. Rather, the sorption kinetics are consistent with the system being rate limited by
the diffusion of copper towards the NCS surface.
Overall, it has been shown that NCS would be an effective agent for the treatment of dilute
copper waste solutions, achieving maximum sorption in a short time period.
7.2 Magnetic Calcium Silicate Composites
It was found that magnetite (Fe3O4) could be incorporated into the NCS structure without
significantly degrading its physical characteristics such as particle size distribution or
surface area. This was achieved by dispersing magnetite with the sodium silicate
precursor solution prior to the precipitation step during NCS synthesis. If a nanosized
magnetite source was used (with a particle size of approximately 15 nm), the magnetite
was oxidised to the maghemite phase (γ-Fe2O3) upon drying of the composite NCS
material at 110◦C. The γ-Fe2O3 phase formed was shown to contain a diamagnetic,
or antiferrimagnetic contaminant (most likely hematite) due to its lower than expected
saturation magnetisation. If the magnetite source was bulk magnetite powder, the
Fe3O4 phase was maintained during the drying stage. Up to 25 wt % Fe3O4 could
be incorporated into the composite with NCS while maintaining the desirable physical
properties of the silicate, namely a high surface area.
It was shown that the magnetic phase was incorporated within the NCS material due to
the absence of energy bands associated with iron from X-ray photoelectron spectra. This
form of spectroscopy has a low sample penetration depth (a few hundreds of picometres),
so is ideally suited for surface analysis.
The sorption capacity of the magnetic NCS composites, with respect to Cu2+, was
comparable to that of the unmodified material. If a significant amount of magnetic
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material was present in the composite, the specific sorption capacity was suppressed
insofar as the composite material contained less NCS on a per mass basis.
Attempts were made to utilise the magnetic nature of the γ-Fe2O3-NCS composites
to aid separation of the material from solution following copper sorption. This was
unsuccessful, however. It was found that the composite material degraded in the acidic
Cu2+ solution, with the γ-Fe2O3 phase separating from the NCS. Due to this, it can be
concluded that the inclusion of magnetic centres aids separation of the NCS from solution.
However, the separation technique not been perfected and is not yet suitable for industrial
application.
7.3 Sorption of Phosphate by Magnetite-Calcium Silicate
Composites
The sorption of the phosphate ions, for example H2PO
–
4 , by Fe3O4-NCS composites
prepared from bulk Fe3O4 was studied. The unmodified material was found to have a
sorption capacity of 5.1 ± 0.5 mmol P g−1 NCS. The phosphate appears to be sorbed
in the form of brushite (CaHPO4 ·2 H2O), although the 7.1 mmol Ca2+ g−1 indicates that
impurities of apatite could also be present. The Fe3O4 in the system did not contribute
to the observed sorption capacity of the composite material. For example, a composite
containing 25 wt % Fe3O4 exhibits a sorption capacity of 3.9 mmol P g
−1 when modelled
by the Langmuir isotherm, a sorption capacity approximately 75% that of the unmodified
material. It was found that the sorption process conformed to the Langmuir isotherm
at low sorbent loadings (0.5 g dm−3), with a calculated correlation coefficient, R2, for
the isotherm model of 0.996. As the sorbent loading was increased, the experimental
data conformed less well to the Langmuir model. At a sorbent loading of 2 g dm−3, the
experimental data conformed more closely to the Tempkin isotherm than to the Langmuir
one. This was attributed to the system not attaining a saturation sorption capacity at the
higher sorbent loading.
The use of the Fe3O4-NCS composite as a sorbent in a continuous sorption system
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was demonstrated. It was shown that the Fe3O4-NCS composite could be utilised in a
fluidised-bed type reactor. By using a conical reactor operating in upflow mode, it was
shown that the settling rate of a Fe3O4-NCS composite at 25 wt % Fe3O4 was approx-
imately 0.6 cm min−1. The maximum sorption capacities attained by the composite in
the continuous process were significantly lower than those in the batch experiments. This
was attributed to the sorbent in the column either not reaching saturation (the phosphate
effluent concentration remaining less than the influent concentration), or loss of some of
the sorbent from the column. The sorbent loss was only noticed for a cylindrical column
with a fluid velocity of 3.9 cm min−1. Therefore, it was concluded that the residence time
of the solution in contact with the silicate is the limiting variable in terms of phosphate
sorption. An industrial-scale application should be designed accordingly.
7.4 Polyaniline Calcium Silicate Composites and Sorp-
tion of Rhenium
Composites of polyaniline and NCS were successfully prepared by the method of sorbing
the polymer onto NCS from a solution of the polymer in 1-methylpyrrolidine. Composites
containing up to 10 wt % PANI were easily prepared by this method. Spectrographic
analysis showed the polymer to be bound to the NCS as the emeraldine base form. Shifts
in the visible absorption bands suggested PANI was bound to the NCS via hydrogen
bonding between the amine hydrogen of the polymer and oxygen present within the NCS
structure.
Both polyaniline films and the PANI-NCS composite were used to sorb ReO–4 from
solution. It was demonstrated that PANI films in the leucoemeraldine base form will
sorb ReO–4 by a redox mechanism. The emeraldine forms of PANI films, by comparison,
do not undergo redox reactions with ReO–4 . However, it was found that when ReO
–
4
sorption was undertaken by the PANI-NCS composite material, that some of the ReO–4
was reduced to a rhenium oxide species in the +3 oxidation state. This was shown by
XPS analysis. The exact nature of the rhenium species formed could not be unequivocally
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determined. The species responsible for the reduction of ReO–4 was also indeterminable
through XPS analysis. Expected changes in the binding energy of the N 1s electrons
should the polymer be oxidised to its pernigraniline form, for example, were not present.
The sorption capacity of the PANI-NCS material towards ReO–4 was determined to be
0.58 ± 0.05 mmol Re g−1, with the sorption conforming to a Langmuir isotherm, having
a R2 value of 0.984. It is suspected ReO–4 is reduced to the thermodynamically favoured
ReO3 phase, with a surface layer of Re2O3 being observed during XPS measurements.
Thus, the PANI-NCS composites are suitable sorbent materials for ReO–4 .
7.5 Future Work
As a result of the work presented herein, the use of NCS as a sorbent material for copper
is now well characterised, as is use of the magnetic composites of NCS for copper or
phosphate sorption. Utilisation of the magnetic properties of superparamagnetic γ-Fe2O3-
NCS materials to aid their separation from copper solutions was unsuccessful, as the
γ-Fe2O3 separated from the NCS material in the acidic copper solution. The sorption
characteristics, with respect to copper, of magnetic composites prepared with bulk Fe3O4
were briefly investigated and were found to be comparable to those of the unmodified
NCS. Use of magnetic techniques to separate these materials following copper sorption
was not investigated and should be studied in a future project.
Characterisation of the sorption properties of the Fe3O4-NCS materials with respect to
phosphate demonstrated that the materials exhibited a high affinity for the ion. It was
shown that the materials were suitable for use in a continuous sorption system, with the
magnetic nature of the composite material causing flocculation. The continuous sorption
system was only tested at the laboratory scale. Testing the materials on larger scale
systems would be a logical progression of this research.
The preparation of PANI-NCS composites provided a material which acted as a substrate
for the sorption and partial reduction of ReO–4 . Although the concurrent oxidation of
the PANI could not be confirmed, it is likely that the polyaniline retains its redox activity.
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This leads to three possible avenues of research: The first is to definitively characterise the
redox properties of the PANI-NCS composite, as a better understanding of the material’s
electrochemical properties would be desirable. The second area of research would be to
characterise the sorption properties of the PANI-NCS composite with respect to TcO–4 , as
perrhenate was chosen as a target sorbate due to its chemical similarities to pertechnetate.
Finally, the a study focusing on the recovery of ReO–4 in its own right may prove
interesting. A comparison should be made of the sorption properties of perrhenate and a
typical source contaminant, such as molybdate.
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Appendix A
Data for Figures
Data from which graphs were constructed is included below, unless it is already
mentioned in the main body of the text.
Data for Figure 3.4
Leaching of Ca2+ from NCS.
Time/ min [Ca2+]/ mmol dm−3 pH
0 0.010 ± 0.001 7.18
1 0.303 ± 0.003 9.43
3 0.516 ± 0.005 9.69
6 0.621 ± 0.005 9.70
10 0.704 ± 0.008 9.82
15 0.776 ± 0.008 9.96
30 0.913 ± 0.004 10.06
60 1.10 ± 0.01 10.12
240 1.34 ± 0.01 10.19
480 1.44 ± 0.01 10.16
1441 1.33 ± 0.02 10.01
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Data for Figure 3.5
Sorption of Cu2+ from 80 mmol dm−3 solution by NCS applied at a
loading of 1 g dm−3.
Time/ min [Cu2+]/ mmol dm−3 [Ca2+]/ mmol dm−3 pH
Figure 3.5(a), CuCl2
0 77.3 ± 0.5 −0.2 ± 0.1 4.12
1 74.0 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.3 3.88
3 72.2 ± 0.1 4.3 ± 0.1 3.87
5 70.8 ± 0.7 5.1 ± 0.3 3.87
10 69.4 ± 0.7 5.4 ± 0.1 3.89
15 69.4 ± 0.7 5.9 ± 0.2 3.75
30 68.1 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.4 3.92
60 67.2 ± 0.6 6.5 ± 0.2 4.01
240 67.3 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.1 4.10
478 67.2 ± 0.3 6.2 ± 0.1 4.05
1440 67.5 ± 0.5 6.5 ± 0.2 4.02
Figure 3.5(b), Cu(NO3)2
0 81.8 ± 0.6 −0.07 ± 0.03 4.13
1 79.5 ± 0.3 1.67 ± 0.01 4.40
3 79.3 ± 0.1 1.99 ± 0.01 4.41
5 79.0 ± 0.3 2.13 ± 0.01 4.42
10 77.6 ± 0.1 2.38 ± 0.01 4.42
15 78.0 ± 0.3 2.48 ± 0.03 4.40
30 76.5 ± 1.0 2.94 ± 0.02 4.39
60 75.5 ± 0.5 5.78 ± 0.01 4.41
249 73.3 ± 0.6 5.72 ± 0.02 4.43
477 74.3 ± 0.5 5.59 ± 0.07 4.45
1440 72.4 ± 0.4 5.64 ± 0.04 4.58
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Data for Figure 3.6
Sorption of Cu2+ from low concentration solution by NCS.
Time/ min [Cu2+]/ mmol dm−3 [Ca2+]/ mmol dm−3 pH
Figure 3.6(a), Cu(NO3)2
0 7.8 ± 0.2 −0.07 ± 0.02 4.74
1 7.2 ± 0.1 1.42 ± 0.07 5.55
3 6.9 ± 0.1 1.84 ± 0.04 5.70
5 6.7 ± 0.1 1.93 ± 0.02 5.74
10 6.39 ± 0.03 2.06 ± 0.04 5.76
15 6.32 ± 0.05 2.3 ± 0.1 5.78
30 6.08 ± 0.05 2.4 ± 0.1 5.80
80 5.69 ± 0.04 2.7 ± 0.1 5.81
240 4.80 ± 0.06 3.9 ± 0.1 5.86
480 4.03 ± 0.05 4.54 ± 0.04 5.89
1440 2.04 ± 0.03 6.24 ± 0.06 6.05
Figure 3.6(b), Cu(NO3)2
0 1.6 ± 0.1 0.005 ± 0.003 5.38
1 0.85 ± 0.01 0.966 ± 0.007 6.00
3 0.63 ± 0.02 1.320 ± 0.005 6.08
5 0.47 ± 0.09 1.455 ± 0.004 6.23
10 0.327 ± 0.005 1.704 ± 0.005 6.37
15 0.172 ± 0.002 1.91 ± 0.02 7.01
30 0.02 ± 0.02 2.20 ± 0.03 7.31
60 0.00 ± 0.07 2.338 ± 0.005 7.72
240 −0.02 ± 0.01 2.45 ± 0.01 8.10
480 −0.009 ± 0.008 2.50 ± 0.01 8.33
1440 −0.012 ± 0.005 2.532 ± 0.008 9.10
Figure 3.6(c), CuCl2
0 1.31 ± 0.02 0.005 ± 0.001 4.73
1 0.77 ± 0.02 0.946 ± 0.003 6.17
3 0.48 ± 0.02 1.220 ± 0.004 6.34
5 0.38 ± 0.04 1.41 ± 0.01 6.57
10 0.130 ± 0.002 1.64 ± 0.02 6.77
15 0.065 ± 0.003 1.78 ± 0.02 6.96
30 0.01 ± 0.01 1.97 ± 0.01 7.73
60 0.03 ± 0.01 2.03 ± 0.02 8.31
240 0.03 ± 0.03 2.183 ± 0.004 9.21
480 0.02 ± 0.02 2.17 ± 0.01 9.29
1440 0.02 ± 0.02 2.17 ± 0.01 9.27
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Data for Figure 3.7
Sorption of Cu2+ by pH adjusted NCS.
Time/ min [Cu2+]/ mmol dm−3 [Ca2+]/ mmol dm−3 pH
Figure 3.7(a), Cu(NO3)2
0 80.7 ± 0.7 −0.06 ± 0.04 4.03
1 80.4 ± 0.7 0.112 ± 0.002 4.50
3 79.6 ± 0.7 0.184 ± 0.001 4.52
5 80.6 ± 0.5 0.225 ± 0.001 4.51
10 80.6 ± 0.6 0.308 ± 0.004 4.44
15 81.0 ± 0.2 0.350 ± 0.003 4.41
30 80.7 ± 0.1 0.436 ± 0.003 4.40
60 81.0 ± 0.9 0.546 ± 0.003 4.40
240 79.5 ± 0.8 1.11 ± 0.01 4.44
480 78.8 ± 0.3 1.293 ± 0.006 4.50
1440 78.5 ± 0.3 1.374 ± 0.004 4.52
Figure 3.7(b), Cu(NO3)2
0 1.51 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.01 5.30
1 1.49 ± 0.02 0.12 ± 0.01 5.74
3 1.46 ± 0.02 0.166 ± 0.003 5.88
5 1.40 ± 0.01 0.188 ± 0.003 5.94
10 1.336 ± 0.003 0.26 ± 0.01 6.02
15 1.38 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.01 6.02
30 1.30 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.01 6.09
60 1.22 ± 0.02 0.45 ± 0.02 6.12
Figure 3.7(c), CuCl2
0 1.49 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 5.56
1 1.45 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.01 5.87
3 1.34 ± 0.02 0.18 ± 0.01 5.99
5 1.37 ± 0.02 0.21 ± 0.01 6.01
10 1.34 ± 0.03 0.271 ± 0.004 6.07
15 1.33 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.01 6.11
30 1.21 ± 0.03 0.42 ± 0.01 6.15
61 1.11 ± 0.01 0.539 ± 0.003 6.17
Data for Figure 3.8
Sorption of Cu2+ in the presence of I–3 by NCS.
Time/ min [Cu2+]/ mmol dm−3 [Ca2+]/ mmol dm−3 [I−3 ]/ mmol dm
−3 pH
0 1.42 ± 0.01 −0.02 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.01 4.19
1 0.79 ± 0.01 1.21 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.01 4.61
3 0.54 ± 0.02 1.49 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 4.66
5 0.43 ± 0.01 1.66 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 4.66
10 0.18 ± 0.01 1.88 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.01 4.74
15 0.06 ± 0.01 2.03 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.01 4.87
30 −0.03 ± 0.01 2.26 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 5.17
60 −0.05 ± 0.02 2.44 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.01 6.15
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Data for Figure 4.5(b)
Particle size distribution of superparamagnetic Fe3O4-NCS composites.
wt % Fe3O4
Size/ µm
Percentile
10th 50th 90th
0.00 2.16 3.37 9.76
1.51 2.19 3.61 11.37
3.01 1.84 2.98 8.76
4.49 1.68 2.62 6.76
7.41 1.36 2.12 5.28
10.27 1.34 2.04 4.81
14.46 1.35 2.10 4.85
100 0.30 0.43 1.57
Data for Figure 4.6
Surface area of γ-Fe2O3-NCS composites.
wt % γ-Fe2O3
Surface area/ m2 g−1
2-ethoxyethanol water
0.00 437 126
2.05 664 157
4.08 565 160
6.08 538 156
10.03 561 157
13.89 538 150
19.52 444 139
Data for Figures 4.10–4.11
Magnetic properties of γ-Fe2O3-NCS composites.
wt % γ-Fe2O3
As made After Cu2+ sorption
σsa σr σs σr
0 - -0.011 - -
2.05 0.06 0.004 0.56 0.002
4.08 1.15 0.004 1.15 0.005
6.08 2.24 0.013 1.72 0.007
10.03 3.52 0.018 3.26 0.012
13.89 4.21 0.016 4.13 0.017
19.52 6.38 0.031 - -
aσs and σr are presented in dimensions of A m2 kg−1.
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Data for Figure 4.15(b)
Particle size distribution of bulk Fe3O4-NCS composites.
wt % Fe3O4
Size/ µm
Percentile
10th 50th 90th
0 1.23 2.35 8.66
1 2.04 3.91 10.12
5 1.92 3.58 9.45
10 1.61 2.97 8.99
15 0.71 0.95 4.14
20 0.71 0.97 4.03
25 0.71 1.03 3.76
100 0.22 0.29 0.71
Data for Figure 4.18
Sorption of Cu2+ by γ-Fe2O3-NCS composites.
Time/ min [Cu2+]/ mmol dm−3 [Ca2+]/ mmol dm−3 pH
Figure 4.18(a)
0 82.8 ± 0.1 −0.042 ± 0.004 4.12
1 81 ± 1 1.50 ± 0.02 4.35
3 79 ± 1 1.76 ± 0.02 4.38
5 79 ± 1 1.87 ± 0.01 4.40
10 79.0 ± 0.7 2.05 ± 0.02 4.4
15 78.0 ± 0.6 2.20 ± 0.02 4.37
30 77 ± 1 2.57 ± 0.01 4.42
60 75 ± 1 4.553 ± 0.001 4.43
240 73.0 ± 0.5 5.30 ± 0.02 4.38
480 72.7 ± 0.8 5.30 ± 0.06 4.48
1440 71.8 ± 0.7 5.46 ± 0.04 4.50
Figure 4.18(b)
0 1.62 ± 0.05 −0.026 ± 0.002 4.38
1 0.406 ± 0.005 1.296 ± 0.002 5.90
3 0.107 ± 0.001 1.612 ± 0.003 6.37
5 0.023 ± 0.006 1.768 ± 0.002 6.73
10 0.005 ± 0.004 1.917 ± 0.005 7.14
15 - 1.981 ± 0.007 7.08
30 −0.003 ± 0.001 2.076 ± 0.009 7.60
60 −0.003 ± 0.005 2.087 ± 0.006 7.77
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Data for Figure 4.19
Isotherm sorption of Cu2+ by Fe3O4-NCS composite at 25 wt % Fe3O4.
Cu2+ uptake/ mmol g−1 [Cu2+]Eq/ mmol dm−3
NCS
0.0004 ± 0.0003 0.0002 ± 0.0001
1.73 ± 0.06 0.0019 ± 0.0003
3.6 ± 0.1 0.003 ± 0.001
5.64 ± 0.2 0.006 ± 0.001
7.3 ± 0.3 0.43 ± 0.03
8.5 ± 0.4 0.82 ± 0.04
8.6 ± 0.5 1.68 ± 0.07
9.0 ± 0.6 2.3 ± 0.1
8.5 ± 0.9 4.0 ± 0.2
9.1 ± 0.8 4.4 ± 0.2
9.9 ± 0.8 4.4 ± 0.2
Fe3O4-NCS composite
0.001 ± 0.004 0.000 ± 0.002
1.72 ± 0.09 0.05 ± 0.01
3.4 ± 0.1 0.016 ± 0.001
4.6 ± 0.3 0.51 ± 0.07
5.3 ± 0.5 0.98 ± 0.1
5.7 ± 0.7 1.49 ± 0.3
7.1 ± 0.8 2.13 ± 0.2
7.4 ± 0.9 2.35 ± 0.4
7.6 ± 1 3.43 ± 0.5
8.2 ± 2 4.82 ± 2
8.5 ± 1 5.04 ± 0.5
Data for Figure 5.1
Phosphate uptake for Fe3O4-NCS composites.
wt % Fe3O4 Phosphate uptake/ mmol g
−1
0 5.4 ± 0.3
1 5.5 ± 0.4
5 4.8 ± 0.3
10 4.3 ± 0.4
15 4.2 ± 0.3
20 4.2 ± 0.3
25 3.9 ± 0.4
100 0.3 ± 0.2
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Data for Figure 5.2
Isotherm sorption of phosphate by Fe3O4-NCS composite at 25 wt % Fe3O4.
Phosphate uptake/ mmol g−1 [HxPO
(3−x)−
4 ]Eq/ mmol dm
−3
0.5 g dm−3 loading
0.0001 ± 0.0003 −0.0001 ± 0.0002
0.0151 ± 0.0008 0.0008 ± 0.0002
0.086 ± 0.003 0.0002 ± 0.0002
0.177 ± 0.006 −0.0001 ± 0.0002
0.83 ± 0.03 0.0042 ± 0.0002
1.65 ± 0.06 0.0155 ± 0.0005
3.84 ± 0.2 2.82 ± 0.02
3.89 ± 0.3 7.64 ± 0.05
1.0 g dm−3 loading
0.0000 ± 0.0002 0.0000 ± 0.0002
0.0100 ± 0.0004 0.0000 ± 0.0002
0.049 ± 0.001 −0.0003 ± 0.0002
0.100 ± 0.002 0.0001 ± 0.0002
0.49 ± 0.01 0.0008 ± 0.0002
0.97 ± 0.02 0.0022 ± 0.0006
3.25 ± 0.1 1.58 ± 0.02
3.62 ± 0.2 6.22 ± 0.06
2.0 g dm−3 loading
0.0000 ± 0.0001 −0.0001 ± 0.0002
0.05 ± 0.001 0.0003 ± 0.0002
0.24 ± 0.003 0.0006 ± 0.0002
0.49 ± 0.01 0.0015 ± 0.0002
1.21 ± 0.01 0.0112 ± 0.0003
2.34 ± 0.03 0.1308 ± 0.0003
3.08 ± 0.04 1.095 ± 0.005
3.31 ± 0.05 3.00 ± 0.02
Data for Figure 5.3
Sorption of phosphate by Fe3O4-NCS composite.
Time/ min [HxPO
(3−x)−
4 ]/ mmol dm
−3 pH
0 0.99 ± 0.01 5.39
5 0.32 ± 0.01 9.97
10 0.27 ± 0.01 9.96
15 0.24 ± 0.01 10.00
20 0.21 ± 0.01 9.99
30 0.19 ± 0.01 10.11
45 0.16 ± 0.01 10.11
60 0.14 ± 0.01 10.18
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Data for Figure 5.4
Continuous uptake of phosphate by Fe3O4-NCS.
Reactor Volumes [HxPO
(3−x)−
4 ]/ mmol dm
−3 pH
Figure 5.4(a)
0.15 ± 0.02 0.001 ± 0.003 10.90
0.70 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.02 10.16
1.39 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.02 9.59
2.07 ± 0.02 0.65 ± 0.02 8.96
2.76 ± 0.02 0.72 ± 0.02 8.37
3.45 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.02 7.72
4.13 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.03 7.68
4.82 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.03 7.52
5.50 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.03 7.48
6.19 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.03 7.35
6.88 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.03 7.29
Figure 5.4(b)
0.15 ± 0.02 0.001 ± 0.003 10.90
0.70 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.02 10.16
1.39 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.02 9.59
2.07 ± 0.02 0.65 ± 0.02 8.96
2.76 ± 0.02 0.72 ± 0.02 8.37
3.45 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.02 7.72
4.13 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.03 7.68
4.82 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.03 7.52
5.50 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.03 7.48
6.19 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.03 7.35
6.88 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.03 7.29
Figure 5.4(c)
2.23 ± 0.25 0.107 ± 0.001 10.54
4.22 ± 0.25 0.429 ± 0.003 9.70
6.20 ± 0.25 0.553 ± 0.003 9.28
8.18 ± 0.25 0.605 ± 0.003 9.06
10.17 ± 0.25 0.646 ± 0.003 8.80
12.15 ± 0.25 0.687 ± 0.003 8.72
14.14 ± 0.25 0.750 ± 0.003 8.23
16.12 ± 0.25 0.810 ± 0.006 7.91
18.10 ± 0.25 0.795 ± 0.006 8.12
20.09 ± 0.25 0.889 ± 0.006 7.64
22.07 ± 0.25 0.974 ± 0.006 7.33
24.06 ± 0.25 1.006 ± 0.006 7.33
26.04 ± 0.25 1.059 ± 0.006 7.26
28.02 ± 0.25 1.075 ± 0.006 7.03
30.01 ± 0.25 1.056 ± 0.006 6.86
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Data for Figures 6.22–6.23
Isotherm sorption of ReO–4 by PANI-NCS composite.
Rhenium uptake/ mmol g−1 [ReO−4 ]Eq/ mmol dm
−3 [Ca2+]Eq/ mmol dm−3 pH
0.004 ± 0.004 0.003 ± 0.003 0.790 ± 0.001 2.87
0.38 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.00 0.898 ± 0.003 4.23
0.51 ± 0.02 0.45 ± 0.00 0.915 ± 0.002 4.87
0.55 ± 0.02 0.93 ± 0.01 0.922 ± 0.002 5.31
0.60 ± 0.03 1.36 ± 0.01 0.893 ± 0.003 3.52
0.54 ± 0.03 1.91 ± 0.01 0.858 ± 0.005 3.29
0.55 ± 0.06 2.41 ± 0.03 0.836 ± 0.003 3.12
0.56 ± 0.06 3.40 ± 0.02 0.829 ± 0.002 3.03
0.92 ± 0.07 4.01 ± 0.02 0.916 ± 0.003 4.45
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